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ABSTRACT

The identification as well as the characterization of breast premalignant lesions in terms of increased risk of
progression or recurrence has become a crucial issue nowadays as improved imagistic procedures are detecting
cancer earlier. The presence of different lesions within the same breast adjacent to malignancyis an aspect that can
prove the multistep progression to cancer. The goals of our study were to identify the mainly occurring lesions
adjacent to malignancy,and study the histological appearancesof Ki-67 index and estrogen receptor status in such
lesions and justify their possible identities as premalignant lesions.
Key words: breast cancer, ductal carcinoma in situ, premalignant, ER, Ki-67
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INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is the second
leading malignancy in Romanian
women, after cervical cancer. It has
different histological types that reflect
not only histological features but also
clinical and biological aspects.
Although the frequency of breast
cancer in Romania has increased
continuously during the last years,
characterization of the breast cancer
immune-profile is still not frequently
done and premalignant lesions such as
florid (proliferative) hyperplasia are
rarely mentioned in histopathological
reports. The premalignant breast
lesions represent a broad spectrum of
neoplastic changes with variable risk of
progression.
Nowadays it is not possible
todetermine with absolute certainty
which of these lesions will progress
further to cancer. This uncertainty is
reflected
in
the
histological
classification used in mammography
screenings where these premalignant
lesions are classified as ‗B3: lesions of

uncertain malignant potential‘ [1].This
elusion may reside in the existing
contradictory data on morphological
and immunohistochemical phenotype.
Some observers do not agree that
these lesions are ―premalignant ―and
they consider them to be just risk
markers [2,3]. Current studies [2] show
that evaluation of these lesions may
provide
useful
information
on
carcinogenesis as well as biological
insights into the origin and functional
significance
of
these
distinct
phenotypes.
Our study aims isto provide a
complex analysis of morphological and
immunohistochemical phenotypes of
the peritumoral lesions with malignant
potential associated with the most
frequent types of breast cancer which
were observed and diagnosed from
2012 to September 2014 in the
Department
of
Pathology
of
Emergency
University
Hospital,
Bucharest, Romania.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
A 3-year period (January 2012 September 2014) retrospective review
of our own database of patients
diagnosed with breast cancer was
performed. The medical records of 83
randomly selected patients with
invasive breast cancer who underwent

surgery were reviewed. The data
collection and processing were made
through Microsoft Office Excel 2010.
Sections were immunostained for
hormone receptors, E-cadherin, p63,
Ki67, EGFR and basal cytokeratins.

RESULTS
We reviewed sections from 83
randomly selectedcases. The mean age
at presentation was 58.3 (range 36–87
years). 82%of thepatients had a
palpable mass in their breast and the
remaining patients were diagnosed
after mammographic examination. The
laterality of the lesions was as follows:
left-sided in 64% of thepatients and
right-sided in 36% patients.We found
59 IDC, 9 ILC, 8 IDC+ILC and 7 other

types (2 tubular carcinomas, 2
mucinous carcinomas, 1 medullary
carcinoma, 1 invasive cribriform
carcinoma
and
1
metaplastic
carcinoma). 47% of thecases had
simultaneous epithelial changes, from
benign apocrine changes, adenosis,
intraductal papillary neoplasms, LCIS,
usual ductal hyperplasia to florid
atypical ductal hyperplasia and DCIS.
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We
found
outthat
the
immunohistochemical profile of some
pre-malignant lesions is heterogeneous
and discordant. A total of 50 cases were
selected for immunohistochemical
studies -15 cases which showed nonproliferative lesions, 18 cases which
showed proliferative lesions without
atypia and 17 cases which showed
atypia. ER positivity was found in 28
cases out of 50. Proliferative lesions
with atypia including in situ
lesionsshowed
increased
ER,
themajority of the proliferative lesions
without atypia showed ER negativity
and few showed ER positivity.
Ki-67 positivity was found in 27
cases of proliferative lesions with
atypia and 9 cases of proliferative
lesions without atypia.The proliferative

index values are very high in cases of
lesions belonging to atypical ductal
hyperplasia and DCIS.
We
also
evaluated
3
multicentric/multiple
breast
carcinomas (no special type)with
mismatch immunohistochemical ER
expression profile. The principal focal
lession was a grade 3 invasive breast
carcinoma NST with strong ER
expression, but the secondary tumoral
foci with the same histhological grade
and appearance had diminished ER
expression. Similar findings were
noticed when we evaluated the
proliferation index (Ki-67). Some
tumoral foci had strong ER expression
and appeared as high grade, but had a
rather low proliferative index (under
15%).

Figure. Loss of ER expression in adjacent premalignant lesions in a patient with invasive breast cancer (no
special type)Fig. 1 & 2 Grade 1 DCIS, ER +++ Fig. 3 & 4 Grade 2 DCIS, ER + Fig. 5 DCIS with microinvasion
ER+/- Fig.6 Invasive breast cancer (NST), ER-
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DISCUSSIONS
It is noticeable that the neoplastic
process begins earlier than at the DCIS
stage [4], but which histological lesions
are precisely involved in this process
and what drives them in progression is
not fully understood.Lesseris known
about
prognostic
factors
in
premalignant disease than in invasive
breast cancer, although awareness in
this area is increasing rapidly.No single
factor so far appears to be powerful
enough in predicting the promotion of
invasive breast cancer and panels of
multiple factors will be more helpful in
the near future. This should not be
surprising, given the high amount of
biological complexity ofthese lesions.
Nearly all ADH express high
levels of ER, implying that highly ERpositive premalignant lesions maybe
particularly susceptible to hormonal
therapy [5].
In 5 cases of ER- IDC we found
simultaneous strongly positive ER
DCIS, suggesting that some ERnegative breast cancers arise from ERpositive
or
otherwise
estrogenresponsive premalignant lesions.
The difference in expression of
ER is actually explicable: we can
assume that the expression is switched
off during invasion or that many ER
positive DCIS do not transform to IDC.
In other studies [2] c-erbB2 expression
follows a similar pathway (there is a
higher frequency of c-erbB2-positive
DCIS compared with c-erbB2 + IDC).

The incidence of ER expression is
a function of DCIS grade [6,11]. We
found outthat most DCIS lesions were
ER-positive, especially in well and
moderately
differentiated
tumors.
However, a large fraction of grade 3
DCIS lacked ER expression. ER
expression was also less marked
among cases with comedonecrosis.We
also noted 2 cases with strongly
positive ER breast cancer (no special
type) with concomitant ER negative
DCIS. Since a number of studies did
not find significant diversity in genetic
alterations or gene expression profiles
between the tumor cells of DCIS and
invasive carcinomas so far [7, 8, 9, 10],
the authors also focus on the possible
role of the tumoral microenvironment
to better explain the changeover from
DCIS to invasive breast cancer.
The authors point out that
morphological classifications go some
way to predicting prognosis, but more
practical approaches are required to
better understand andadaptindividual
therapy.We have to take into account
not only molecular changes in the
tumor cells, but also the host
microenvironment
that(This
microenvironment) provides a complex
ambience of cellular and noncellular
components that interact with the
neoplastic cells andinflict key functions
such as growth, differentiation,
angiogenesis and invasion.

CONCLUSIONS
Our retrospective study revealed
that morphological diagnosis of
premalignant
breast
lesions
is
demanding, given the multitude of
histopathological aspects, each with
different possible biological behaviour.
Therefore, the evaluation of these
lesions with pre-malignant potential
may also be useful in further
classifying ER-negative breast cancers
and may be important for pathologists

to evaluate the ER status of DCIS
occurring in the presence of ERnegative invasive cancer, as this
subgroup should be considered for
chemoprevention.
Further knowledge in this field
will
surely
provide
enhanced
prognostic and predictive factors and
will find innovative therapeutic
opportunities
to
promote
individualized treatment in patients
540

with breast cancer or premalignant
breast lesions.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Peripheral T lymphomas, also known as peripheral T-cell lymphomas, are a high grade
malignancy non-Hodgkin's lymphomas. They represents a rare variant of lymphomas which can pose serious issues
in practical diagnosis.
Material and methods: This descriptive study was realised during the years 2008-2013, data obtaining
from the registers of Pathology Department of Tirgu Mures. Information extracted was: age, sex, clinical diagnosis,
histopathological diagnosis and immunohistochemical information. For final diagnosis, immunohistochemical
reaction with monoclonal antibodies were performed: CD3, CD20, LCA, CD4, CD45 RO, CD 30, CD68 and Ki-67.
Results From a total number of 29 cases confirmed by histopathological analyses, 12 cases were found in
2008. Regarding the spread of cases by age, eight cases were registered in fifth decade of life. There were 11 cases of
peripheral T-cell lymphoma in woman and 18 cases in man. By sites of involvement, most patients (19 cases)
present with peripheral lymph node involvment.
Discussions Other studies realized in 2006 and 2010 show a 25-30% incidence of NOS type, compared
with the data obtained in our study. Immunohistochemical markers help to appoint this type of limphoma in NonHodgkin lymphoma and differential diagnosis. According „CD30 + limphoproliferative disorders” an exact
differenciation between NOS and anaplastic ALK negative is hard to do. Both are CD30 positive and the difference
between them is done at the molecular.
Conclusion This type of lymphoma reqiures a series of specific immunohistochemical reaction and a
pathologist experienced in the diagnosis of lymphhoma.
Key words: peripheral T-cell lymphomas, immunohistochemistry, ALK
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INTRODUCTION
Peripheral T lymphomas, also
known
as
peripheral
T-cell
lymphomas, are a high grade
malignancy
non
Hodgkin's
lymphomas. They represents a rare
variant of lymphomas which can pose
serious issues in practical diagnosis.
The diseases are divided in three
categories: NOS (non otherwise
specified), angioblastic form and
anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK)
positive or negative (ALK +/ALK-).
NOS peripheral T lymphoma,
represents 30% of total peripheral T
lymphomas and encompasses a wide
heterogeneous variety of lymphomas,
which today can not be differentiated
or included into other T lymphoma
categories[1].NOS can be localized
nodal or extranodal (e.g. bone marrow,
liver, spleen, skin, GI tract) [2; 3].
Angioimmunoblastic lymphoma
is
characterized
by
monoclonal
proliferation of follicular T helper
lymphocytes.
Clinical
description
includes:
generalized
lymphadenopathies, enlarged spleen,
cutaneous
and
pleural
lesions,
pericardial
infiltrations,
central
nervous system symptoms, polyclonal
hipergammaglobulinemia
and
sometimes is associated with the
presence of circulating immune

complexes,
cold
agglutinins,
rheumatoid factor and anti smooth
muscle antibodies. This neoplasm is
considered to be an antigen dependent
process, most likely represented by the
Epstein- Barr virus. Because of certain
states of immunodeficiency, patients
are susceptible to infections and
secondary neoplasms (B cell type most
often). [4]
Anaplastic lymphoma, regarding
to presence or absence of ALK
tyrosine-kinase, is divided into two
subcategories: ALK+ characterized by
CD30 positive marker, mostly affecting
males in their early 30's [5] and ALK –
which is supposed to be a final stage of
evolution in the T cell line
lymphomas,[6] known for having bad
prognosis and for involving more
frequent middle-aged people.
PURPOSE: The aim of this study
was to evaluate the casuistry of
peripheral
T-cell
lymphomas
diagnosed
by
histopathological
examination of tissues in Pathology
Department of Tirgu Mures during the
years 2008-2013 for/to analyse clinical
features,
histopathological
and
demographic aspects of patients
diagnosed with peripheral T- cell
Lymphoma.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Studied cases: this descriptive
study was realised during the years
2008-2013, data obtaining from the
registers of Pathology Department of
Tirgu Mures. Information extracted
was: age, sex, clinical diagnosis,
histopathological
diagnosis
and
immunohistochemical
information
obtained
from
histopathological
bulletin/newsletters. Major criteria for
inclusion in this study was peripheral
T-cell lymphoma diagnosis.
For
final
histopathological
diagnosis,
immunohistochemical
reaction with monoclonal antibodies

was carried out/ were performed: CD
3 (mark T lymphocytes), CD 20 (mark
B lymphocytes), LCA (leucocyte
common antigen, expressed on the
surface of most human leukocyte), CD4
(mark T helper lymphocytes), CD45
RO (positive in 80% of T- cell
lymphomas), CD 30 (expressed in
Reed-Sternberg cells and in most
anaplastic large cell lymphomas), CD
68 (mark histiocytes). And to assess the
proliferation index, it was performed
Ki 67.
Image aquirement: Photography
was performed using a Nikon E800
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optical microscope attached to a Nikon
E 100 camera. We avoided excessive

handling of color and shades to keep
morphological details

RESULTS
From a total number of 29 cases
confirmed
by
histopathological
analyses,
12
cases
were
found/registered in 2008, eight cases in
2009, three cases in 2010, three cases in
2013, two cases in 2011 and one case in
2012.
Regarding the spread of cases by
age, eight cases were registered in fifth

70-79

5

60-69

5

decade of life, five patients in the sixth
decade of life and five patients in
seventh decade of life were diagnosed
with peripheral T-cell lymphoma.
(figure 1.) Extreme ages of developing
periferal T cell lymphoma in our study,
were three and 77 years.

8
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40-49
1

30-39
20-29
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Figure 1. Distribution by age group of peripheral T cell lymphoma

There were 11 cases of peripheral
T-cell lymphoma in woman and 18
cases in man.
By sites of involvement, most
patients (19 cases) present with
peripheral lymph nodeinvolvment, six
cases of axillary lymphadenopathy,
seven
cases
with
laterocervical
lymphadenopathy and three cases with
supraclavicular
lymphadenopathy.
Among uncommon sites include one
case of femoral lymphadenopathy, one
case
of
submandibular
lymphadenopathyand one case with
generalized
lymphadenopathy.
Extranodal presentation occured: one
case in spleen, one case in tonsils, two
cases in the mediastinum, two cases in
the central nervous system (one sacral

and one thoracic), skin- one case, one
case in mastoid processus and one case
in retroperitoneum.
Microscopic, it was observed
effacement of the normal arhitecture of
lymph node with paracortical or
diffuse infiltrates. (Figure 2.) the
cytological spectrum is very broad
from
monomorphous
to
polymorphous. Often the cells are
medium to large sized, with irregular,
vesicular, pleomorphic nuclei, with
proeminent nucleoli and many mitotic
figures. (Figure 3) clear cells and ReedSternberg like cells are seen. An
inflamatory background including
small
lymphocytes,
eosinophils,
plasma cells and epitheloid histiocites,
was often seen.
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Figure 2. Peripheral T cell lymphoma with effacement
of normal arhitecture of lymph node, Ob. 2x, HE
staining

Figure 3. Atipical cells with many mitotic figures in
peripheral T-cell lymphoma of the spleen, Ob 20x, HE
stainig.

Figure 4. Peripheral T-cell lymphoma in lymph node. Atipical cells with many mitotic figures, Ob. 20x, HE
staining

DISCUSSIONS
During the period 2008-2013, in
Department of Pathology in Tirgu
Mures county, 29 patients were
diagnosed with peripheral T-cell
lymphoma of which 24 cases with
NOS,
two
cases
with
angioimunoblastic lymphoma and and
three cases with anaplastic large cell
lymphoma. Distribution by years of
cases describe a steady decrease in the
incidence from 12 cases in 2008 at one
case in 2012 and three cases in 2013.
Demographic, we observed a
higher incidence in men (18 cases) than
in women, with a sex-ratio of 1.63 and
with an average age of 43 in men,
compared to average age of 55 in
women.
Studies thar used similar criteria
have been reported in the literature. In
retrospective study realiseed by
Andrea Gallamini et all, conducted on

385 patients, they observed that the
frequency of disease frequency was 1.8
times higher in men than in women.
Also the sixth decade of life was the
most affected. [7]
Regarding
the
diagnostic
methods, were used microscopic and
immunohistochemical analysis. In 12
cases (41.4% of cases) CD3 and CD 45
RO was positive, 14 cases (48.3% of
cases) was only CD3 positive and 3
cases (10.33 % of cases) was CD45 RO
positive. Specific B-cell marker, CD 20
was positive especially on remaining/
left follicles in 72. 4% of cases (21
patients). A number of histiocytes was
observed in two cases, revealed by CD
68 positivity.
In 11 cases (38% of cases),
peripheral T-cell lymphoma was
subclassified. Thus, there are described
three cases of anaplasic T-cell
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lymphoma ALK positive, two cases of
angioimmunoblastic lymphoma, five
cases of peripheral T-cell lymphoma,
Lennert variant and one case of
peripheral T-cell lymphoma, follicular
variant.
In this study was observed that
mainly affected organs are lymph
nodes (19 cases) and that in 79.2% of
cases effacement of normal arhitecture
was present. Regarding the type of
lymphoma, the most diagnosed was
NOS (24 cases).
The study of Pier Paolo Piccaluga
et all[8], realized in 2010, shows a 2530% incidence of NOS type, compared
with the data obtained in this study.
Similar finding were obtained in the

study lead by Philip Went et all [9] in
2006.
Immunohistochemical
markers
help to appoint this type of limphoma
in Non-Hodgkin lymphoma and
differential
diagnosis.
According
„CD30
+
limphoproliferative
disorders‖ in 2010 [10] an exact
differenciation between NOS and
anaplastic ALK negative is hard to do.
Both are CD30 positive and the
difference between them is done at the
molecular.
This study has its obvious limits
by the low number of cases and
reporting to cases from a single cnter.
But this may present a challenge to
extend the study and the others centers
in Romania.

CONCLUSION
The data of this study we
conclude following: (1) from a total
number of 29 cases diagnosed during
2008- 2013 period in Department of
Pathology in Tirgu Mures, highest
incidence was registred in 2008 with a
total of 12 cases, incidence being in a
steady decrease until 2013. (2) Average
age of developing peripheral T-cell

lymphoma is higher in women (55
years) than in men (43 years). (3)
Peripheral T-cell lymphoma is more
common nodal (19 cases), observing
and rare sites (ten cases). (4) This type
of lymphoma reqiures a series of
specific immunohistochemical reaction
and a pathologist experienced in the
diagnosis of lymphhoma.
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ABSTRACT

Aim and Objectives: To investigate the relationships between carotid atherosclerosis, evaluated by cIMT and
plaques and the presence of diabetes associated or not with hypertension in comparison with a control group.
Material and Methods: A cross sectional study was done between the years 2010 and 2014 on a population of
315 patients with age between 31 and 80 years, 164 patients (52.1%) with diabetes, including 79 (48.2%)
hypertensives and a control group of 151 (47.9%). Carotid arteries were imaged with an ultrasound system
Sonoscape SSI 8000 equipped with software that automatically identified the borders of the CCA and calculated
cIMT.
Results: There were significant differences between the diabetes and control group concerning cIMT, weight,
BMI, history of hypertension, blood pressure values, LDL, HDL cholesterol and glucose (p <0.05 for all
comparisons). Mean cIMT and plaques correlated best with age, being 0.72±0.15 mm under 50 years, 0.82±0.35 mm
between 50-64 years, 0.92±0.34 mm between 65-74 years and 0.96±0.26 mm over 75 years. Carotid plaques were
present in diabetes under 50 years at 10.5%, in the 50-64 years group at 16.6%, in the 65-74 years group at 31.1%
and over 75 years at 56.6%. cIMT correlated significantly with the duration of diabetes, the presence of
microabuminuria and the presence of cardiovascular diseases (p <0.05).
Conclusions: Our study found a statistical significant association between increased cIMT, plaques, type 2
diabetes mellitus and hypertension. Other factors associated with increased cIMT were age, male gender, low HDL
cholesterol, high LDL cholesterol levels, duration of diabetes, presence of microalbuminuria, of coronary heart disease
or cerebrovascular disease.
Key words: diabetes mellitus – hypertension – carotid atherosclerosis
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INTRODUCTION
Patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus have a two to fourfold
increased incidence of CVD compared
to persons without diabetes.1 Carotid
intima-media thickness (cIMT) is
considered as a surrogate marker for
coronary and peripheral artery disease,
because it is easily obtained and is
therefore recommended by guidelines
for
cardiovascular
(CV)
risk
stratification.2 Both cIMT and total
carotid plaque area are associated with
future risk of ischemic stroke and
myocardial infarction.3 Several studies
have shown close associations between

cIMT and conventional atherosclerotic
risk factors such as age, obesity,
smoking, hypertension, dyslipidemia,
including LDL-C, HDL-C, impaired
glucose tolerance and diabetes mellitus
(DM).4, 5
AIM AND OBJECTIVES
To investigate the relationships
between
carotid
atherosclerosis,
evaluated by cIMT and plaques and the
presence of diabetes associated or not
with hypertension in comparison with
a control group.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The present study is an
observational
cross-sectional
prospective one of an ambulatory
population
from
12
general
practitioners offices from Timiş
County, between 2010 and 2014. Of the
315 enrolled individuals, a number of
164 (52.1%) had diabetes type 2, of
which
79
(48.2%)
associated
hypertension
and
151
(47.9%)
represented the control group.
Carotid arteries were imaged
with ultrasound system Sonoscape SSI
8000 with high-resolution B-mode

system
and
linear
ultrasound
transducer of 7.5 MHz, respecting the
Mannheim Consensus (Figure 1). We
examined a minimum of 10 mm length
of both common carotids, 5 mm below
the carotid bulb (Figure 2). The system
was equipped with software that
automatically identified the borders of
the CCA and calculated cIMT (Figures
3, 4). Plaque was defined as >50% focal
wall thickening from the surrounding
vessel wall, distinct from the adjacent
boundary.

Figure 1. The utility of carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) as an index of atherosclerosis
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Figure 2. Measurement of cIMT

Figure 3. B-mode ultrasound. CIMT is seen as a double
echogenic line at the far wall of the CCA

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The study data were expressed as
mean ± SD for continuous variables
and as frequencies or percentages for
categorical variables. Differences in
mean values were assessed using t-test.
Categorical variables were compared
using
chi-square
tests.
Linear
regression analysis was used to
determine the relationships between
continuous variables. Comparisons

Figure 4. CIMT automatic measurement on a
longitudinal view

were considered significant in the
presence of p value <0.05. Pearson‘s
correlation
was
done
between
continuous variables and cIMT. Simple
and
multiple
backward
linear
regression analysis (with cIMT as the
outcome variable) were performed. All
statistical analyses used the Software
Stata 9.2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The patient‘s characteristics are
described in Table I.
Table I. Baseline characteristics of the study groups
Characteristics
Mean IMT (mm)

Control group
(n = 151)
0.76 ± 0.21
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Diabetes group
p value
(n = 164)
0.89 ± 0.42
p <0.05

Control group
(n = 151)
Age (years)
53.6 ± 9.7
Male (%)
51% (77)
Height (cm)
166.6 ± 10.1
Weight (kg)
73.1 ± 13.3
Waist (cm)
90.8 ± 1.2
BMI
27.01 ± 0.66
Smokers (%)
23.2% (35)
History of hypertension (%)
29.1% (44)
History of hypercholesterolemia (%) 30.5% (46)
SBP (mmHg)
133.5 ± 10.9
DBP (mmHg)
75.1 ± 7.3
LDL cholesterol (mg/dl)
124±7.2
HDL cholesterol (mg/dl)
46±10.2
Total cholesterol (mg/dl)
215.0 ± 34.4
Triglycerides (mg/dl)
149.4 ± 41.0
Glucose (mg/dl)
89±7
Characteristics

From the total group of 164
diabetic patients, 30 were under 50
years, 46 between 50-64 years, 55

Diabetes group
(n = 164)
56.0 ± 7.4
52.4% (86)
165.9 ± 8.5
86.2 ± 12.7
93 ± 1
34.32 ± 1.26
24.4% (40)
47.6% (78)
35.4% (58)
152.1 ± 10.5
88.6 ± 6.5
148±8.9
41±7.8
267.3 ± 36.7
161.2 ± 51.4
148±31

p value
NS
NS
NS
p <0.05
NS
p <0.05
NS
p <0.001
NS
p <0.001
p <0.05
p <0.05
p <0.05
p <0.05
NS
p <0.001

between 65-74 years, and 33 had ≥75
years (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Age groups in patients with diabetes
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Figure 5. Age groups in patients with diabetes

When analysing cIMT for each
cardiovascular risk factor, there were
statistical
important
differences
concerning the presence or absence of
hypertension, low values of HDL-C,
age, increased LDL-C and increased
blood glucose. No differences were
observed
concerning
smoking,

triglycerides and increased waist
circumference. In our study diabetes
was statistic significantly associated
with increased cIMT. When separated
by gender, cIMT showed a trend to be
higher in male patients (Table I and
figures 6, 7, 8).

Figure 6. Baseline characteristics of the study groups (1)
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BMI

Figure 7. Baseline characteristics of the study groups (2)
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Figure 7. Baseline characteristics of the study groups (2)
Figure 8. Baseline characteristics of the study groups (3)
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Figure 8. Baseline characteristics of the study groups (3)

cIMT and plaques showed
important differences according to age
groups. In the age group less than 50
years, mean cIMT was 0.72±0.15 mm,
in the 50-64 years group mean cIMT
was 0.82±0.35 mm, in the 65-74 years
group mean cIMT was 0.92±0.34 mm
and in the over 75 years group mean
cIMT was 0.96±0.26 mm.
Carotid plaques were present in
the study group under 50 years at

10.5%, in the 50-64 years group at
16.6%, in the 65-74 years group at
31.1% and over 75 years at 56.6%
(Table II and figure 9).
Incidence of carotid lesions in the
study groups was 11.2% in the control
group of 151 patients, 27% in the
nonhypertensive
diabetes
group
consisting of 85 patients, and 41.7% in
the hypertensive diabetes group
consisting of 79 patients (Figure 10).

Table II. Mean cIMT and plaques in different age groups
Total
(n=164)
cIMT (mm)

<50 years
(n=30)
0.72±0.15

50-64 years
(n=46)
0.82±0.35

65-74 years
(n=55)
0.92±0.34

≥75 years
(n=33)
0.96±0.26

Plaques (%)

10.5%

16.6%

31.1%

56.5%
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p value
0.002

Figure 9. Mean cIMT and plaques in different age groups of type 2 diabetes
56.5%
cIMT (mm)
Plaques (%)

31.1%
0.82 mm

0.72 mm

0.96 mm

0.92 mm

16.6%

10.5%

<50 years(n=30)

50-64 years (n=46)

65-74 years (n=55)

≥75 years (n=33)

Figure 9. Mean cIMT and plaques in different age groups of type 2 diabetes
Figure 10. Incidence of carotid lesions in the study groups
Nr. of patients in group
Incidence of carotid lesions

200
150

151
85

100
50

79
41.7%

27%

11.2%

0
Control group

Nonhypertensive diabetes

Hypertensive diabetes

Figure 10. Incidence of carotid lesions in the study groups

Mean cIMT was 0.84 mm in the
newly
diagnosed
patients
with
diabetes mellitus, 0.9 mm in patients
with 1-3 years duration of disease, 0.93
mm in patients with 3-10 years
duration, and 0.98 mm in patients >10
years duration of diabetes mellitus
(Figure 11).
cIMT and plaques correlated with
microalbuminuria in the diabetes

group. Mean cIMT was 0.92±0.42 mm
in patients with microalbuminuria,
respectively 0.83±0.39 mm in patients
with normal albuminuria, and plaques
were present in 27.6% patients with
microalbuminuria,
respectively
in
20.8%
patients
with
normal
albuminuria (Table III and figure 12).

Figure 11. Correlation of cIMT with the duration of DM
0.98 mm
0.93 mm

0.90 mm
0.84 mm

Newly diagnosed

1-3 years

3-10 years

>10 years

Figure 11. Correlation of cIMT with the duration of DM
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Table III. cIMT and plaques in DM with microalbuminura and normal albuminuria
Total
(n=164)
cIMT (mm)

Microalbuminuria
(n=48)
0.92±0.42

Normal albuminuria
(n=116)
0.83±0.39

Plaques (%)

27.6%

20.8%

P value
p <0.05
p <0.05

Figure 12. cIMT and plaques in DM with microalbuminuria and normal albuminuria
200

DM
Microalbuminuria
Normal albuminuria

164
150

116
0.92 mm

100

0.83 mm
48
27.6%

50

20.8%

0
Nr. of patients

cIMT

Plaques

Figure 12. cIMT and plaques in DM with microalbuminuria and normal albuminuria

Patients with CAD had mean
cIMT of 1.13±0.4 mm in the diabetes
group, respectively 0.74±0.11 mm in
the control group, and patients without

CAD had mean cIMT of 0.92±0.34 mm
in the diabetes group, respectively
0.62±0.12 mm in the control group
(Table IV and figure 13).

Table IV. Correlation of cIMT and CAD in type 2 diabetes and the control group
Diabetes group
Control group

CAD

cIMT (mm)

yes

1.13 ± 0.40

no

0.92 ± 0.34

yes

0.74 ± 0.11

no

0.62 ± 0.12

Figure 13. Correlation of cIMT and CAD in type 2 diabetes
150
100

0.62 mm

0.92 mm

0.74 mm

1.13 mm

50
0
Control group

Diabetes group
Without CAD

With CAD

Figure 13. Correlation of cIMT and CAD in type 2 diabetes
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Figure 14. Mean cIMT of 0.931 in a patient with DM

Figure 15. Elevated cIMT and bulb plaques in a patient with DM

Figure 16. Atherosclerotic plaque in a patient with DM
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Figure 17. CIMT of 0.74 mm and bulb plaques in DM

Figure 18. cIMT 1.09 in a patient with DM

Figure 19. Cardiovascular risk prediction

Carotid artery wall analysis
identifies
early
stages
of
atherosclerosis, by the identification of
non-occlusive plaques and thickened
cIMT.6
Both
parameters
are
independent predictors of future CV
events,
including
myocardial
infarction, stroke, and cardiac death
and can be used in clinical practice for
CV risk assessment. The American
Society
of
Echocardiography‘s
recommendation is of combining cIMT
and carotid plaque for optimal CV risk
prediction. Although cIMT and carotid
plaques
share
a
common
pathophysiologic
substrate,
cIMT

might be associated more with arterial
aging and carotid plaques should
represent a better surrogate marker of
CV atherosclerosis. 7
The strong association between
changes in BP and cIMT may be
because the hemodynamic change due
to BP has a stronger impact on cIMT,
while injuries caused by LDL-C
changes affect the carotid IMT only
slowly. Evidence from randomized
controlled trial data also showed
different effects of BP and cholesterol
lowering
treatment
on
carotid
atherosclerosis.8,9 Microalbuminuria is
highly predictive not only for the
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development of diabetic nephropathy
but also for subsequent atherosclerotic
vascular disease. The predictive value
of microalbuminuria for atherosclerotic
vascular disease has been shown in
several epidemiologic studies of type 2

diabetes, type 1 diabetes, and
nondiabetic populations.10 Dysfunction
of the vascular endothelium and
chronic low-grade inflammation are
key features of the initiation of
atherosclerosis.11

CONCLUSIONS
1. Diabetes mellitus confers an
increased risk for CV morbidity
and mortality.
2. Our study found a statistical
significant association between
increased cIMT, plaques, type 2
diabetes mellitus and hypertension.
3. Other factors associated with
increased cIMT were age, male

gender, low HDL cholesterol, high
LDL cholesterol levels, duration of
diabetes,
presence
of
microalbuminuria and of coronary
heart disease or cerebrovascular
disease.
4. Hypertension is a strong predictor
of increased cIMT.
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ABSTRACT

Background: For few years, early statin therapy in acute coronary patients is already usual in our coronary unit,
but high dose of atorvastatin still needs to adjust for long term, according to current guidelines. Late hospitalisation of this
type of patients is also improved in our unit, this study continue another study in our unit seven years ago. Few studies
have evaluated the full parameters of acute coronary patients for long term treated with high doses of atorvastatin. This
study continue our effort to improve the long term evolution of acute coronary patients in our unit. Objective: To assess
the improvement of secondary prevention of patients with acute myocardial infarction, we observed for 36 month the long
term evolution of patients in Banat region, hospitalized in our coronary unit and we analysed the clinical and paraclinical
evolution in time, in order to see if the results are better comparative 7 years ago, when we evaluated similar category of
patients. Method: Patients with acute coronary infarction and severe unstable angina are hospitalized in our coronary
hospital unit and they are treated according to the current guidelines. Part of these patients is treated with 80 mg/day
atorvastatin for long term, 36 months. We study carefully the evolution of patients treated in our coronary unit
comparative with a group of patients treated with 80 mg/day atorvastatin for 36 month and we evaluate all patients at 6,
12, 24 and 36 months for primary and secondary end-points of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, plasmatic lipid
levels, PCR level, stress cardiac testing and cognitive performance. We study the evolution of patients treated nowadays
compare with patients treated seven years ago, when addressability was lower and accessibility to the best treatment was
lower too. Results: We included 216 patients with acute myocardial infarction and severe unstable angina hospitalized in
4-6 hours after the onset of coronary event. The maximum daily dose of atorvastatin (80mg/zi) was administered to a lot of
102 patients, the rest of the patients received the usual treatment according to the valid therapeutic guides, and other
statins in usual dose, meaning the control lot is based on 114 patients. After 6 months from onset, in the group of patients
treated with 80 mg atorvastatin, major events (primary end points) took place for 31 (17,4%), 35 (19,6%), 36 (20,2%)
compared to 38 patients (22%), 44 (25%), 48 (28%) in the control group, p<0,01. Secondary end-points results are
significant better in atorvastatin group (p<0,01). In both groups of patients, the evaluation of the plasmatic lipids at the
onset of the coronary event was similar. At 6 months, the decreased level of total cholesterol, of the LDL and of the
triglycerides was complete in the lot of patients with high dose of atorvastatin; this result maintained at 12, 24 and 36
months. Protein C plasmatic level (PCR) decreased with 83% compared to 79% in the control lot. All the patients were
evaluated for physical performance at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months, with better performance in atorvastatin group. Cognitive
performance evaluation withg Mini Mentale Scale Examination (MMSE) showed a Mild Cognitive Impairment for both
groups, no significant differences in groups. Conclusion: The present observational study continues our effort in
improving the therapy of acute coronary patients in our unit. This study is a continuation of another study for these type of
patients, 7 years ago, and proves that a better addressability and a long term aggressive therapy with atorvastatin has
significant benefits in cardiovascular mortality and morbidity, in safety conditions and early physical performance
recovery.
Key words: evolution of the acute myocardial patent, atutvastatin high doses, reabilitations
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INTRODUCTION
Acute coronary patient are
treated with statins because of their
important proved benefits for short
and long term. Patient‘s outcomes are
improved because of the long term
high doses atorvastatin therapy, but
also because of improvement of
addressability and implementation of
current guidelines. For few years, early
statin therapy in acute coronary
patients is already usual in our
coronary unit, but high dose of
atorvastatin still needs to adjust for
long term, according to current
guidelines. Late hospitalisation of this
type of patients is also improved in our
unit, this study continue another study

in our unit seven years ago, in order to
obtain better results. The effect of
statins in this type of patients late
hospitalised in coronary units is
difficult to show; only few studies
there are in medical literature. Major
and minor end points of this
observational study are evaluated
during a long period of time after acute
coronary patients tardy hospitalized
and treated with high doses of
atorvastatin for long term. This study
continues our involvement in treating
this type of patients, in order to gain
long term benefits for patients in our
region, in Banat.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Acute coronary patients included
in the present observational study are
adults above 18 years, hospitalized in
our emergency coronary unit relatively
tardy, in 4-6 hours after the onset of the
myocardial infarct, regardless of the
presence or absence of dyslipidaemia.
We included the patients with acute
myocardial infarction (with or without
pre-hospital thrombolysis) and severe
unstable angina, treated in coronary
units and monitored adequately during
the critical period. They received 80 mg
atorvastatin daily, after which they
were attentively clinical monitored,
biological, electrophysiological and
cardiac
stress
testing,
cognitive
performance evaluation after 6, 12, 24
and 36 months. Exclusion criteria are
for patients that were scheduled for
revascularization interventions, the
myocardial infarct patients with Q
wave in the last 6 weeks, coronary by
pass undertaken in the last 3 months,
PTCA in the last 6 months, severe
anaemia
(Hb<8mg/%),
dialysis
patients (IRC stadium IV), insulindependent diabetes, pregnancy and
nursing. All the patients are treated
according to the current therapeutic

guidelines in Europe and Romania and
all patients gave us a written consigns.
Recommendations for the complete
regiments of diet are in concordance
with the current therapeutic guides.
Physical performance of coronary
patients was carefully monitored,
using in graduated the loading dose:
45W, 60W, 80W and 100W and all the
patients follow the current guidelines
recommendations.
Cognitive
performance
evaluation is based on Mini Mental
Scale Examination (MMSE) for all
patients.
We compare the clinical and
paraclinical evolution of these patients
with hospitalized patients with similar
characteristics who received usual
pathology specific treatment, except
the maximum atorvastatin dose
administered just after admission in
the study. Preliminary analyses of the
results at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months from
the hospitalization of acute myocardial
infarct patients were effectuated.
END POINTS: Immediately after
the hospitalisation of the acute
coronary patients, the patients were
monitored in details for primary and
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secondary end-points, meaning major
and minor ischemic events. Primary
end-points are death, non-fatal acute
myocardial infarct, cardiac arrest with
resuscitation
and
recurrent
symptomatic myocardial ischemia with
objective
evidence
requiring
emergency re-hospitalization. Every
patients included has a clinical and
electrocardiographic evaluation, then
biological (cardiac enzyme data
criteria), psychological. The traced
secondary end-points are the period of
time until the occurrence of the
primary end-points, the occurrence of
fatal and non-fatal stroke events

(AVC), revascularizations (PTCA and
by pass), re-hospitalization (aggravated
angina, newly diagnosed or aggravated
congestive cardiac insufficiency that
needed hospitalization) and the plasma
level of the lipids in comparison with
moment zero when the patients were
admitted into the study.
Clinically and paraclincal exams
are done for all patients: plasma lipids
(total cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL,
HDL),
PRC,
fibrinogen,
VSH,
glycaemia, hemoleucograma, LDH,
urea, creatinine, ionograma, ECG,
echocardiography,
cardiac
stress
testing and psychological evaluation.

RESULTS
From a total of 378 acute coronary
patients, we included in this study 216
patients between May 2009 – December
2010, patients with acute myocardial
infarction and severe unstable angina
hospitalized in 4-6 hours after the onset
of coronary event, in accordance with
the pre-set inclusion criteria. The
moment of the admission of the
patients into the study overlapped with
the moment of their hospitalization.
The
maximum
daily
dose
of
atorvastatin
(80mg/day)
was
administered daily for 36 months to a

lot of 102 patients, the rest of the
patients received the usual treatment
according to the valid therapeutic
guides, and other statins in usual dose,
meaning the control lot is based on 114
patients. The clinical and paraclinical
monitoring of all the patients was
undertaken at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months
from the hospitalisation.
The analysis of clinical and
demographical data of the patients
from the two groups is similar at the
moment of the inclusion to the study
(Table 1).

Table 1. The baselines characteristics of the acute coronary patients (number/%)
Age (years)
Men
White raise
Time from the onset (hours)

63
143
216
4,8

_
66%
100%
_

Cardiovascular history
* Heart failure
* Cerebrovascular disease
* Peripheral vascular disease
* Myocardial Infarction
* PTCA revascularization
* BY PASS revascularization

18
19
19
56
60
136

8.3%
8.7%
8.6%
26.1%
28%
6.3%

Cardiovascular Risk Factors
* Smoking
* HTA
* diabetes mellitus
* dyslipidemia

104
121
51
92

48.4%
56.2%
23.6%
42.4%
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ECG diagnosis permitted us to
split the two lots of patients (the
control lot and the lot with acute
myocardial infarct patients treated
with atorvastatin 80 mg/day) in 3
groups (table 2) : Group I includes 91
patients (42%) with severe unstable

angina. Group II includes 69 patients
(32%) with acute myocardial infarction
(AMI) without ST segment Elevation,
group III includes 56 patients (26%)
with AMI with ST segment Elevation
(Fig 1).

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Lot Control
Lot Atorvastatin 80mg/day
Group I: Severe Group II: Non ST
Group III:
Unstabble Angina denivelation AMI Denivelation AMI
Figure 1. Groups of patients monitored for 36 months, ECG diagnosed

In Group I (patients with Severe
Unstable Angina) there are 43 patients
in lot atorvastatin 80mg/day and 48
patients in control lot. Group II (Non
ST Elevation Myocardial Infarct)
comprises 33 patients treated with
atorvastatin 80mg/day and 36 patients
in control lot. Group III (ST Elevation
Myocardial Infarct) comprises 26
patients treated with atorvastatin
80mg/day and 30 patients in control
lot.
The daily therapy with 80
mg/day of atorvastatin started in 43
hours after the hospitalization.
The planning for the clinical
monitoring of the patients was
scheduled at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months
from the onset of the acute coronary
event. All the data about the patients
was centralized in accordance to the

preset planning, with the exception of 2
patients that got lost off the group of
patients that received atorvastatin 80
mg/day (0,92%), respectively
3
patients that got lost in the control lot
(1.3%).
The compliance of the patients to
the therapy, meaning the number of
days in which the patient strictly
followed the prescribed medication,
was 99.08 % in the atorvastatin lot and
98.7 % in the control group. The
medication of the acute coronary event
was prescribed in accordance with the
valid therapeutic guidelines, according
to the clinical and paraclinical
diagnosis of each patient (table 2).
Aspirin, heparin, nitrates and betablockers were administered to most of
the patients included in the study.

Table 2. Medications During Hospitalization of the acute coronary patients (nr/%)
Aspirin
Antiplatelet agents
Heparin
Oral anticoagulants
Fibrinolysis Agents
Nitrates
Beta blockers
Ca Chanel Blockers
ACE Inhibitors
Digoxin
Statins

199
26
164
17
15
194
168
114
97
30
216
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92.00%
12.00%
76.00%
8.00%
7.00%
90.00%
78.00%
53.00%
45.00%
14.00%
100.00%

PARACLINICAL RESULTS: In
both groups of patients, the evaluation
of the plasmatic lipids at the onset of
the coronary event was similar, with an
average level of the LDL cholesterol of
126 mg/dl, triglycerides 184 mg/dl
and HDL 45 mg/dl. At 6 months, the
Onset:

decreased level of total cholesterol, of
the LDL and of the triglycerides was
complete in the lot of patients with
high dose of atorvastatin; this result
maintained at 12, 24 and 36 months
(Fig. 2, 3).

Onset:

End : 36 months

200

200
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150

100

100
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Figure 2. Lipid plasmatic evolution in 36 months in
acute coronary patients in control lot

End : 36 months

TGL

HDL

Figure 3. Atorvastatin 80mg/day

By the end of the study, in the
control group of patients, the seric level
of the LDL cholesterol increased with
12% (average 135 mg/dl), comparing
to the atorvastatin lot where the seric
level of the LDL cholesterol decreased
with 40% (average 78 mg/dl).
Triglycerides increased with 8%
(average 187 mg/dl) in the control lot,
compared to the decreasing with 16%
(average
142
mg/dl)
of
the
triglycerides level in the atorvastatin
lot. In the control lot the seric level of
HDL cholesterol decreased with 6%

(average 41 mg/dl) comparing to the
atorvastatin lot where the seric level of
HDL increased with 8% (average 50
mg/dl).
In the group of patients treated
with atorvastatin 80 mg/day for 36
months, reactive protein C plasmatic
level (PCR) decreased from an average
value of 11,8 mg/l to 1,6 mg/l,
representing a decrease of 83%
compared to 79% in the control lot, at
the debut PCR having an average value
of 12 mg/l and after 24 months 2,8 g/l.

15
10
atorvastatin group
5

control

0
Onset:

End: after 36 months

Figure 4. PCR evolution in 36 months in acute coronary patients

RESULTS OF THE ENDPOINTS: Over the six-months period

of the study, in the lot of acute
myocardial infarct patients treated
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with 80 mg atorvastatin, major events
(primary end-points) took place for 25
patients (13,8%) compared with 34
patients (18,6%) in the control lot,
p=0,09 (Figure 5). The therapy with 80
mg/day of atorvastatin diminished the
number of fatal cardiac events after 6
months of treatment from the onset.
However, in the group of patients
treated with 80 mg/day atorvastatin,
the number of recurrent ischemic
events
with
emergency
re-

hospitalization was registered in lower
cases (5 patients, 2,77%) comparative
control group (11 patients, 6,04%), p=
0,05.
After 12, 24 and 36 months, the
recorded differences between the two
lots were significant from a statistical
point of view, regardless of the ECG
diagnosis and stress cardiac testing
results of the IMA at the debut (group
I, group II and group III).

50
40
30

Lot martor

20

Lot atorvastatin 80mg/zi

10
0
0

6 months 12 months 24 months 36 months
Figure 5. Primary End-Points Results

Over the 12, 24 and 36 months
period of the study, in the lot of acute
myocardial infarct patients treated
with 80 mg atorvastatin, major events
(primary end points) took place for 31
(17,4%), 35 (19,6%), 36 (20,2%)
compared to 38 patients (22%), 44
(25%), 48 (28%) in the control group.
Significant statistical differences
of the combined secondary end points
were registered between the lot of
patients treated with atorvastatin

80mg/day from the onset and the
control lot at 36 months (Figure 6).
Over the 36 months period of the
study, in the lot of acute coronary
patients
treated
with
80
mg
atorvastatin, the cumulative secondary
endpoint was reduced with 33%,
p=0,01. The administration of 80
mg/day of atorvastatin diminished the
number of secondary end-points, after
36 months from the onset.

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Atorvastin 80mg/day
Control

Figure 6. Secondary End-Points Results

In the lot of patients treated with
atorvastatin 80 mg/day, 14 fatal and
non-fatal cerebrovascular events were
registered (in 16 patients, 8,88%): 4

recurrent IMA, 3 hemorrhagic AVC, 1
embolic
AVC,
5
of
systemic
tromboembolic nature, 1 case of
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unspecified etiology, compared with a
total of 39 events the control lot.
Non-fatal recurrent AVC (stroke)
was registered in 4 patients in the lot of
patients treated with atorvastatin 80mg
(2,3%) and in 12 cases from the control
lot (6%), p=0,01, significant statistic
differences.
All patients were evaluated for
physical performances evaluation for

45W, 60W, 80W and 100W loading
dose. 29% of patients in the group of
patients treated with atorvastatin
80mg/day performed at 100W loading
dose and 16% in control group (Table
3). At 36 months after onset, 42%
patients in the group of patients treated
with 80mg/day atorvastatin performed
al 100W loading dose and 22% in
control group (Table 4).

Table 3. Physical Performance evaluation in 6 months after onset
Loading Dose
45 W
60 W
80 W
100 W

Control
80%
54%
43%
16%

Atorvastatin 80mg/day
82%
65%
54%
29%

Table 4. Physical Performance evaluation in 36 months after onset
Loading Dose
45 W
60 W
80 W
100 W

Control
95%
70%
60%
22%

Atorvastatin 80mg/day
95%
75%
83%
42%

Mini Mental Scale Examination
(MMSE) is used for all patients at first
hospitalization and after 6, 12, 24 and
36 months, 30 is normal score. After 6
months, score is 22 in atorvastatin
group and 21 in control group, p=0,9,
no significant differences, and this
result maintain in 12, 24 and 36 moths.
At the end of study, score is 24 in
group treated with atorvastatin and 21
in control group, p=0,06.

SAFETY: No serious adverse
effects appeared in our groups of
patients included in study. Increased
hepatic transaminases (three times the
normal value) appeared in 11 patients
(6,1%), for whom the treatment with
atorvastatin was stopped and who
where excluded from the study. No
case of documented myositis was
registered, but mild muscular pain
witch does not has impact in
compliance of patients.

DISCUSSIONS
Hypercholesterolemia
in
coronary patients is a risk factor to be
in control, especially in coronary
patients. Primary prevention and the
secondary
prevention
must
be
implemented for all patients, especially
in the acute coronary syndromes and
the acute myocardial infarct. For the
latter ones, the decrease of the
cholesterol values is correlated with a
favourable prognostic in the postinfarct evolution.

The prognostic of acute coronary
syndrome patients in general, and the
acute myocardial infarct in particular,
with or without ST segment elevation,
is significantly increased due to
aggressive decreasing of LDL values
below 70mg%. In MIRACL study, 3086
patients
with
acute
myocardial
infarction were treated with 80mg/day
atorvastatin for short time (16 weeks)
and the risk of major cardiovascular
events was reduced with 16%, the risk
for re-hospitalization was reduced with
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26%and LDL was reduced below
80mg% in coronary patients, with or
without PTCA. Important to underline
that, for last 5 years, in our unit we
perform PTCA for times more than
before.
Such
change
suggest
improvement of addressability in our
studied patients due to significant
earlier medical address and assistance.
Such emergency cases require
emergency therapy, but insufficiently
prompt seven years ago, when
addressability was 8-9 hours after the
onset of coronary event. For this
reason, we considered necessary such a
lot of acute coronary patients, with
better addressability, 4-6 hours, to
whom a maximum daily dose of
atorvastatin was administered, for a
period of 36 months, with the
monitoring of the clinical and
paraclinical
evolution,
including
physical and cognitive performance.
In our coronary unit we obtain
excellent result for long term, because
of increased addressability, a better
management of individual treatment
and better compliance. After 36
months, early daily therapy with 80 mg

atorvastatin for acute coronary patients
with acute myocardial infarction and
severe unstable angina, reduced major
recurrent ischemic events with 28%
and with 34% minor recurrent ischemic
events. The lipid markers evolution
was very good: the plasmatic level of
the LDL cholesterol decreased with
42%, triglycerides decreased with 17%
and the plasmatic level of HDL
cholesterol increased by 9%. These
results are improved in compare with
our
anterior
study,
when
addressability was lower, the access to
high dose of atorvastatin was difficult
and the compliance of patients was
lower.
Also, the evaluation for long term
of this type of patients has more
complexity, included also physical and
cognitive performance examination
and we gain a better improvement of
Mild Cognitive Impairment, not
statistical significant, but important for
patients. This improvement is due to
the
increasing
of
high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL), using
daily high doses of atorvastatin for
long term.

CONCLUSIONS
High doses atorvastatin therapy
is an excellent method to improve the
evolution of acute coronary patients
early treated.
There are parameters to evaluate
the outcome of these patients: primary
and secondary cardiovascular endpoints, plasmatic lipid and PCR levels,
physical
performance,
cognitive
performance.
Early addressability of acute
coronary patients is a strategic issue in
our region, for the complications of the
diseases and for physical performance.
Early administration of 80
mg/day atorvastatin in acute coronary
patients late hospitalised, with or
without ST segment elevation, is
necessary immediately after the
ischemic event and for long term the
same dose.

The
aggressive
significant
decrease of the plasmatic lipids and of
the PCR (atherosclerotic inflammation
marker) at the administration of
atorvastatin in maximum dose of 80
mg/day, for 36 months, reduced the
major cardiovascular events by 28%
and the secondary cardiovascular
events by 34%, better
results
comparative 7 years ago, when we
obtain only 25% improvement in
primary end-point, and 33% secondary
end-points.
Atorvastatin was generally well
tolerated in our patient population.
There were no documented cases of
myositis, but 3 cases with muscular
pain. Levels of serum transaminases
exceeding 3 times the normal levels
were detected in 11 patients, but these
patients were excluded.
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In conclusion, this observational
study proved that our initiative to
increase the effort in improving the
therapy of acute coronary patients in
our unit is excellent for the good of
patients in our region for long term.
This continue our anterior study 7

years ago and proves that a better
addressability and a long term
aggressive therapy with atorvastatin
has benefits in cardiovascular mortality
and morbidity, in safety conditions and
early
physical
and
cognitive
performance recovery.
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ABSTRACT

A cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) with rhinorrhea occurs when there is a communication between the dura and the
skull base and discharge of CSF from the nose. A spinal fluid leak from the intracranial space to the nasal respiratory
tract could be very dangerous because of the risk of an infection. This article reviewed the causes, diagnosis and
treatment of CSF leakage. The most challenging part is to determine the precise site of the dural breach. That can be
done with different types of paraclinical examinations such as Computer Tomography, Magnetic Resonance. Beta-2
transferrin is the first choice biochemical analysis to perform because of its high sensitivity and specificity. Most of
CSF leaks are resolved spontaneously. The timing for surgery and CSF drainage procedures must be decided with
great care and with a clear strategy. This article reviewed the diagnosis and treatment of posttraumatic CSF leakage
of anterior skull base fractures.
A PUBMED search of the National Library of Medicine was conducted.
Key words: cerebrospinal fluid, CSF leak, head injury, skull base fractures
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INTRODUCTION
Epidemiology of cerebrospinal
fluid leaks :
80% of CSF leaks result from
head trauma, 16% from surgical
procedures, and the remaining 4% are
nontraumatic. Of the traumatic leaks,
more than 50% are evident within the
first 2 days, 70% within the first week,
and almost all present within the first 3
months.
Delayed presentation may result
from wound contraction or scar
formation, necrosis of bony edges or
soft tissue, slow resolution of edema,
devascularization
of
tissues,
posttreatment tumor retraction, or
progressive increases in intracranial
pressure (secondary to brain edema or
other process).
Anterior skull base leaks are
more common than middle or posterior
leaks, due to the firm adherence of the
dura to the anterior basilar skull. The
most common sites of CSF rhinorrhea
following accidental trauma are the
sphenoid sinus (30%), frontal sinus
(30%), and ethmoid/cribriform (23%)
(Fig.1). Temporal bone fractures with
resultant CSF leak can present with
CSF otorrhea or rhinorrhea via egress
through the Eustachian tube with an
intact tympanic membrane (Fig.2).
When looking at surgical trauma, the
most common sites of CSF leak are
ethmoid/cribiform (80%), followed the
frontal sinus (8%) and sphenoid sinus

(4%). After neurosurgical procedures
the most common site of CSF leak is
the sphenoid sinus (67%) because of
the high number of pituitary tumors
that are addressed via transsphenoidal
approach.
CSF rhinorrhea can be divided in
traumatic and non-traumatic: the
traumatic group can be divided in
accidental and iatrogenic. The nontraumatic group is associated to brain
tumors (intracranial and extracranial
tumors, cholesteatoma, or tuberculoma
are know to erode the bone directly),
skull base congenital defects and
meningoceles
or
meningoencephaloceles. CSF leak most
commonly occurs following trauma
(80-90% of cases) and the majority of
cases presenting within the first three
months. Other etiologies include:
postoperative
defect
(10
%),
spontaneous leak (3-4 %), tumor, and
inflammation.Usually the fracture
involves some portion of the anterior
cranial fossa floor with the leaks
occurring through the cribriform plate
or ethmoid sinus roof into the nose.
Another frequently seen anterior fossa
fracture site is the posterior wall of the
frontal sinus through which CSF can
escape into the nose via the nasofrontal
duct. Less common are middle cranial
fossa fractures that can cause leakage
to the nose via the sphenoid sinus or
Eustachian tube (2).

Figure 1. Coronal and CT scan demonstrating a defect in the

Figure 2. Axial CT image of a middle

roof of the left ethmoid sinus and pneumocefalus

fosa fracture
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DETECTION OF CEREBROSPINAL FLUID LEAKS
Diagnosis
through
nasal
inspection
and
performance
of
laboratory tests of the fluid can be
conducted.
Traditionally the presence of a
halo sign (clear ring surrounding a
central bloody spot) on gauze, tissue,
or linen has been used to predict CSF
leak following trauma. This halo forms
as blood and CSF separate; however,
this test should only be used to arouse
suspicion as tears, saliva, and other
non-CSF
rhinorrhea
can
give
falsepositive results. Historically the
components
of
the
rhinorrhea
(including glucose, protein, and
electrolytes) have been measured to
confirm the diagnosis of CSF. These
tests, however, should not be relied on,
as their sensitivity and specificity are
unacceptably low.
Analysis of the CSF leak may be
carried out when rhinorrhea is found
by the physician and is in sufficient in
quantity. The test used for the analysis
depended on each physician‘s practice:
determination of glucose in the leak
with a reagent strip, chemical analysis
of the leak (investigation of the
chemical composition of the leak:
concentration of glucose, chlore, and
proteins in the leak), and/or
investigation of beta 2 transferrin in the
leak. In some cases, there is
contamination of the material with
blood or other secretions, so the test
with beta-2 transferrine becomes
mandatory (4). Beta-2 transferrin is a
carbohydrate-free (desialated) isoform
of transferrin, which is almost
exclusively found in the CSF (11) and
blood or nasal secretion does not
disturb the test (12). Beta-2 transferrin
is not present in blood, nasal mucus,
tears or mucosal discharge. Beta-2
transferrin was reported to have a
sensitivity of near 100% and a
specificity of about 95% in a large
retrospective study (14). In the
presence of a skull base fracture on CT
and a clinical CSF leak, there is no need

for a further confirmatory test. In cases
where a confirmatory test is needed,
the beta-2 transferrin assay is the test of
choice because of its high sensitivity
and specificity (13). Beta-trace protein
(bTP) is another marker that has been
used for the detection of CSF. This
protein is produced by the meninges
and choroid plexus and is released into
CSF. It is present in other body fluids,
including serum, but at much lower
concentrations than in CSF. Detection
of bTP has 100% sensitivity and
specificity in cases of confirmed CSF
rhinorrhea, but cannot be reliably used
in patients with renal insufficiency or
bacterial meningitis, because serum
and CSF levels of bTP substantially
increase with reduced glomerular
filtration rate and decrease with
bacterial meningitis.
Accurate identification of the site
of CSF leakage is necessary for a
successful surgical repair. The most
reliable methods of distinguishing
between a traumatic or neoplastic
lesion and a spontaneous CSF
rhinorrhea
are
high-resolution
computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (5).
MR images can identify a brain
herniation into the ethmoid or frontal
sinuses (6). CT with or without
intrathecal contrast and preoperative
nasal endoscopy are frequently used to
preoperatively localize the site of the
leak (7). Patients with head injuries and
features of periorbital haematoma are
at greater risk of unobserved dural tear
and delayed CSF leakage. Frontal and
ethmoid fractures in particular are also
associated with CSF leakage (8).
Radiographic exams like simple skull X
rays are quite ineffective, however it
can reveal indirect signs like fractures
and pneumoencephalus (4).
Various combinations of planar
tomography
and
CT,
contrastenhanced CT cisternography and 3D
skull base reconstruction (fig.3), MR
with Constructive in Stady State
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protocol or CISS (Fig. 4) have been
used in the diagnosis of CSF leak.
Although cisternography has minimal
inherent risks, such as infection and
lumbar CSF leak, it significantly
increases expense and adds patient
discomfort. Stone et al. (9) suggest that

high-resolution CT is a useful
screening examination for the initial
workup of CSF rhinorrhea or otorrhea.
When the clinical and imaging findings
coincide, further evaluation using CT
cisternography
and
radionuclide
cisternography is often unnecessary.

Figure 3. Image of 3D CT reconstruction of skull base. Anterior fossa skull baze fracture

Figure 4. MR with Constructive in Stady State protocol

Clinical questions
Do
Prophylactic
Antibiotics
Prevent Meningitis in Posttraumatic
CSF Leaks? Bacterial meningitis is the
major cause of morbidity and mortality
in patients with CSF leaks, making
antibiotic prophylaxis a reasonable
suggestion; however, this topic has
been the source of significant
controversy. The primary concern is
that a CSF leak presents a direct route
of infection from the contaminated
nasal cavity to the intracranial space;
however, unwarranted antibiotic use
has the potential to select for resistant
organisms. The reported incidence of
meningitis
in
patients
with
posttraumatic CSF fistulas varies

widely from 2% to 50%, with 10%
being a generally accepted rate. Most
of the controversy stems from two
separate meta-analyses published 1
year apart.
A meta-analysis showed a
statistically significant reduction in the
incidence
of
meningitis
with
prophylactic antibiotic therapy for
patients with traumatic CSF leakage.
This article was followed by a metaanalysis published in 1998 by
Villalobos and colleagues, which
concluded that antibiotic prophylaxis
after basilar skull fracture does not
decrease the incidence of meningitis,
independent of active CSF leak.
However, critiques of these meta570

analyses point out that neither of these
studies included an extensive review of
the literature and that the conclusions
drawn were based mainly on
retrospective
and
observational
studies. Further, it was suggested that
the meta-analysis by Brodie (18)
omitted one of the largest case series
addressing this question. Recently a
Cochrane Database review was
performed
to
address
these
deficiencies. The analysis included 208
patients from 4 randomized controlled
trials and an additional 2168 patients
from 17 nonrandomized controlled
trials. The analysis concluded that the
evidence does not support the use of
prophylactic antibiotics to reduce the
risk of meningitis in patients with
basilar skull fractures or basilar skull
fractures with active CSF leak. Analysis
of
both
randomized
and
nonrandomized controlled trials failed
to show a benefit or adverse effects of
prophylactic antibiotic use in patients
with active CSF leak; therefore, the
current available literature suggests
that prophylactic antibiotics do not
decrease the risk of meningitis.
Most of CSF leaks close
spontaneously within 7 to 10 days (12,
14, 15). Although most trauma-related

CSF leaks resolve without intervention,
conservative treatment of CSF leaks
may lead to bacterial meningitis,
therefore surgical closure of leaks or
defects at the skull base should be
considered treatment of choice to
prevent ascending meningitis (16). CSF
fistulae persisting for > 7 days had a
significantly
increased
risk
of
developing meningitis (15). In the first
7 days of diagnosed CSF leak daily
lumbar punctures or continuous
lumbar drainage may be used to
decrease the CSF volume and therefore
closing the dural breach. The goal of
surgical therapy is repair of the dural
defect contributing to the CSF leak (9).
The surgical management of CSF leak
has changed significantly after the
introduction of functional endoscopic
surgery in the management of CSF
fistula. Intracranial approaches should
be reserved for more complicated CSF
rhinorrhea
which
results
from
extensive comminuted fractures of the
anterior
cranial
base
and
is
accompanied
with
intracranial
complications.
It is ethically justifiable to keep
antibiotic prophylaxis in patients with
CSF fistulae until other studies settle
the question.

DISCUSSIONS
One of the main challenges in
CSF fistula remains the diagnostic and
localization of the dural breach trough
the various methods. The most
sensitive imaging method remains the
MR investigation that will be a gold
standard in this pathology.
The treatment management is still
a controversy: some consider that the
surgical management should be started

within 24h for avoiding the risks of
meningitis and some consider that the
non surgical treatment should be at
first choice.
In matter of surgical treatment
the endoscopic treatment should be the
gold standard and only for complex
skull base fractures the intracranial
approach should be used.

CONCLUSION
Post-traumatic CSF leaks are rare
and will usually resolve without
surgical
intervention.
Successful
management in refractory cases often
involves a combination of observation,

CSF diversion, and/or extracranial and
intracranial procedures (19). The
factors that had a critical influence on
outcome are level of consciousness on
admission and presence of additional
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intracranial pathology associated with
CSF leakage within cases of traumatic
CSF fistulae due to skull base fractures.
Prophylactic antibiotics may be
effective and should be considered in
this group of patients (20). Treatment
decisions should be dictated by the

severity of neurological decline during
the emergency period and the
presence/absence
of
associated
intracranial lesions. The timing for
surgery and CSF drainage procedures
must be decided with great care and
with a clear strategy (14).
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ABSTRACT

Problem statement. E6 and E7 proteins produced by high-risk HPV have an essential role in
carcinogenesis. Detection of mRNA for these proteins shows direct viral activity and corresponds to initiation and
maintaining of pre-cancerous activity. Studies have suggested that detection of high-risk E6/E7 mRNA may be a
better indicator of disease progression than DNA detection. Carcinogenic HPV E6/E7 mRNA may achieve similar
clinical sensitivity and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) as carcinogenic HPV DNA, while possibly achieving
better clinical specificity and Positive Predictive Value (PPV).
Method. We present our one-year experience using APTIMA® HPV Assay, a method approved by the FDA
in 2011. The method used is nucleic acid sequence based amplification (NASBA), which identifies the E6/E7
proteins and not HPV virions like the DNA detection.
Results. We achieved better clinical staging of the dysplasia and reduced the number of cases that were
previously referred to colposcopy.
Key words: HPV, E6/E7 mRNA, oncoproteins, cervical lesion, APTIMA® HPV
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INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is
necessary for the development of
cervical carcinoma, and incorporation
of molecular testing for HPV in
screening and patient management has
been proposed (1,3,7). Sufficient
scientific evidence exists to recommend
HPV DNA testing in the triage of
women with equivocal cytology and in
follow-up after the treatment of
precursor lesions.
However, due to a low clinical
specificity and positive predictive
value, HPV DNA testing has so far not
been
recommended
as
primary
screening in Europe (2,7,8).
In general, diagnostic HPV tests
have
to
demonstrate
accuracy,
reproducibility and clinical utility
before they can be used in patient
management and implemented in
cervical cancer screening programmes
(5).
HPV E6/E7 mRNA testing for
high-risk types seems to correlate
better with the severity of the lesion
compared with HPV DNA testing, and
is a potential marker for the

identification of women at risk of
developing cervical carcinoma (8).
E6 and E7 proteins produced by
high-risk HPV have an essential role in
carcinogenesis. Detection of mRNA for
these proteins shows direct viral
activity and corresponds to initiation
and maintaining of pre-cancerous
activity (4,9,10).
We
present
our
one-year
experience using APTIMA® HPV
Assay, a method approved by the FDA
in 2011. The method used is nucleic
acid sequence based amplification
(NASBA), which identifies the E6/E7
proteins and not HPV virions like the
DNA detection (12,13).
The APTIMA® HPV assay:
 utilizes proven second generation
nucleic acid target amplification
technology
 has instrumentation and workflow
advantages that makes the assay
highly automated and easy to run
 detects HPV E6/E7 mRNA with
equivalent clinical sensitivity and
higher specificity than current HPV
DNA tests.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We studied 178 cases of HPV
E6/E7 mRNA testing. 130 of these
patients had a Pap test with the
following cytological proportions (fig
1.).
In the CII/CIII category 15 cases
were diagnosed with L-SIL and 6 cases
with NILM.
In the CIII group 30 patients had
L-SIL and 6 patients had H-SIL.
118 patients who were tested for
HPV E6/E7 had a negative result, 49
had a positive result and 11 women
had an inconclusive test.
European and American studies
showed better specificity of the HPV
mRNA detection compared with HPVDNA, a contrary result was the
sensitivity, in favor for HPV-DNA.

Benevolo et.al. showed HPVDNA sensitivity of 99%,91% and 96%
for ASC-US, L-SIL and H-SIL
respectively and a specificity of 29%,
13% and 4%. The sensitivity for HPV
mRNA was 83%, 62% and 67% for the
3 categories and the specificity was
82%, 76% and 45%.
We compared our results to an
Italian study (Broccolo et.al., University
of Milano) who also analized the
Aptima HPV performance.
The specificity in our study (91%)
was higher than the sensitivity (81%).
All the patients with positive results
were referred to colposcopy and the
subsequent management was cervical
cone biopsy/cauterization for most of
the CIII lesions, treatment with Aldara
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(immunomodulator) and hysterectomy

(CIV) (fig 2,3).

Figure 1. Citology distribution

Figure 2. Aptima test results

Figure 3. Sensitivity and Specificity in Milano study and our study

Figure 4. Dysplastic changes

Figure 5. E7 expression in different histological grades

CONCLUSIONS
From 178 patients, 66.2% tested
negative for HPV E6/E7 proteins. The
colposcopy referral decreased with
15.5%. After cytology, HPV mRNA test
and colposcopy, 34.8% of the patients
had a cone biopsy, 20.2% underwent a

cervical cauterization and 24.7% had a
conservative treatment (most of
patients with CII).
The specificity of our HPV
mRNA study was 91%, better than the
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specificity of the HPV DNA test in
most of the recent studies.
HPV mRNA testing rationale:
●
persistant
infection:HPV
integrates,over expression of E6/E7
mRNA occurs.
- infection is less likely to regress
- higher grade lesion and cancer
may occur with HPV presence
● detection of E6/E7 mRNA may
be more specific for assessing
progression of clinical disease

Dysplastic changes and period
needed for progression/regression
after HPV infection can be observed in
fig 4,5 (6,11,12).
Regresion from carcinoma to CIN
3/CIN 2 is never observed,instead
from CIN 3/CIN 2 to normal
epithelium we observed regression
between 10-30% (10).
The progression from CIN 3 to
carcinoma is well demonstrated in
many studies ,and occurs in 30-80% of
cases.
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ABSTRACT

Objective. Our study aims to demonstrate the need to implement preventive measures, including
legislating mandatory vaccinations for certain categories of occupational exposedpersonnel.
Material and methods.We conducted an analysis of working conditions; job study for several categories of
workers exposed and analyzed the results of microbiological assays performed in Timisoara Canal-Water Company.
Results. Staff worker of the analyzed company is exposed to multiple risk factors, such as activity in the
external environment, so season’s weather; exercise medium-high effort, postural demands, risk of accidents,
chemicals such as hydrogen sulfide and ammonia, noise and mechanical vibration, but also the biological risk.
Microbiological measurements revealed a great number of total germs in airmicroflora, on surfaces and
workers’ hands. Detected germs are classified as pathogens and conditioning pathogens, and belong most frequently
in group 2.
Observing the technological process at different work stations has allowed the identification of activities,
technological moments and working methods with high potential for contamination / infection of workers. They are
entering in canals and cleaning them, reaching hoses with unprotected hands, failure to use protective equipment,
accident (cut, pierced, and scratching) at all workplaces both, in the channel and in the wastewater production
department.
Conclusions. Given that the activity involves a high risk of contamination and infection of workers with
pathogen germs, it is necessary health education of staff, initiation of workplace health promotion activities, the
control of correct use of protective equipment and permanent adequate occupational medicine check-in. Prophylactic
vaccinations are recommended by the Code of vaccination (Government Decision no. 1092 of 16/08/2006 on the
protection of workers from risks related to exposure to biological agents at work), without target indications. There is
necessary to initiate a common legislation by occupational health and vaccination commissions of the Ministry of
Health.
Key words: biohazard, water utility workers, prevention
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INTRODUCTION
Ramazzini is considered the
founder of modern occupational
medicine; he wrote the first treatise on
this branch of medicine and medical
practice introducing the key question,
―liceatquoqueinterrogationemhancadii
cere, & quam artemexerceat‖ (I may
venture to add one more question:
what occupation does he follow?)"[7].
In light of the above, the
Romanian legislation, namely the HG
1169/2011 which amends HG 355/2007
regarding workers' health surveillance
is accurate that "preventive health
services
that
provide
health
surveillance of workers are hiring
medical exam work, periodically
check-ins, special surveillance and
workplace health promotion" [9].
According to the literature, the
staff in contact with wastewater

presents occupational exposure to a
sum of risk factors with significant
impact on health[1,2,3,4,8,9,10,12]. This
obliges
the
identification
and
monitoring of risks,by dynamic
measures,
to
improve
working
conditions and apply technical,
organizational and medical preventive
measures.
PURPOSE
This paper contains an analysis of
occupational risks of workers from a
water-canal company in Timisoara and
aims to identify appropriate ways of
prevention.
Our study aims to demonstrate
the need to implement preventive
measures,
including
legislating
mandatory vaccinations for certain
categories of occupational exposed
personnel.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We
examined
working
conditions;job
study
regarding
occupational exposure for some
categories of workers exposed to
specific risks in a society of communal
administration (Section canal and
wastewater treatment) and analyzed
the results of the chemical and
microbiological pollutants carried in
dynamics between 2004 and 2013.

From which, based on Romanian
legislation and the requirements of
current European demands, were
made proposals to improve working
conditions and an effective prophylaxis
for that jobs which accumulate a large
number of risk factors.
For staff worker insisted on
aspects of health education at all
medical checks, both individually and
in groups of workers.

RESULTS
The
working
environment
bulletinsanalysis made in dynamic and
complemented by visits to workplaces

and observation method were found
following occupational hazards:

Table 1. Risk factors identified in CANAL section (Canal, Wastewater plant))
[2,5,7,12]
Physical
Climateunfavourable
(weather, heat)
-Noise (pumps,
motors, street, pick

Professional Risk Factors
Ergonomic
Chemical
Biological
-Hydrogen
-Allergens
Posture(standing, sulphide
-Bacteria
bent prolonged
-Ammonia
-Viruses
squatting,
-Welding
-Parasites
kneeling)
fumes
-Rats (urine,
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Psychological
-Works under
fault
conditions,
on the road,
the height

Accidents
-Electrocution
-Acute
poisoning
(suffocation)
-Falls to the

Physical
hammer, etc.)
-Vibrations
-Poor lighting (in
canal)
-Works in water
(broken pipes,
basins)

Professional Risk Factors
Ergonomic
Chemical
Biological
-Wearing
-Carbonoxide
manure,
manipulation of
bite)
masses up to 50
Carbondioxide -Waste
kg
-Chlorine
water
-Forced positions -Volatile
-Insects
-Medium-high
organic
-Biophysical effort
compounds
aerosols
-Sustained effort
-Methane
-Exotoxins
-Works in tight
-Calcium
-Endotoxins
spaces
hypochlorite

Note that working personnel
operates outdoors in percentage of
over 80% of working time. Risks above
are common and vary with the
workplace: cleaning station, channel,
on surface and inside the channel.
Chemical risks identified and
measured in the atmosphere of
workplaces, all were under permissible
values in normal working conditions.
Occupational accidents risk remains much reduced in recent years by
revamping –as occupational acute
poisoning
by
failure
of
the
methodology and work security rules.
In 1996 the company held a fatal work
accident caused by acute professional
intoxication with toxic fumes in a
sewer in Timisoara, and in 2001 an
event occurred that resulted in
temporary disability of one day, for a
worker
after
the
unauthorized
intrusion
within
a
cesspool
cleanermachine for cleaning it.
Another current problem on
chemical
hazards
to
company
personnel is given by breach of the law
on waste neutralization and discharges
to sewer are monitored 36 companies
in Timisoara and 16 in Timiș County.
Following inspections in 2013, for
example, found that 26 companies have
exceeded of the maximum allowed by
law (NTPA 002/2005) for substances
discharged into the sewer and

Psychological
-Interpersonal
relations
-Commute

Accidents
same level
-Fall from
height
-Explosions
-Splitting,
crushing banks Collapse
-Trauma
-Road
accident
-Drowning
-Burn
-Isolation
-Frostbite
-Injuries

considered dangerous [11]. Laboratory
analysis of wastewater discharged into
the sewer by the companies indicated
most frequently monitored exceeded
for phosphorus, organic and ammonia
loading. In addition to potential
knownpolluters, illicit discharges and
drains can occur in canal system. The
staff can be exposed and affected by
these substances.
Biological risk is a permanent
threat to workers.Rats and mice urine
protein,when
driedconverts
into
aerosol
allergen.
Biological
contaminants are often invisible and
can move through the air as bio
aerosols. Microbiological contaminants
are represented by viruses, bacteria,
fungi (yeasts and molds), some of them
potentially infectious agents, allergic or
irritant. To grow bacteria and fungi
need nutrients, moisture and heat.
Viruses require a host organism.
Airmicrofloraconsists
in
microorganisms in suspension that can
be find at a point, in the air of a room.
Biological risk assessment is
performed by determinations of
airmicroflora (open plate method,
determination of TNG = total number
of viable mesophilic bacteria, expressed
as CFU = colony forming units per
cubic meter of air),surfaces wash, staff
hands, and throat and nasalswabs.
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Measurements
made
in
dynamics, in spring time, showed
significant variations of all track
parameters.
The channel TNG (total number
of germs) was 73.6 / cm2highlighted
the hose or handle sewage truck.
Isolated:
coagulase-negative
Staphylococci, Escherichia coli, Bacillus
cereus, Bacillus sp. Hemolytic flora
were present at levels of 10.2 / cm2. On
hand staff: Staphylococcus aureus,
SCN, OchrobactrumAnthropi, Bacillus
sp. TNG on hand ranged between 137161 / cm2 and hemolytic flora was 6080 / cm2 during the activity.
Citrobacter sp. and normal flora were
found in pharyngeal exudate and
Staphylococcus
aureus
and
Enterobacter cloacae in nasal exudate
of the workers.
At wastewater treatment plantairmicroflorameasurements showed 45-

430 TNG / mc air, in 2013, compared
with 2004-2009 when the values were
between 1,575 and 11,023. Isolated:
coagulase-negative
staphylococci
(CNS), Streptococcus viridans, molds,
Bacillus sp., Pseudomonas fluorescens/
putida, Raoutellaterrigena. Hemolytic
flora was 0-50 TNG / m³ air.
Bacteriological examinations of the
surfaces showed 4.8 to 130.4 NTG /
cm2 and hemolytic flora between 1 to
4.4 NTG / m³ air. Identifiedentities:
SCN, Bacillus sp., Pseudomonas
fluorescens
/
putida,
Raoutellaterrigena, Bacillus cereus,
molds. On staff hands TNG was 20021504 / cm2 and hemolytic flora
between 24-14,204 / cm2: E. coli, SCN,
Bacillus sp, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Pantoea spp. Nasopharyngeal swab (6
workers),
all
exhibited
SCN,
Staphylococcus aureus (2) and beta
haemolytic streptococci group C.

DISCUSSIONS
The water utility sector workers
are exposed to germs that may belong
to all biological risk groups, but the
presence of certain pathogens and
pathogenic condition is difficult to
prove.
Staff working in wastewater
treatment and serving sewer system
come
in
direct
contact
with
wastewater. These are waste, storm
water, and can be discharged by
hospitals, care facilities, population,
industrial and agricultural companies.
The risk of disease is increased in these
staff. Hence the need for assure
accurate and as targeted prophylaxis
for these category of workers.
Recognition of risk, technical measures
and
use
appropriate
protective
equipment are common and generally
enacted.
The problem is that the field
worker's clothes are soaked with
sewage and time they are changed is
variable. For these workers there is an
increased risk of contamination by skin
contact and by accident (cutting,

puncture, etc.) with chemical and
microbiological contaminated water.
Increased risk of contamination is
represented by bio aerosols present in
these jobs.
Most pathogens that contaminate
the water come from human or animal
feces, rarely from urine. Although the
main route of transmission is through
ingestion of water, it is possible to
infection by washing, bathing and
inhalation.
Laboratoriesstaffthat
analyze these waters is exposed in turn
the risk of disease. Assessment of water
quality
is
done
indirectly
by
determining
the
degree
of
contamination with representatives of
normal microflora, which removes the
external environment with human or
animal excreta. Two microbiological
parameters for which testing drinking
and bathing water are the Escherichia
coli (E.coli) and intestinal enterococci.
For natural bathing waters quality is
defined by Decision no. 546/2008
concerning the management of bathing
water.
Thus,
excellent
quality
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corresponding
values:
Intestinal
enterococci in 200/100 ml 500/100 ml
Escherichia coli under. Drinking water
standards
are
more
stringent
permissible value for the above
mentioned parameters are zero.
Personnel exposed to waste water
is at risk of developing infectious
diseases such as severe evolution
leptospirosis, typhoid, other diarrheal
diseases, and tetanus, rabies, caused by
the presence of tetanuswound, risk of
rodent bite, contact with their feces.
There are no standards and
exposure limits for these jobs. Risk

assessment of exposure to biological
agents shall be in accordance with the
GD1092 / 2008, by identifying the
types of biological agents present in the
workplace and their classification in
the four groups of biological risk.
In Romania there is enacted
mandatory vaccinations and / or
recommended for personnel exposed
to biological hazards, which lead to
various interpretations and ways to
implement the recommendations of
existing rules.

CONCLUSIONS
Biological risk, classified as
emerging risk, is the main factor,
difficult to identify and quantify that
can affect canal and wastewater
treatment plant workers' health.
The study highlights the need to
develop standardized methods for
investigating
microbiological
contaminants from the air, to produce
comparing results on which to be
developed microbiologicalrules for
workplace air quality.
It is necessary to bring together,
in a joint effort, the committee of
Occupational Medicine, Vaccinology
and
Infectious
diseases
and
Epidemiology of the Romanian
Ministry of Health to develop a
vaccination guide for occupationally
exposed workers at biological risk, as
public health measure.
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ABSTRACT

Lyell's syndrome is a rare, life-threatening reaction characterized by extensive necrosis and detachment of
the epidermis. Drugs are the major precipitating factors, with more than 100 medicines being described as potential
etiologic factors over time. We report on the case of a 33 years old male patient who addresses our clinic with a
general eruption consisting of macules as well as extensive, painful erosions of the oral, ocular and genital mucosa.
The patient has been previously administered clarithromycin, acyclovir and allopurinol for influenza-like symptoms,
herpes simplex infection and hyperuricemia; all of these drugs, as well as herpes simplex virus infection, have been
reported as potential precipitating factors for Lyell's syndrome. The simultaneous presence of multiple risk factors
raises difficulties in defining the etiologic diagnosis in this particular case.
Key words: Lyell's syndrome, toxic epidermal necrolysis, adverse drug reaction, herpes virus
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INTRODUCTION
Toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN,
Lyell's syndrome) is an acute, lifethreatening mucocutaneous reaction
characterized by skin tenderness and
erythema, followed by extensive
necrosis and detachment of the
epidermis (1, 2). It is a rare and severe
disease with an incidence of 0.4 to 1.2
cases per million person-years and a
mortality of 30 to 50%, thus having a
significant impact on public health. (14). It can affect all ages, races and both
sexes. Females are more frequently
affected, with a ratio of 1.5:1. The
incidence increases with age and it is
higher after the fourth decade.
Although all races are concerned,

studies show that blacks are seven
times more likely to die from the
disease than whites. (1,4,5) Drugs are
the major precipitating factors, being
responsible for at least 80% of the
cases. More than 100 drugs have been
reported as potential etiologic factors
especially in adults. Infectious agents
such as Mycoplasma pneumoniae, herpes
simplex virus or hepatitis A have been
reported to cause TEN, especially in
children. Other infectious agents, such
as HIV, have a great impact on the
incidence of the affliction. Therefore,
the annual incidence in this particular
group is 1000-fold higher than in the
general population. (1,6,7,8)

CLINICAL CASE
We report the case of a 33 years
old male patient from the urban area
who addresses our clinic with a
macular eruption affecting the face,
trunk, proximal extremities and thighs,
as well as extensive, painful erosions of
the oral, ocular and genital mucosa.
The patient asserts that the lesions had
first occurred a few hours before
presentation. The anamnesis revealed
that he had had an influenza-like
prodrome consisting of malaise, fever,
headache, cough and rhinitis for which
he self-administered Clarithromycin
one day before admission. He also
reports having had cold sores for
which
his
general
practitioner
prescribed Acyclovir one day before
presentation. The patient had been
chronically treated with Allopurinol
for three weeks for hyperuricemia.
The clinical examination revealed
an eruption consisting of erythematous
irregular macules which coalesced
forming large patches and developed
flaccid blisters on the surface whose
breaking determined extensive sheetlike epidermal detachment, especially
on the face and pressure points. The
lesions were distributed on the face,

trunk, proximal extremities and thighs
in a symmetrical fashion. The patient
also presented extensive erosions of the
lips, tongue and oral mucosa,
conjunctival erosions and hyperemia
and genital erosions (Fig. 1,2,3).
Laboratory findings revealed
mild neutropenia and eosinophilia,
electrolyte imbalances and mild
hyperglycemia. During hospitalization
the patient developed episodes of fever
(39.2˚C) and tachycardia (120bpm).
The
symptomatic
treatment
included fluid replacement and
nutritional support. The environmental
temperature was raised to 28˚C. The
patient was treated with high doses of
systemic
corticosteroids,
topical
corticosteroids, antihistamines and
systemic antibiotics. He also received
eye drops with neomycin and
dexamethasone as well as artificial
tears and antifungal solutions for the
mouth lesions. The genital lesions were
treated with topical corticosteroids to
prevent synechiae formation. The
evolution was favorable, with complete
remission after 4 weeks of treatment
(Fig.4).
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Figure 1. Erosions covered by haemorrhagic crusts and
epidermal detachment, as well as meliceric crusts on
the eyelids. The lesions are distributed in a symmetrical
fashion

Figure 2. Hyperaemia, extensive sheet-like epidermal
detachment and genital erosions

Figure 3. Erosions of the lips covered by haemorrhagic
crusts and erosions of the tongue

Figure 4. Clinical appearance after four weeks of
treatment

DISCUSSIONS
Toxic
Epidermal
Necrolysis
(TEN) is a severe cutaneous reaction
most often occurring after drug
administration. It belongs to a
spectrum of cutaneous reactions which
also includes Stevens - Johnson
syndrome (SJS) and SJS/TEN overlap
syndrome. Although it was initially
believed that SJS and TEN are separate
entities with different pathogenesis, it
is now known that they represent
different severity degrees of the same

mucocutaneous
reaction
only
differentiated by the extent of the body
surface area (BSA) affected by the
epidermal detachment. Therefore, the
term SJS is used when the extent of
mucosal involvement is less than 10%
(BSA<10%) and TEN when it is greater
than 30% (BSA>30%). When the
disease involves 10-30% of the BSA, the
patients are said to have SJS/TEN
overlap. (8,9,10)
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The disorder was first described
in 1956 by Alan Lyell, a Scottish
dermatologist who recognised a new
disease in four patients presenting with
an eruption resembling scalding of the
skin. He named the disorder toxic
epidermal necrolysis thus introducing
the neologism "necrolysis" into the
dermatologic world. (10, 11)
Drugs are the most important
etiologic factors in TEN. The use of
medications is reported in over 95% of
patients with this affliction and a

strong association between a drug and
TEN is observed in more than 80% of
the cases. (4) Even though more than
100 medications have been implicated
in the etiology of the disorder, only a
few of them account for the vast
majority of cases. (Table 1) The risk is
higher during the first three weeks of
treatment and is usually confined to
the first two months of drug intake.
Drugs with long half-lives cause drug
reactions more frequently than drugs
with short half-lives. (4, 5)

Table 1. Medications associated with TEN (1,12)- after Mockenhaupt et. al modified
High-risk
Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole
Sulfapyridine
Sulfadiazine
Sulfadoxine
Thiacetazone
Allopurinol
Phenobarbital
Phenytoin
Carbamazepine
Lamotrigine
NSAIDs (phenylbutazone, oxyphenbutazone,
isoxicam, piroxicam, cyclo-oxygenase-2
inhibitors)
Sulfasalazine
Nevirapine

Although medications are the
main etiologic factors for TEN, a small
number of cases have been associated
with other conditions. Infectious
bacterial diseases such as Mycoplasma
pneumoniae, Klebsiella pneumoniae or
Yersinia enterocolitica, viral diseases
such as herpes simplex virus,
immunizations
(measles-mumpsrubella,
varicella,
hepatitis
B,
influenza), stem cell transplantation,
allogenic bone-marrow, systemic lupus
erythematosus and oncological disease
have been incriminated as potential
risk factors for this affliction. (1,5)
Radiotherapy in patients receiving
antiepileptic drugs can trigger TEN
lesions localized at the site of radiation.
(1)
In the case we are presenting the
patient had more possible precipitating
factors for TEN. Therefore, he had self-

Significant but lower risk
Macrolides
Aminopenicillins
Cyclins
Cephalosporins
Quinolones
Diclofenac
Tramadol
Sertraline

administered Clarithromycin one day
before the onset of the cutaneous
lesions. He had also taken Acyclovir
one day before presentation, a drug
which had been prescribed by the
general practitioner for cold sores and
he was on chronic treatment with
allopurinol for three weeks after he had
been diagnosed with hyperuricemia.
Allopurinol is recognized as one of the
most frequently involved drugs in the
etiology of TEN while Clarithromycin
is associated with a moderate risk for
this affliction. Rare cases of Acyclovir
as a possible etiologic factor for TEN
have also been reported. Herpes
simplex virus infection is a possible
risk factor for this disease, but
generally during childhood.
The pathogenesis of TEN is not
completely understood. However, the
immunologic pattern of early lesions
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suggests
an
immune
mediated
cytotoxic destruction of keratinocytes
that express foreign antigens leading to
massive apoptosis. (1,3) Even though
the presence of natural-killer-T cells
(NKT),
drug
specific
CD8+T
lymphocytes,
macrophages
and
granulocytes was demonstrated in
lesions, the discrepancy between the
paucity of the infiltration of immune
cells and the massive epidermal
destruction lead to the search of other
incriminating factors. It is therefore
believed that soluble mediators may
contribute to keratinocyte death. (7,13)
Though it was previously believed that
soluble Fas-ligand (sFasL), granzyme B
and perforin were the main triggers
implicated in the pathogenesis of the
affliction, more recent studies showed
that secretory granulysin (a cationic
cytolytic protein secreted by cytotoxic
T lymphocytes, NK cells and NKT
cells) was present in the blister fluid
and it was the only one in high enough
concentrations
to
kill
human
keratinocytes in vitro. Studies also
showed a significant correlation of
granulysin levels in the blister fluid
with the severity of the disease.
Therefore, a possible sequence of
events is that cytotoxic T-cells directed
against the culprit drug develop and
kill
keratinocytes
directly
and
indirectly- through the recruitment of
other cells which release soluble
mediators, mainly granulysin, and the
strong expression of the cytolytic
molecule FasL on keratinocytes.
(1,4,13)
Several studies were performed
to prove a genetic susceptibility of
certain individuals to high risk
medications. A strong association was
found between HLA-B*5801 allele and
allopurinol-induced SJS/TEN in both
Asian and non-Asian population, the
strength of the association being higher
in the Han Chinese from Taiwan,
where 100% of the patients with a
severe adverse drug reaction to
allopurinol were positive. (1,14)
Another remarkable association was

found between HLA-B*1502 allele and
carbamazepine induced SJS/TEN in
several Asian countries, with the
exception of Japan and Korea where
there was an association with HLAB*1511. This link was not found in
European patients (1,15,16,17) Severe
cutaneous reactions in HLA-B1502
individuals were also associated with
phenytoin and lamotrigine, but to a
lesser extent. (7,9)
The mucocutaneous reaction
usually occurs within 4 to 30 days after
the drug exposure. The prodrome is
non-specific and depends on the
triggering factor, but usually consists
in malaise fever, headache, rhinitis,
conjunctivitis which occur 1 to 3 days
before the eruption.(1,18)
The eruption has a sudden onset
and usually starts on the trunk,
proximal extremities and face, with
lesions initially distributed in a
symmetrical fashion but rapidly
extending to the rest of the body. The
lesions consist in erythematous,
irregularly shaped maculae which
coalesce
and
progress
towards
widespread erythema. Nikolsky sign is
positive. Flaccid blisters occur on the
surface, especially in pressure points
and break easily leading to extensive
denuded areas as a result of full
thickness epidermal necrosis. (1,4,18)
Mucosal lesions can either
precede or follow the cutaneous lesions
and occur in over 90% of the patients.
The typical lesions consist in erythema
and painful erosions. The oral mucosa
is
most
commonly
involved.
Hemorrhagic
erosions,
pseudomembranes and crusts of the
lips are almost invariably present.
Ocular lesions are usually mild and
consist in conjunctival hyperemia,
erosions, chemosis, photophobia or
eyelid edema but sometimes the eye
involvement is severe and results in
symblepharon, non-healing corneal
defects, visual loss, conjunctival fornix
foreshortening. Genital and anal
mucosal erosions also occur. Less
commonly, the epithelium of the
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respiratory and gastrointestinal tract
are also affected. (4,9,19,20)
In the case we are presenting the
patient had a typical eruption
consisting of erythematous irregular
macules which coalesced forming large
patches and developed flaccid blisters
on the surface whose breaking
determined
extensive
sheet-like
epidermal detachment. The lesions
were symmetrically distributed on the
face, trunk, proximal extremities and
thighs. He also presented extensive
erosions of the lips covered by
hemorrhagic crusts, erosions of the
tongue and oral mucosa, conjunctival
erosions and hyperemia as well as
genital erosions. The BSA affected was
higher than 30%. The eruption was
preceded
by
an
influenza-like
prodrome consisting of malaise, fever,
headache, cough and rhinitis. The first
lesions occurred in the oral cavity and
on the lips and were diagnosed by the
general practitioner as cold sores.
However, these lesions might have
been the first manifestation of the
affliction.
The diagnosis of TEN is usually a
clinical one but a histopathologic
examination can be used to rule out
other differential diagnoses. Early
lesions present sparse apoptotic
keratinocytes in the basal and
suprabasal layers of the epidermis. At
later stages lesions show diffuse full
thickness epidermal necrosis and subepidermal detachment. In the papillary
dermis there is a sparse perivascular
infiltrate composed of lymphocytes
and macrophages.
The main differential diagnoses
are acute generalized exanthematous
pustulosis (AGEP), generalized bullous
fixed drug eruption (GBFDE) and
staphylococcal scaled skin syndrome
(SSSS), as well as autoimmune
blistering
diseases
(linear
IgA
dermatosis, paraneoplastic pemphigus,
pemphigus
vulgaris,
bullous
pemphigoid). DRESS syndrome (drug
rash with eosinophilia and systemic
symptoms), Graft versus host disease

(GVHD) in some circumstances and
TEN-like
vesiculobullous
lesions
sometimes seen in patients with acute
and subacute lupus erythematosus
should also be ruled out.(1,7)
AGEP
is
an
uncommon
cutaneous eruption produced by
drugs, Enterovirus infections or
mercury poisoning, characterized by
large areas of erythema with multiple
small pustules on the surface. The
histopathologic examination is quite
typical
and
shows
massive
inflammatory
infiltrate
composed
predominantly of neutrophils and
intraepidermal
and
subcorneal
pustules.(4,5)
GBFDE is characterized by large,
blue-red to brown patches with flaccid
blisters on the surface. It has a similar
drug-related mechanism but the
lesions occur more rapidly after drug
ingestion than in TEN. It has a
significantly better prognosis. (1,12)
SSSS
is
produced
by
epidermolysin,
a
staphylococcal
exotoxine that targets desmoglein 1,
and is characterized by widespread
erythema, bullae and superficial
erosions, located especially in the
intertriginous and periorificial areas.
The mucosal involvement is rare and
discrete. Children are more frequently
affected. Histopathologic examination
shows intraepidermal cleavage in the
granular layer. (4,21)
As regard to the clinical course of
the disease, the epidermal detachment
continues for 5 to 7 days and then
enters a plateau phase corresponding
to
progressive
re-epithelialization
which can last from a few days to
several weeks. The course of disease
can be complicated during this time by
serious complications such as sepsis
and systemic organ failure. Skin lesions
heal without scarring but hypo or
hyperpigmentation may last for
months or even years. Mucosal lesions
heal slower and adhesions may occur.
(1,12)
The prognosis of the disease can
be calculated using the Severity of
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Illness Score for Toxic Epidermal
Necrolysis (SCORTEN). The aim of
Bastuji-Garin et al., the developers of
the SCORTEN, was to build a simple
prognostic scoring system, applicable on
the whole spectrum of TEN patients, based
on variables readily available on admission.
(22) It includes seven independent risk

factors (age, heart rate, history of
malignancies, BSA>10%, serum urea
nitrogen level, serum bicarbonate level
and serum glucose) and can be used to
predict mortality risk. (Table 2) It must
be calculated at admission and three
days later. (6,12).

Table 2. SCORTEN after Batuji-Gari, modified (20,22)
Prognostic factors
Age > 40 years
Heart rate > 120 bpm
Malignancy
BSA>10%
Serum urea nitrogen level (>10 mmol/l)
Serum bicarbonate level (<20 mmol/l)
Serum glucose level (>14 mmol/l or >250 mg/dl)
SCORTEN
0-1 points
2 points
3 points
4 points
≥ 5 points

In the case we are presenting
laboratory findings revealed mild
neutropenia
and
eosinophilia,
electrolyte imbalances and mild
hyperglycemia.
The
epidermal
detachment continued for 6 days after
admittance. During hospitalization the
patient developed episodes of fever
(39.2˚C) and tachycardia (120bpm).
Our patient was young, had no history
of malignancies, had only mild
hyperglycemia, the serum urea and
serum bicarbonate levels were within
normal range, he was tachycardic and
the BSA was over 30%. Therefore the
SCORTEN was 2 points, indicating a
mortality risk rate of 12.1 %.
The treatment of the disorder is
complex
and
includes
drug
withdrawal, supportive treatment,
local and systemic treatment.
Identifying the culprit drug can
often be difficult because many
patients
have
multiple
medical
problems and take several medications.
When TEN is suspected, all potential
causative medications should be
discontinued, as should drugs who
share chemical similarities to the

Points
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Mortality rate (%)
3.2
12.1
35.8
58.3
90

suspected drug, when possible. In
practice the most likely inciting agent is
one that has been administered within
the last 4 weeks. One should keep in
mind
that
the
most
recently
administered medication is not always
the responsible agent. Several tests
have been proposed to identify the
responsible drug, such as patch testing,
prick pin, intradermal injection or
lymphocyte transformation test, but
they all lack sensitivity and have not
been validated as reliable tools.
Medication rechallenge is a reliable
method to identify the incitating agent.
Its use however is limited due to
ethical considerations. (5,20,23,24)
Patients should be treated in an
optimal
environment,
with
a
temperature raised to 28˚C to 30 ˚C.
Severely affected patients should be
managed in intensive care units or in
burn centres. Fluid replacement,
protein
and
electrolyte
balance
adjustment
are
of
paramount
importance.
Nutritional
support
should be provided to patients who are
not able to feed themselves and a
nasogastric tube is preferred. Regular
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surveillance and sepsis screening are
essential, but prophylactic antibiotics
are not indicated. Wound care should
be performed once daily. (1,4,23)
Topical
treatment
includes
antiseptic solutions like chlorhexidine,
polihexanide or octenisept for the skin
erosions. Special care should be given
to mucosal lesions as adhesions,
strictures or synechiae may occur.
Ophthalmologic
consultations
are
crucial and patients should be
prescribed antiinflammatory eye drops
several times a day. (12)
Corticosteroids have been the
mainstay in the treatment of TEN for
many years but in our days their use is
subject to controversy. Therefore, while
some
studies
showed
that
corticosteroids could prevent the
extensions of the disease when
administered in the early stage, other
studies showed that the treatment is
non-beneficial and is associated with
increased mortality. (1,25)
The
use
of
intravenous
immunoglobulin is also controversial.
While previous studies showed
therapeutic benefit, other studies failed
to prove that they might slow
progression or speed re-epithelisation.
It should not be administered to
patients with impaired renal function,
as it is nephrotoxic. (12,25)
A few studies showed that
cyclophosphamide might be a good
treatment option in TEN. It determines
rapid cessation of bullae formation; it is
a cheap and safe drug. (20,25)
Cyclosporine A has also been shown to
be beneficial in a few uncontrolled

studies. Further studies are needed to
support their use. (1,5)
Thalidomide and tumor necrosis
factor alpha (TNF-ɑ)-inhibitors have
been proposed for the treatment of
TEN. A trial using thalidomide had to
be stopped after the death rate in the
group treated with this drug was
significantly higher than the one in the
control arm. There have been cases of
TEN treated with anti- TNF-ɑ
antibodies (Infliximab and Etanercept)
which showed positive response, but
further controlled studies are needed to
confirm their efficacy. (5,20)
Plasmapheresis
and
haemodialysis have been used to
remove the drug excess, its metabolites
and the cytotoxic mediators from
circulation,
with
some
positive
outcomes but further studies are
needed to confirm the efficacy. (1,5,20)
In the case we are presenting all
the drugs the patient was taking before
presentation were withdrawn. The
symptomatic treatment included fluid
replacement and nutritional support.
The environmental temperature was
raised to 28˚C. The patient was treated
with
high
doses
of
systemic
corticosteroids, topical corticosteroids,
antihistamines
and
systemic
antibiotics. He also received eye drops
with neomycin and dexamethasone as
well as artificial tears and antifungal
solutions for the mouth lesions. The
genital lesions were treated with
topical corticosteroids to prevent
synechiae formation. The evolution
was
favorable,
with
complete
remission after 4 weeks of treatment.

CONCLUSIONS
TEN is a rare, potentially fatal
condition, usually occurring as a severe
adverse reaction to drugs. Its
pathogenesis
is
not
completely
understood, the methods of identifying
the causal agent lack sensitivity and the
treatment options are limited.

Clarithromycin, Acyclovir and
Allopurinol, as well as herpes simplex
virus infection, have all been reported
as potential precipitating factors for
Lyell syndrome. The simultaneous
presence of multiple risk factors raises
difficulties in defining the etiologic
diagnosis in this particular case.
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ABSTRACT

Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disorder characterized by erythematous papules and plaques and
can involve the skin, joints, and nails, either alone or in combination. Psoriasis of the nails can involve both the nail
bed and nail matrix and can cause aesthetic and functional impairment. Up to two third of patients with psoriasis
develop nail changes and without the use of systemic medication, nail psoriasis remains one of the most difficult to
treat. The penetration of topical medications through the nail plate, in many cases, is challenging. Most topical
treatments are only partially effective and systemic treatments can have serious side effects. Excimer laser has been
approved for the treatment of psoriasis since 2000. Light therapy, due to its mechanism of action without affecting
normal skin, would be a welcome option in the treatment of any nail change. The present article aims to present the
main applications of laser Excimer in psoriasic nails.
Key words: excimer laser, nail psoriasis; Nail Psoriasis Severity Index
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INTRODUCTION
As noted in the medical
literature, nail psoriasis occurs in
approximately 50% of patients with
psoriasis, more common in patients
with moderate or severe forms and
80% of patients with psoriatic arthritis.
Occasionally, less than 5% of patients
may develop nail psoriasis, even in the
absence of psoriatic lesions of the skin,
may be the first manifestation of the
disease or the disease can be limited to
the nails1
Nails are part of the skin,
epidermal attachments, and are
frequently affected in patients with
skin disease such as psoriasis. The
clinical characteristics of nail psoriasis
are extremely variable and depend
upon the site affected. Nail psoriasis

affects the fingernails more commonly
than the toenails.
The Impact of Nail Psoriasis on
Quality of Life is physical and
psychological
and
they
are
uncomfortable with the aesthetic
impact of their condition resulting in a
significant negative impacts quality of
life. A study published in 2011 aimed
to assess the Nail Psoriasis Quality of
Life Scale-NPQ10 correlated well with
the Dermatology Life Quality Index. A
questionnaire was answered by 1309
patients and showed that 86% patients
considered
nail
psoriasis
as
bothersome, 87% as unsightly, and 59%
as painful2.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATION AND ASSESSMENT OF NAIL PSORIASIS: NAIL
PSORIASIS SEVERITY INDEX
The nail psoriasis changes start
usually after the onset of cutaneous
lesions. Two types of nail disorders
have been shown to be caused by
psoriasis, damage to the nail matrix
and nail bed. The nail is divided into
six specific parts consists of the root of
the nail, the nail bed, the nail matrix,
eponychium (cuticle), hyponychium
and perionychium. Two types of nail
disorders have been shown to be
caused by psoriasis, the damage of the
nail matrix and the nail bed3.
Characteristic nail matrix changes
include
pitting
(cupuliform
depressions, measuring less than 1 mm
in diameter), leukonychia, red spots in
the lunula and crumbling. The
abnormalities of nail bed psoriasis
include oil spot or salmon patch
(resembles a drop of oil under the nail
plate), onycholysis (detachment of the
nail plate from the nail bed; secondary
infection
may
occur),
Splinter
hemorrhages, dyschromias and and
nail bed hyperkeratosis. Cupuliform
depression
and
subungual

hyperkeratosis are the most common
changes4.
Although it has its limitations, the
index NAPSI (Nail Psoriasis Severity
Index) is the only validated method to
diagnose nail disorders and is the most
commonly used tool in this regard.
NAPSI
index
is
a
numeric,
reproducible, objective, simple tool for
evaluation of nail psoriasis useful both
in assessing nail damage, but also to
test the effectiveness of treatment.
NAPSI is used to assign a score
dividing nail in four imaginary
quadrants. To each quadrants of nail
bed and nail matrix psoriasis, are
investigated the presence of any
feature of nail matrix including
(pitting, leukonichia, red spots in the
lunula and crumbling) or in the nail
bed (red-yellow spots, onycholysis,
hyperkeratosis
and
splinter
hemorrhage). If these changes are
present in all four quadrants, the
patient receives a score of 4 while the
complete absence of such symptoms
result in a score of 0. Each nail has a
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matrix score (0-4) and a nail bed score
(0-4), and the total nail score is the sum
of those 2 individual scores (0-8). The
sum of the total score of all involved
fingernails is the total NAPSI score,
ranging from 0-80 or 0-160, if all nails

are included. NAPSI does not quantify
injuries, it can not have the sensitivity
to detect small changes, and it is
important to note that the score does
not assess the impact of nail psoriasis
on quality of life5.

EXCIMER LASER - MECHANISM OF ACTION AND THERAPEUTIC PROTOCOL
The treatment of nail psoriasis is
a big challenge for a dermatologist and
depending upon the the nature and
duration of the insult in few or many
nails. Traditional treatments for nail
psoriasis can be time consuming,
painful, or limited by significant
toxicities. The physical barrier of the
nail plate and nail bed hyperkeratosis
make very difficult the delivery of drug
to the affected site and a longer
duration of treatment required due to
the slow growth rate of the nail plate.6
There is relatively little evidence about
the therapeutic modality and the goal
is to improve the function and
appearance of the nails. Ultraviolet
(UV) irradiation and laser therapy have
been shown to be effective in the
control and treatment of psoriasis
vulgaris, but the information for their
effectiveness in nails is limited. In 1997,
was first described the use of excimer
laser for the treatment of psoriasis. The
excimer laser, a form of targeted
ultraviolet light, was compared with
full body treatments of ultraviolet
UVB. Higher intensity UVB light may
be an explanation for the superior
efficacy of excimer laser7. Has been
approved for treatment of psoriasis
since 2000 and has now become a wellknown way to treat moderate to mild
forms of psoriasis localized; the laser
with a 308 nm high energy allows
treatment of only involved skin.
Mechanism of action: the excimer laser
induces
apoptosis
of
T
cells
characterized by changes in the
conformation of the DNA and inhibit
cytokine secretion8.
After evaluate the severity of nail
psoriasis in each hand using an
objective score, called Nail Psoriasis

Severity Index (NAPSI) the treatment
in patients with clinically significant
changes in nail begins after calculating
the minimal erythema dose (MED) on
unaffected skin. After dose calculation,
treatment begins at twice the MED for
a maximum of 12 weeks (24
treatments) with
the
maximum
frequency of 5,000 mJ/cm2, fluence
increasing by 200 at each session9. A
study published in 2014 aimed to
assess Laser Excimer versus Pulsed
Dye Laser efficacy on a group of 42
patients with a a total of 304 nail
changes, for total 12 weeks and
followed up after a further 12 weeks. In
the study, patients were enrolled based
on the following criteria: at least 16
years old and psoriatic nail disease
refractory to other topical with nail
pits,
discoloration,
thickening,
onycholysis,
longitudinal
ridging,
subungual hyperkeratosis, splinter
hemorrhages, oil drop, and salmon
patchand systemic therapy. Severity of
nail disease was scored at baseline by
NAPSI and then weeks 4, 8, and 12 and
week 24. The authors reported there
was
no
statistically
significant
difference in NAPSI scores at baseline,
but after 3 months treatment period,
there were statistically significant
difference between the results of
excimer laser treatment and PDL by
mean NAPSI reduction. The excimer
laser were 29.8 at baseline, reduced to
11.8 at the third month, and 16.3 at the
end. The study also proved that the the
most significant improvement was
noticed in subungual hyperkeratosis
and onycholysis while the least
responsive nail change was nail pitting,
moderate response is recorded in oil
drops and splinter hemorrhages10.
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According the results of the study, the
PDL was shown to be more effective
and less time consuming in the
treatment of nail psoriasis than the
excimer laser. Other studies on a few

patients show some efficacy of excimer
laser treatment, it found to be effective
and could be used as a safe, locally
administered treatment for recalcitrant
nail psoriasis11.

CONCLUSIONS
Although
nail
psoriasis
is
common in patients with psoriasis , in
the literature so far are few studies,
poor and time consuming, regarding
excimer laser treatment. There is no
cure for nail psoriasis but it may
improve by itself and may even return
to a normal appearance. In a patient
with psoriasis, the presence of nail
changes may indicate a severe form of
the disease and the treatment option
should depend on this. In recent years,
excimer laser has demonstrated
noticeable effects for the treatment

localized plaque psoriasis, but few
results in nail psoriasis. Minimal
adverse reactions and a favorable
improvement in nail changes may be
arguments for using excimer laser in
psoriasis nail.
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ABSTRACT

The work of Stefan Odobleja ,, Consonantist psychology”, was presented to the international medical
community on two occasions. Once by the author himself, in 1937 at the International Congress of Military
Medicine, attended by Odobleja who announced the publication and the second time in 2014 at the European
Conference of Psychosomatic Medicine, in Sibiu, where the authors of the present paper exhibited a poster
suggestively entitled ”Consonantist Psychosomatics” which demonstrates that ”Consonantist Psychology” helps us
to better understand the psycho-somatopsychological circuit at psycho-physiological and clinical levels, equally.
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INTRODUCTION
Between 25-28 June 2014 Sibiu
hosted the annual meeting of the
European
Association
of
Psychosomatic Medicine ‖Care and
Cure – an integrated approach to
psychosomatic medicine‖, accredited
by the European Accreditation Council
for Continuous Medical Education.
EAPM-2014 (fig.1) was a great
success:
- 270 participants from 39 countries
on 5 continents;
- Over 210 presented paper abstracts
from 35 countries;
- 19 symposia included in the
programme;
- 6 plennary sessions;
- over 80 poster presentations in 2
plennary sessions.

During the first plennary session
I presented a poster (fig. 2- Univ. Prof.
DHC Liviu Sofonea, President of the
Romanian Committee for History of
Philosophy, Science and Technology of
the Romanian Academy, left and Dr.
Nicolae Popescu, right) in which I
highlighted the medical applications of
the works of St. Odobleja and the
contribution to the concept of
psychosomatics. For a synthetic
approach of the ideas, thesis and
concepts
demonstrating
that
‖Consonantist Psychology‖ is in fact a
psycho-somatopsychological approach
usable in medicine, we introduced the
syntagm
of
‖Consonantist
Psychosomatics‖.

Figure 1. EAPM-2014

Figure 2. Univ. Prof. DHC Liviu Sofonea, President of the Romanian Committee for History of Philosophy,
Science and Technology of the Romanian Academy, left and Dr. Nicolae Popescu, right

METHODS
Analytical study investigating the
relations and inter-relations between
psychosomatics
and
consonantist
psychosomatics. Academy Member
Ştefan Odobleja, army physician,

internationally acknowledged as the
parent of generalised cybernetics and
creator of psychocybernetics, deserves
a special place in the history of both
cybernetics and psychosomatics. The
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work Psychologie consonantiste (880 pp),
published in French in Lugoj, in two
volumes, between 1938-1939, was
distributed
through
,,Librairie
Maloine‖ in Paris. In 1978 at the
International Congress of Cybernetics
and Systems in Amsterdam, 30 years of
cybernetics were celebrated and the
,,Norbert
Wiener‖
medal
was
inaugurated. Upon this occasion Ştefan
Odobleja's world priority on the idea of
generalised
cybernetics
was
acknowledged, 10 years prior to
N.Wiener, whose cybernetics is in fact
a technical application of general
cybernetics.
,,THE PSYCHOLOGICAL (the
soul, the spirit, the interior universe)...
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL IS A
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION LOCATED
IN THE BRAIN.
...any physiology is ultimately
reduced to physical and chemical. Does
the psychological belong to the
physical or chemical? And, if the former
is true, does it belong to the mechanical –
as taught by all psychology manuals –
or is it energetical, of a more subtle and
superior nature than a vulgar act of
fibre contact?...
The
true
elements
of
psychological phenomena are invisible
– as are the elements or material
substrate of physical energies – and
analogue, if not identical, with the
latter. The psychological process is no
longer such a vulgar phenomenon as
the supposed mechanical approaching
and coming apart movements of
neuronal fibres – but an extremely fine
tuned process, an energetic process.
Psychology
really
is
the
physiology of nervous centres, but it is
only the most refined, intimate, subtle
part of this physiology: the rest is
neurology. Psychology is a physiology
without anatomy, as its true anatomy,
the veritable psychological anatomy i.e.
energetic microscopy has not yet been
inaugurated. Until new developments,
we can only mentally represent it, by
imitating chemists and physicists who
do the same for valences, atoms,

quanta, ions and their electrons. Maybe
man will never be able to see and
directly observe by his senses –
including devices which enhance them
– the true material-anatomic substrate
of his psychology.‖ (Odobleja Şt. premier volume 1938-, Psychologie
consonantiste, premier et deuxieme
volume, Libraire Maloine, Paris,p.p. 5164).
,,THE PHYSICAL(the nature, the
outside world)
DEFINITIONS
The physical body is the source of
the psychological and its ultimate
expression, cause and, often, effect, the
material the psychological is made of.
It is one of the first categories, opposed
to the psychological. From a logical
perspective, the physical body is one of
the two halves of the Universe, the
other
being
the
psychological:
quantitatively it is by far the largest
part of the Universe…
DIVISIONS OF THE PHYSICAL
Psychologically, we must make the
distinction between:
- the transformable physical, the prepsychological, the excitants;
- the transformed physical, the postpsychological, the reactions and
acts.

-

-

From the perspective of change:
the static physical: the matter, the
substance, the chemical, the
structure, the anatomy;
the dynamic physical: the energy,
the force, the actual physical, the
phenomena, the function, the
physiological.

From a biological perspective:
the inanimate nature: lifeless
bodies, the actual physical;
- the living nature: the beings, the
biological.
The study of the physical belongs
to natural sciences:
- for inanimate nature: cosmological
sciences
- static:
chemistry,
geography,
mineralogy, astronomy, etc.
-
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dynamic: physics, mechanics, sky
mechanics, etc.
- for
living
nature:
biological
sciences:
 static: anatomy, histology
 dynamic: physiology, evolution.‖
(Odobleja Şt. -premier volume
1938-,
Psychologie
consonantiste,
premier et deuxieme volume, Libraire
Maloine, Paris, p.p.47-48).
,,PSYCHOLOGY
(general
notions)
DEFINITION
Psychology is the science of the
soul, of the conscience, of conscience
phenomena; the science of nonmediated facts, of interior experience,
of psychological facts or phenomena, a
science derived from introspection
(genetic, empirical, sensualist, and
subjective definition). It is the science
of sciences, the key and fundament of
all the other sciences and of philosophy
(noological definition by its effects). It
is the physiology of the brain; central
and fine tuned physiology of the
relation
apparatus
(objective,
biological,
anatomo-physiological
definition). It is the science of reciprocal
actions
exerted
by
stimulation,
adaptation,
or
adjustment
and
response between an organism and the
environment
(H.
Spencer
and
behaviour psychology). It is brain
physics: the science of internally perceived
physical
phenomena
(propagations,
balances and unbalances, consonances and
dissonances, actions and reactions, loads
and unloads, etc. physical concept,
supported in the present paper)...
Psychophysics
According to the old, limited and
restricted concept, psychophysics is the
science of reports between sensations
and their exciting triggers. More
widely defined, psychophysics is a
synthesis between psychological and
physical, the definition of the
psychological with the aid of the
physical, the physicist concept on the
physical, the knowledge of the
psychological unknown through the
known physical, the unification of

psychological sciences and physical or
natural sciences, the equivalence of
physical and psychological sciences
with the consequent application of
methods and devices from physics in
the field of the psychological, and the
use of experimental method. Our
psychology
is
ultimately
psychophysics in a wider sense: it is
psychological physics.‖(Odobleja Şt. premier volume 1938-, Psychologie
consonantiste, premier et deuxieme
volume, Libraire Maloine, Paris,
p.p.39,46).
,,PSYCHO-NEUROLOGY
Neurology
is
sometimes
understood as a subordinate of
psychology; it would be the study of
anatomy, physiology, pathology, etc. of
the nervous system (including the
study of the brain and of psychology).
It may also be understood as a
subordinate of physiology: in this case
neurology would be the study of
transmissions,
the
science
of
connections between soul and body,
between centre and periphery, between
psychological and physical...
The influences of the psychological
upon the physiological (psycho-somatic
effects) are:
Reversible
(functional)
–
psychosomatic disfunctions n.a. – or
irreversible (organic) – psychosomatic
diseases n.a. - Normal (physiological)
or abnormal (pathological). Durable
(evolutive,
permanent,
anatomic,
organised:
physiognomy,
voice,
conformation, gaining or losing weight
etc.) or short lasting (transitory,
functional:
mimic,
gestures,
expressions, attitudes, manners, hand
writing etc.). Intense or weak.
Mediated or immediate. Direct or
indirect. Local or diffuse. Excitant
(dynamogenic, stimulating, stenic) or
depressing
(calming,
astenic,
inhibitory). Motor or secretor. Induced
by sensations or by representations –
cognitive or affective.
The influences of the physiological
upon
the
psychological
(somatopsychological effects n.a.) are:

-
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Reversible or irreversible; normal
or pathologic; durable or transient;
strong or weak; local or diffuse,
excitant or depressing etc. There are
effects on receptivity and effects on
reaction; effects on the intelligence and
effects on affectivity.
...Does the physical determine the
psychological or is it the other way
around? In reality, between centre and
periphery there is reciprocity of action,
there are reciprocal interactions,
balancing oscillations in alternative
current.
Between
physical
and
psychological, between body and soul
there is a reciprocal influence: each is,
in its turn, cause and effect.
Is this influence vague or precise?
We must replace the vague notion of
reciprocal influence of physical and
moral, by the more precise notion of

reciprocal influences between each
body part and each psychological
component.‖ (Odobleja Şt. -premier
volume
1938-,
Psychologie
consonantiste, premier et deuxieme
volume, Libraire Maloine, Paris,p.p.
407,426,427).
,,PSYCHO-SOMATIC
INTERACTIONS
Definition. Psycho-physiology is
the study of reciprocal repercussions
(interactions) between centre and
periphery, between physical and
psychological, between moral and
body, between brain and the other
viscera, between general and local,
between the whole and its components.
It is the study of psycho-somatic
reflexes; the science of psycho-somatic
interactions (fig3).

Figure 3. Psycho-somatic interactions. Source: adapted after Şt.Odobleja (1939): Psychologie consonantiste,
deuxiéme volume, Libraire Maloine, 27, rue de L’école-de-médecine 27, Paris ,1939

There are interorganic actions
achieved by nervous centres (brain,
heart, lungs, stomach, intestines, liver,
kidneys, sexual organs). There are also
direct interorganic actions. Each organ
has relations with every other organ,
including the brain. The brain is,

undoubtedly, a privileged organ, but it
does
not
hold
exclusivity
on
interorganic communication. (Odobleja
Şt.-premier volume 1938-, Psychologie
consonantiste, premier et deuxieme
volume, Libraire Maloine, Paris,p.535).

RESULTS
Throughout its vast content, the
work
,,Psihologia
consonantistă‖
(Consonantist psychology), uses nine
universal laws i.e. those of equivalence,

equilibrium, compensation, reaction,
oscillation,
reversibility,
inertia,
consonance, transformation, all based
upon the resonance phenomenon. He
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was the first attempting to apply the
feedback law (law of reversibility) in
nature and society, in as many
scientific fields as possible: philosophy,
biology,
psychology,
sociology,
political economics, mathematics and
even
medicine
(psychoneurology,

psychophysiology, psychopathology,
interpsychology), enabling an easier
understanding of the interrelations
betwen biological, psychological and
social factors, of the psycho-somatic
connexions in the practice of
psychosomatic medicine.

CONCLUSIONS
The syntagm of consonantist
psychosomatics facilitates a better
understanding of the psychosomatic

circuit, psychophysiologically and
clinically expressed in the work of
Stefan Odobleja.
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ABSTRACT

The diffuse neuroendocrine system comprises neuroendocrine cells (NECs) dispersed in the mucosa of the
respiratory tract. Neuroendocrine tumors are rare and involve verious organs, including the larynx. As in basic
science information regarding the intramural neural and neuroendocrine cells of the larynx is elusive we aimed at
determining the presence of NECs in the mucosa of the epiglottic valeculla. Immunohistochemistry for calretinin
(CR) and neuron-specific enolase (NSE) was performed on human postautopsic samples dissected out from three
cadavers. CR+/NSE+ adendritic cells were found in the lamina propria of mucosa, closely related to the subepithelial
microvessels and were identified as NECs. The presence of NECs within normal tissues, such as the mucosa of the
epiglottic valeculla, should be clearly included in basic descriptions of structural anatomy. Beyond the educational
role for further understanding of the neuroendocrine tumoral pathology, the NECs in cervical viscera could
represent anatomical targets of autonomic neural fibers.
Key words: human larynx; neuron-specific enolase; calretinin; immunohistochemistry; epiglottis; APUD
system
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INTRODUCTION
The
neuroendocrine
system
comprises elements sharing coproduction of amine, and peptide
hormones or transmitters and specific
neural
markers;
the
diffuse
neuroendocrine or APUD system
contribute to the neuroendocrine
system (Toni, 2004).
The
diffuse
neuroendocrine
system of the respiratory tract
comprises
solitary
or
clustered
endocrine cells together with an
autonomic nerve supply (Wharton et
al., 1981). Most of neuroendocrine cells
(NECs) are dispersed in the mucosa of
the gastric and respiratory tracts
(Hubalewska-Dydejczyk et al., 2010).
These cells lack axons and dendrites
(Hubalewska-Dydejczyk et al., 2010).
The NECs of the oral mucosa are
understudied; they form diverse
subpopulations and were assigned
elusive biologic roles in the oral cavity
(Mahomed, 2010).

Neuroendocrine carcinomas are
rare tumors which have been described
in the nasal cavity, paranasal sinuses,
tongue, salivary glands, larynx and
trachea (Capelli et al., 2007). Although
neuroendocrine neoplasms of the
larynx are rare they are the most
common
nonsquamous
laryngeal
tumors (Ferlito et al., 2009).
For identification of NECs
various specific antibodies are used,
such as those against calcitonin,
somatostatin, neuron-specific enolase
or calretinin (Kasacka and Sawicki,
2004, Selaru et al., 2014).
The NECs seem overlooked in
normal anatomy and histology despite
their
structural
importance
in
malignant transformations. Therefore
we aimed at investigating their
presence in normal mucosa of human
epiglottic valeculle.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We used three postautopsic
visceral cervical blocks consisting of
tongue,
larynx,
trachea
and
hypopharynx.
The
study
was
conducted in accordance with the
relevant national Law (104/2003)
regarding the manipulation of human
cadavers and its methodological
norms.
The epiglottic valecullas were
evidenced and mucosa was dissected
out, formalin (10%)-fixed, and paraffinembedded.
The
samples
were
sectioned at 3 μm, and stained with
hematoxylin eosin in order to
appreciate the general histology of
tissues.
There
were
used
primary
antibodies against neuron specific
enolase (NSE, clone BBS/NC/VI-H14,
Dako, Glostrup, Denmark, 1:200, code
M 0873) and calretinin (CR, clone 5A5,

Novocastra-Leica, Leica Biosystems
Newcastle Ltd, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
U.K., 1:100, code NCL-CALRETININ).
Sections were deparaffinized,
rehydrated and rinsed in PBS buffer
solution at pH 7.4. Retrieval by
incubation in 0.01 M citrate retrieval
solution, pH 6, was completed. The
standard ABC technique used a DAB
protocol. Appropriate endogenous
blocking peroxidase was completed
before immunolabeling (0.1% BSA in
PBS). Sections incubated with nonimmune serum served as negative
controls. Immunolabeled sections were
counterstained with Hematoxylin.
Microscopic slides were analyzed
and micrographs were taken and
scaled using a Zeiss working station
which is described elsewhere (Selaru et
al., 2014).
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RESULTS
On CR-labeled slides positively
stained cells were found intermingled
with the subepithelial microvessels of
the mucosa (fig.1). NSE-positive cells
also found in that location (fig.2).
Histologically, these cells had a round-

oval shape, eccentric encromatic nuclei,
and were devoided of prolongations.
Considering their morphology and the
antibodies
specificities
the
subepithelial calretinin+/NSE+ cells
were diagnosed as NECs.

Figure 1. Calretinin-positive cells (arrows) within the
lamina propria of the human epiglottic valecula. bv:
blood vessel

Figure 2. Neuron specific enolase-positive cells
(arrows) within the lamina propria of the human
epiglottic valecula. bv: blood vessel

DISCUSSIONS
Recognition of NECs in normal
histological structures, such as the
epiglottic mucosa, has both educational
and clinical importance if one takes
into account that within the larynx the
neuroendocrine tumors occur more
often in the epiglottis and in the
supraglottic region (Capelli et al.,
2007).However, laryngeal neoplasms
with neuroendocrine differentiation are
uncommon (Porto et al., 1987). Such a
rare case of neuroendocrine carcinoma,
widely metastasized, was reported as
arosen in the epiglottis and was
responsible for death of that patient;
immunohistochemistry revealed the
NSE-positive of tumor cells, among
other different specific markers (Porto
et al., 1987).
In usual anatomical textbooks the
information on the autonomic exact

distribution and relays in the pharynx
and larynx is quite elusive. In this
regard the NECs of larynx should be
viewed as possible sites on which
preganglionic parasympathetic nerve
fibers project upon. It is not however a
simple
task
as
sympatheticparasympathetic anastomoses usually
occur in neck. The epiglottis is
supplied anatomically with vagal
fibers, via the internal branch of the
superior laryngeal nerve. The internal
branch of the superior laryngeal nerve
further sends off a superior branch
which runs to the lingual part of the
epiglottis and sends small fibers
through the epiglottic foramina to the
laryngeal surface(Olthoff et al., 2007).
Both vagus and superior laryngeal
nerves are known to anastomose with
the sympathetic trunk(Furlan, 2002).
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CONCLUSIONS
The presence of NECs within
normal tissues, such as the mucosa of
the epiglottic valeculla, should be
clearly included in basic descriptions of
structural anatomy. Beyond the
educational
role
for
further

understanding of the neuroendocrine
tumoral pathology, the NECs in
cervical viscera could represent
anatomical targets of autonomic neural
fibers.
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ABSTRACT

Though not among the most frequent cases in our clinic, complicated chronic pancreatitis is a complex
pathological entity, with a variety of aspects, affecting patients with multiple organ dysfunctions, and therefor
requiring a well-planned management. The present article shows our clinic’s experience on a number of 24 operated
cases using the most conservative means possible which intended and managed to treat the complications of chronic
pancreatitis and preserve as much of the remnant functional pancreatic tissue as possible. Encouraged by previous
successes, we consider these classic treatment techniques to still hold great value.
Key words: surgical techniques; complications of chronic pancreatitis; conservative approach
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is a
benign pathological entity defined by a
chronic inflammatory process which
leads to a progressive loss of functional
pancreatic tissue, which, in turn, in
later stages, will lead to pancreatic
failure, both exocrine and endocrine[1,
2]. CP had a prevalence of 26.4 cases in
every 100.000 population in France
2006[3]; its main etiological factor is
chronic alcoholism. Being correlated
with a low social and economic level,
this is a somewhat frequent problem in
our country, which probably means
that the true incidence of CP in
Romania is higher than that in the EU.
All this, together with the precarious
biological state of the patient on which
the disease is overlapped, and keeping
in mind the complications that occur in
its
development,
makes
the
complicated CP a complex pathological
entity that very often represents a
challenge of treatment management for
both the surgeon and the internal
physician.
As
stated
above,
CP
is
characterized
by
a
chronic
inflammatory process which mainly
takes place at the head of the pancreas;
this, in turn, explains the high
frequency of complications involving
the compression of the biliary tract, the
duodenal frame and even the portal
system which will manifest through

jaundice, duodenal stenosis and
ascitogen
portal
hypertension
respectively. Besides these, acutization
episodes on the one hand and the
obstruction of the pancreatic ducts on
the other hand lead to pancreatic
pseudochyst dilatation, which in some
cases require surgery in order to
prevent severe possible complications[4,
5]. The massive destruction of glandular
pancreatic tissue will lead to endocrine
and exocrine insufficiency, manifested
through
steatorrheic
stools,
malnutrition and insulin-requiring
diabetes
respectively.
In
its
development CP may present any of
these
complications,
alone
or
simultaneously. The surgeon has a
large variety of surgical techniques for
the treatment of such cases, starting
from different types of pancreatic
resections, bilio-digestive anastomosis,
pseudochystic internal or external
drainage, to the more modern methods
which associates total pancreatectomy
to total pancreatic transplant or the
transplant of pancreatic isles. Despite
the last therapeuit acquisitions, using
them is conditioned by financial
criteria and practicing such therapeutic
methods in Romania is still impossible.
This article tries to prove the utility of
classic techniques in the management
of CP‘s complications.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study included 24 patients
which were previously diagnosed with
a complicated form of chronic
pancreatitis and which, after being
admitted in the IIIrd Surgical Clinic of
The County Hospital of Timisoara
throughout the period 2007-2014,
underwent surgical treatment. Only
patients with a definite diagnostic of
chronic pancreatitis and one or more
complication of this disease were
included. Also, any patient who did

not undergo surgical treatment or
where surgery was performed for other
reasons than to treat a complication of
chronic pancreatitis was excluded from
the study.
A repartition of the cases
according to a gender shows a clear
predominance towards men – 21
Patients which represent 87.5% of the
total. Women make up a much lower
number of cases, only 3, which
constitutes 12.5% of the total. The
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average age was that of 60.2 years, with
values varying between 38 and 76
years. The maximum incidence was
found to be in the 7 decade (9 cases).
At the time of the admission,
patients mostly accused: pain (present
in 22 cases, meaning 91.66%), jaundice
(14 cases, meaning 58.33%), weight loss
(11 cases), nausea and vomiting (5
cases), clinical manifested diabetes (7
cases, meaning 29.16%). Out of the
total number of 24 cases, 21underwent
elective surgery and only 3 cases
needed emergency surgery. Regarding
the complications of CP we found 14
cases of jaundice that occurred through
the compression of billiary ducts (5 of
them that associated duodenal stenosis,
and 1 with portal hypertension and
ascites) and 10 cases with pancreatic
pseudochyst (three of them presented
abscessed
pseudochysts
and
underwent emergency surgery).
Regarding CP diagnostic this was
established considering the past
suffering for a prolonged period of
time, episodes of acutization, seric
amiliase
levels,
and
imagistic
explorations. Out of the total of 24
patients, 15 were in evidence at the

Gastroenterologic Clinic, being already
diagnosed with CP; as for the other 9 of
them computer tomography was
performed in order to confirm the
diagnostic and to evaluate the
pancreas‘current condition. For similar
reasons all patients were subjected to
an
echography;
edndoscopic
retrograde cholangio-pancreatogrphy
(ERCP) was performed in 7 cases and
provided additional useful information
for deciding upon the operating tactic.
Surgical
interventions
were
mainly limited to solving the
complications of CP, and consisted of:
 14 bilio-digestive anastomosis
o
9 latero-lateral coledocoduodenal anastomosis
o
5
colecisto-gastroanastomoze
 5 transmesocolic posterios gastroentero-anastomosis
 7 pseudochysto-gastro-anastomosis
 1 pseudochysto-jejuno-anastomosis
1 external drainage of the
abscessed pseudochyst, with the
placement of one tube for lavage
purposes

RESULTS
Out of the total of 24 patients
which underwent surgery in our clinic
for complicated CP, 22 had a good
evolution; the other two patients died;
one of them had chronic pancreatitis
complicated with jaundice and also
associated with etanolic cirrhosis with
vascular decompensation – In this case,
despite the conservative approach
during
surgery
(bilio-digestive
anastomosis), The patient had a
negative evolution, worsened by the
failure of the parenchyma. Later, once
the hepato-renal syndrome set in, the
patient was transferred to the ICU; in
the end death occurred after two
months from the initial admittance due
to multiple organ failure. The second
case involved the patient with a long
history of CP who was operated three

years prior to the admittance for the
internal drainage of a pancreatic
pseudochyst. Following a CT scan the
patient was diagnosed with an abscess
at same level and admitted as an
emergency. Surgery revealed that there
was a stenosis at the pseudochystogastro-anastomosis accompanied by
pus inside the chyst‘s cavity. The
content of the cavity was drained,
thorough washing was done after
which two external drainage tubes
were placed. Despite both medical and
surgical
treatment,
postoperatory
evolution was not a good one with the
set in of multiple organ failure
consecutive to septic shock; death
occurred 27 days after admittance.
For the rest 22 cases the evolution
was slow but good, with the average
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time spent in the hospital being 14.7
days. The remission of jaundice along
with normal seric values of bilirubin
were found in 13 patients (92.85%)out
of the ones who were admitted with
jaundice, and the 5 patients which
suffered from digestive disorders
(nausea or vomiting) have once again
commenced normal, oral alimentation,
with not one case of post-prandial
vomiting being noted at the time of
discharge. A follow-up involving
echography and endoscopy after one
month following surgery of patients
who were admitted for pancreatic
pseudochysts revealed a functional
anastomosis and the efficient drainage
of pseudochystic collections, with the
absence of any liquid accumulation at
this level. The pain was softer for 15
patients (62.50%), but all 22 patients
required chronic medication for pain
control following discharge.

The following postoperatory
complications are noted: evisceration (1
case which alse had hypoproteinemia
and
chronic
obstructive
bronchopneumopathy), seroma (3
cases) and stitch granuloma (1 case), all
treated
during
hospitalization.
Regarding the evaluation of endocrine
pancreatic insufficiency, 7 patients
(29.16%) had clinical manifest diabetes
at the time of the admittance. These
patients benefited from a personalized
therapeuit scheme of insulin treatment
that was developed with the help of
the Clinic of Diabetes and which
helped maintain a balanced glicemic
status throughout the hospitalization
period as well as following discharge.
Exocrine pancreatic insufficiency was
found in 14 patients (58.33%), all of
them being treated with enzimatic
supplements (Pancreatin) after starting
to eat again.

DISCUSSIONS
CP is an incurable disease which
steadily deteriorates patients‘ quality
of life. Its diagnostic and management
in the early stages is mostly attributed
to gastroenterology. But once the
complications set in, either by the
compression of neighbor organs, the
formation of pseudochysts or the
suspicion of a malign process being
present, it is surgery which holds the
treatment[6, 7].
Concerning the preoperatory
imagistic investigations that help
establish a definite diagnostic and help
decide upon the surgical approach, we
think that the triad formed by ERCPCT-Echography is the gold standard,
just as most experts in the field have
shown[8]. CT with contrast is the
investigation
that
brings
very
important information on the local
status, also having the smallest rate of
false-negative results (<5%); this is the
reason why it is the preoperatory
investigation of choice in helping
establish the approach tactic[9].

The available surgical techniques
involve either different methods of
pain
management,
drainage
or
resection. The objectives of any surgical
intervention regarding patients with
complicated CP should consider the
following:

Treatment
of
the
complication and getting the patient
out of the vital-risk zone

Removing any suspicion of
malignancy (were such cases are
involved)

Reducing the rate of
postoperatory morbidity and mortality
as much as possible

Saving as much of the
functional pancreatic parenchyma as
possible

Improving the patients‘
quality of life
Our clinic‘s experience suggest
that one should strictly try to treat any
complications of CP when dealing with
such, followed by helping the patient
out of the vital-risk zone and
preserving as much of the functional
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pancreatic tissue as possible. This is
why
radical
surgery
involving
pancreatic
resection
were
not
recommended for patients who already
had a complication of CP. Simple
interventions, with a predictable
outcome that could also remove the
effects of complications were chosen in
all cases. As such, when dealing with
the compression of the billiary duct, a
biliary-digestive
anastomosis
was
chosen
(either
colecisto-gastroanastomosis or coledoco-duodenoanastomosis), decision that was
supported by long-term results; by
comparison, the endoscopic treatment
has a long-term reliability that is
overshadowed
by
numerous
complications
and
often
needs
reintervention. The therapeutic success
of these anastomosis was, in our
clinic‘s experience, 100% and the
anastomosis was still functional a long
time after the surgery.

On the other hand, when faced
with a pancreatic pseudochyst, an
internal anastomosis was preferred; the
external drainage would be a
compromising solution for complicated
cases, where the local status demands a
prudent approach and at the same time
a less-invasive intervention. Our
success with whether a pseudochystogastro-anastomosis or a pseudochystojejuno-anastomosis was 100%, at the
same time having good results on the
long run. The one case where we
preformed external drainage had a
severe development due to a very
tardy check in and intervention.
As for being able to maintain as
much of the functional pancreatic
parenchyma, we found that our
patients had a balanced and stable
glicemic status both pre- and
postoperatory; this fits our purpose of
not worsening the patients‘pancreatic
insufficiency by means of an aggressive
intervention.

CONCLUSIONS
The
complications
of
CP
represent life-threatening situations for
patients with low biological status that
is only worsened by the prolonged
evolution of the disease; surgical
interventions that offer treatment in

such cases should strictly try to get the
patient out of the vital-risk zone while
saving as much of the pancreatic
parenchyma as possible in order to
preserve the already deteriorated
functional status of the patients.
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ABSTRACT

We present the different treatment options in a single case report of a male patient with proliferative
diabeticretinopathy who develops macular edema. The latest therapy options are used, ranging from grid laser
photocoagulation to different intravitrean injections and posterior vitrectomy.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of diabetic patients
in the population of the United States
of America in 2002 was of 13,5 million
people and in 2011 this number grew
up to 25,8 million. From these patients
25%
have
a
form
diabetic
retinopathy(DR)
and
of
these
approximately 4% will evolve to a
severe form of disease that can lead to
blindness. Macular edema is the main
cause of vision loss in patients with DR
and is defined by fluid accumulation in
the retinal external plexiform layer and
the internal nuclear layer. Clinical
significant macular edema (CME) is
defined as retinal edema with or
without hard exudation located within
one papillary diameter of the macular
area resulting in vision loss.
The standard treatment in
macular
edema
was
retinal
photocoagulation,especially grid laser
photocoagulation for the last 10 years
and is used today worldwide.
Intravitrean treatments are the new

standard care in treating CME being in
a constant development.
This single case report presents
the different treatment options ranging
from macular grid photocoagulation,
posterior vitrectomy to different
intravitreal injections with a follow up
of 5 years[1-4].
We present the case of a male
patient, 49 years old who was reffered
to our clinic in 2007 and diagnosed in
both eyes with Diabetic proliferative
retinopathy .
We recommend laser Argon pan
photocoagulation for both eyes.Follow
up is every 6 months in which period
the patient maintains a best corrected
visual acuity(BCVA) of 0.7 until a
control in 2009.
In april 2012 the patient is
diagnosed with macular edema(ME) in
both eyes after OCT examination:
righth eye(RE) - 534 µ(fig.1) and left
eye (LE) 642µ (fig. 2),BCVA RE: 0,3 and
LE 4/50

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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Angiography(FA): Hiperfluorescence in the macular area with a petaloid pattern (fig. 3 şi 4)

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Macular
grid
pan
photocoagulation is recomended and
completing the Argon laser pan

photocoagulation (Fig.5) .After laser
Argon photocoagulation is completed
visual acuity is stationary.

Figure 5.

In august 2012 a reccurence of
macular edema(Fig.6) is present and in
consequence intravitreean injections
with Triamcinolon in the RE is

recommended
and
posterior
vitrectomy for the peeling of the
internal limiting membrane in the LE.
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Figure 6.

LE: august 2012 peeling of
internal
limiting
membrane
is
completed
RE: 2 intravitreal injections with
Triamcinolon 0,05 ml in october 2012
and february 2013 are administered.
After the intravitrean treatment in both
eyes and vitrectomy in LE BCVA is
RE:0,7 and LE:0,05.

In february 2013: BCVA is in the
RE: 0,7 and LE 4/50 (no reduction of
macular edema is present). We
recommend the patient another
intravitrean
injection
with
Triamcinolon but the ME LE OCT- 541
µ (Fig.7) relapses in spite of the
treatment.

Figure 7.

We recommend intravitreean
implant with dexametazone(Ozurdex).

After 4 months since the implant
BCVA LE:0,6 without any reccurrence
of the ME(fig.8)
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Figure 8.

This single case illustrates the
latest modern therapy options in
treating diabetic macular persistent
edema. We used the standard therapy
with Argon laser pan photocoagulation
which is the first line treatment of
proliferative diabetic retinopathy.
When macular edema was
present we used intravitreal injections
with Triamcinolon(IVT) which is a
powerful
antiinflamatory.
Several
studies confirm the efficiency of IVT in
several clinical trials, fact also
confirmed in our patient treatment [5].
IVT doesn‘t have a lasting effect and
can lead to high intraocular pressure
and cataract. A combined treatment of
Argon laser and intravitreean steroids
or anti vascular growht factor is very
effective in combating diabetic macular

edema and posterior vitrectomy if
needed [6,7].
Another recent therapeutic option
is Ozurdex,which is an intravitrean
implant approved for the treatmentof
diabetic macular edema. In our case it
proved to be very usefull on the long
term,maintaining a good visual
acuity[8].
The particularity of our case is the
involvement of both eyes with DME,
the use of different therapeutical
methods, involving laser, posterior
vitrectomy and different intravitrean
injections and implants. The fact that
we obtained a stable visual acuity for 5
years in a diabetic patient confirms the
good results of the latest treatments but
also,it has to be validated by more
clinical trials involving a greater
number of patients in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Periodontal disease (PD) is a chronic inflammatory condition leading to the progressive destruction of the
periodontal tissues. It constitutes a major cause of teeth loss and a risk factor for a number of other chronic
conditions. Due to its importance for public and individual health it is essential to characterise all modifiable risk
factors contributing to the development of PD. One of these risk factors is increasingly thought to be represented by
vitamin D (VD) deficiency. The current paper will provide a brief overview of the evidence connecting VD
deficiency and impaired oral and especially periodontal health.
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of vitamin D
(VD) for the skeletal health has long
been acknowledged as its main
physiological role. However, adequate
VD status has been proved to be
essential not only for the bone health
and mineral homeostasis but also for a
wide variety of organ systems. In the
last two decades, a wide range of
epidemiological and observational
studies have showed that VD
deficiency increases the risk of a wide
range
of
chronic
conditions
(inflammatory,
cardiovascular,
autoimmune and malignant diseases)
(Hossein-nezhad, 2013) and overall
mortality.(Schottker,
2014)
Recent
studies suggested that VD might also
play a role in oral health, especially in
periodontal disease (PD). We aim to
provide a brief overview of the
evidence linking the VD with PD.
VD deficiency
VD deficiency is a worldwide
health problem being highly prevalent
in all age groups. (Palacios, 2014) The
optimal serum marker for the
diagnosis of the VD status of the
organism is 25-hydroxy-vitamin D
(25OHD) but there is no worldwide
consensus regarding the cut-off levels
for 25OHD concentrations defining VD
deficiency. The definition of the US
Endocrine Society is, however, the
most widely used: 25OHD serum
levels below 50 nmol/l (20 ng/ml)
indicate VD deficiency, values between
50 and 75 nmol/l (20-30 ng/ml) define
inadequate VD levels, while levels
above 75 nmol/l are considered
sufficient. (Holick, 2011)
Periodontal disease
Periodontal disease (PD) is a
chronic
inflammatory
condition
affecting the gums and periodontal
ligaments. PD is a major cause of teeth
loss which, on its turn, leads to
impaired feeding and speech and
diminished quality of life.(Mack., 2005)
Recently, epidemiological evidence
began to suggest that it might be a risk

factor for impaired general health.
(Joshipura, 2003) Therefore, careful
detection and correction of the risk
factors for PD is an essential public
health measure. One of the recently
characterised putative predisposing
factors is VD deficiency. Vitamin D
may affect the risk of developing
periodontal disease via its effect on
bone
mineral
density
or
via
immunomodulatory effects (Myszka,
2014).
Epidemiological
connections
between VD and PD
Epidemiological
and
observational
studies
provided
growing evidence that low serum VD
concentrations are associated with
increased gingival inflammation and
risk
of
development
and/or
complications of PD.
An inverse association was
reported in the general population
between the quintiles of the predicted
25OHD score and the incidence of
tooth loss (the highest quintile being
associated with a 20% lower incidence
of tooth loss). (Jimenez, 2014) Low VD
status was inversely associated with
the gingival bleeding, alveolar bone
loss, clinical attachment level, tooth
loss; also the odds ratio for PD in this
group is increased by as much as
33%.(Millen, 2013) In one study, the
negative correlation between 25OHD
serum concentration and attachment
loss was significant only in individuals
over 50 years-old but not in younger
subjects.(Dietrich, 2004) Notably, low
VD status has also been associated
with maternal periodontal disease
during pregnancy (Boggess, 2011)
The
possibility
that
this
connection is significantly mediated
through effects on bone loss is
suggested by the fact that women with
osteoporosis have increased prevalence
of both VD deficiency and PD
compared with control subjects.
(Jabbar, 2011) Lumbar spine and
femoral neck bone mass density are
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negatively correlated with the loss of
attachment (as marker of PD)
(Takahashi, 2012) Also, patients with
active or past PD have significantly
lower 25OHD concentrations.(Jabbar,
2011) In other studies the extent of PD
was associated with osteoporosis, and
the tooth loss with the fracture
risk.(Moedano, 2011)
However, this does not appear to
be the only link between PD and
vitamin D. The vitamin D receptors
(VDR) are ubiquitously expressed,
including in the periodontal tissue and

several VDR polymorphisms were
strongly associated with periodontal
disease (some offering protection, some
increasing the risk).(Inagaki, 2003; de
Brito, 2004; Gunes, 2008; Baldini, 2013)
Also, VD might play an important role
in the inflammation of the periodontal
tissue through its regulatory local
effects on cytokine production. The
local production of proinflammatory
agents is significantly inhibited by VD
in
a
dose-dependent
manner.
(Andrukhov, 2014)

CLINICAL STUDIES
Scientific evidence from clinical
studies is still weak but rapidly
growing. Vitamin D has antiinflammatory
and
immunological
properties which act together with the
positive effect on bone health toward
an overall periodontal benefit. VD
administration reduces PD prevalence
in elderly men (Garcia, 2014) reduces
the manifestations of PD in patients
diagnosed with the condition. Daily
VD intake of at least 800 IU was
associated with lower risk of severe PD
and alveolar bone loss compared with
lower daily intake (below 400 UI).
(Garcia., 2011) Individuals taking VD
supplements have fewer bleeding
spots, decreased gingival index values
and loss of attachment.(Miley, 2009) In

addition, ultraviolet exposure reduces
risk of dental caries. The presumed
mechanism is the production of
vitamin D, which triggers the synthesis
of cathelicidin and defensins, agents
with antimicrobial properties.(Grant,
2011)
All these data suggest that PD,
tooth loss and defective overall oral
health as preventable conditions could
potentially benefit from the widely
available, inexpensive and increasingly
recommended VD supplementation.
Especially geriatric patients should be
screened for vitamin D adequacy,
whenever possible or supplement with
the daily doses recommended (a
minimum of 800-1000 UI VD
daily).(Resmini, 2013)

CONCLUSIONS
Available studies published in
the literature strongly suggest that VD
may have a positive effect on
periodontal and dental health. There is
stringent need for randomised placebocontrolled clinical trials designed to
assess the PD measures as primary
outcomes in order to provide adequate
scientific
proof
that
VD
supplementation
is
indeed
an
important adjunct to the standard
treatment of PD.
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CONTRIBUTION OF LATERAL
CEPHALOMETRIC RADIOGRAPH TO
ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
PLANNING DECISIONS
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ABSTRACT

A variety of methods are available for the evaluation of dento-maxillary anomalies. The lateral cephalometric
radiographprovides initial information with priority for orthodontic diagnosis; withal the treatment plan could not
be performed without comparing a lateral cephalometric radiograph before and after treatment. This article describes
the roles and limitations of conventionallateral cephalometric radiographs for orthodontic diagnosis.
Key words: dento-maxillary anomalies, cephalometric, orthodontic diagnosis
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INTRODUCTION
The diagnosis of a specific dentomaxillary anomaly can‘t be limited to
clinical examination (4). Guidelines
recommend
lateral
cephalometric
radiographs in patients with dentomaxillary anomalies, with the rationale
that patients are better managed when
the orthodontic diagnosis is known.
However,
because
of
marked
interindividual variability in the
clinical
manifestation
of
dentomaxillary anomalies, it can be argued

that lateral cephalometric radiographs
gives a more specific representation of
pathology than clinical assessment (6).
Cephalometry in dento-maxillary
anomalies
has
undergone
revolutionary changes in the past 20
years with the wide availability of an
unprecedented
array
of
new
techniques (5). In this study we present
an overview of the current state of the
field and future directions.

CEPHALOMETRIC ANALYSIS IN DENTO-MAXILLARY ANOMALIES
In the initial evaluation of
orthodontic patient, the history is the
most important component of the
initial evaluation; it should be obtained
from both the family and the patient.
Family
history
should
include
questions about relatives who suffer
from dento-maxillary anomalies. The
aim of examination should be not only
the cause detection, but also coexisting
abnormalities that may exacerbate the
patient's
disability.
The
dental
examination should be corrobotated to
the lesions detection and signs of
dento-maxillar system dysfunctions.
While analysis of study models is
a more readily available technique,
panoramic radiography is the simplest

and least expensive imaging technique
(Fig.1).
However,
cephalometry
analysis dominates the orthodontic
literature
and
allows
more
comprehensive
dento-maxillary
anomalies assessment (8). Methods of
cephalometric measurement can be
manual or semiautomated using
computer
software.
From
orthodontist‘s
perspective,
cephalometric analysis provides a
context
for
assessing
current
radiological technologies as well as
expected advances in diagnosis,
prediction and outcome measures in
dento-maxillary anomalies treatment
(6).

Figure 1. Orthopantomograph

Presently, lateral cephalometric
radiographs play a key role in ruling

out pathological lesions of the jaws
(Fig.2).
Although
dento-maxillary
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anomalies
are
uncommon,
the
discovery of such finding dictates the
need for a radiological study in the
initial evaluation of every orthodontic
patient.
Once the presence of a dentomaxillary
anomaly
has
been
established, the role of cephalometric
radiographs in the diagnosis becomes a
function of the clinical diagnosis. The

accuracy of the clinical diagnosis of
dento-maxillary
anomalies
is
significantly. Even orthodontists with
limited experience should have a
diagnostic accuracy at this level.
A literature review revealed
average values for sensitivity and
specificity of clinical diagnosis of
dento-maxillary anomalies.

Figure 2. Lateral cephalometric radiograph

So that the cephalometric analysis
have a useful contribution to the
diagnosis,
the
sensitivity
and
specificity of radiographs compared
exceeds the clinical standard (3). Very
few researches have addressed the
accuracy of cephalometry studies as
compared with clinical diagnosis. Since
clinical diagnosis achieves relatively
high levels of accuracy, profile
cephalograms, as currently performed,
offer
only
relatively
modest
incremental benefits for the diagnosis
of dento-maxillary anomalies. On the
other hand, cephalometric radiography
contributes to diagnostic certainty of
the skeletal anomalies.
The usual clinical methods to
achieve this are sufficient for certain
conditions. When these diagnoses are

being considered in a particular
individual, an orthodontist should
have the opportunity to perform
profile cephalometric radiographs. It
may never be possible to quantify the
added value of certainty in dentomaxillary anomalies diagnoses.
In contrast to their accuracy in
diagnosing anomalies, current clinical
techniques are poor in predicting
which patients will develop dentomaxillary anomalies in the future.
Cephalometric analysis holds the
promise of making an important
contribution to identifying patients at
risk for skeletal malocclusions (1).
While the practical value of clinical
observations is limited by lack of
preventive
therapies
for
dentomaxillary anomalies, cephalometric
626

analysis should play an important role
in future efforts for preventing
orthodontic pathologies, as more
effective preventive strategies emerge.
It is important to distinguish the early
stages of anomalies but, unfortunately,
this isn‘t always possible. Serial patient
examinations at a period of time
remain the proper path to achieve this
goal.
The differential diagnosis of
dento-maxillary anomalies is mostly

based on careful clinical assessment,
but radiological techniques may
provide useful additional information
(2).
Newer digital techniques may
play a large role, although there is
room for improvement in accuracy (9).
The clinical availability of these
systems is currently limited, but the
role in the clinical and research
environment remains to be fully
established.

CONCLUSIONS
Diagnosis of dento-maxillary
anomalies has improved over the past
decades, but thorough assessment still
cannot
be
quickly
performed.
Conventional cephalometry is still the
most
commonly
used
imaging
technique for patients with a known or

suspected diagnosis of malocclusion
evaluation. Cephalometric analysis
may be useful for both the early
diagnosis as well as preclinical
detection
of
dento-maxillary
anomalies.
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Analysis of opinions and attitudes of a group of private-practice dentists from the urban
environment in Romania, related to the concept of shortened dental arch (S.D.A.) based on a directly addressed
questionnaire and the comparison of the results with similar study results.
Method: A questionnaire with a series of questions regarding the shortened dental arch was designed for
this study and sent to a group of dentists.
Results: The rate of participation rate to the study was 83%. Most of the answers show that the
participating dentists have enough experience and knowledge on the shortened dental arch. Mastication, comfort and
aesthetics, in the context ofshorteneddental archwere rated asgood–satisfactory by the doctors.Patients’ reactiontothe
proposedtreatmentincludingshorteneddental archvaries fromfrequentacceptancetodenial.
Conclusions: The participating doctors’ attitude is generally positive regarding the concept of S.D.A.;
caution was noted in assessing functionality in the S.D.A context.
Key words: shortened dental arch, geriatric patients, functional dentition
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INTRODUCTION
The ―shortened dental arch‖
concept (S.D.A. / Shortened Dental
Arch – S.D.A.) is correlated with the
"minimum number of remaining teeth
recommended by the World Health
Organization (W.H.O. - Technical
Report Series No. 826. WHO, Geneva;
1992 as objective in oral health, for a
naturally functional dentition‖. This
requires minimum 20 teeth in the oral
cavity, including front teeth and
premolars, a situation which is,
however, less common. Inspecific
circumstances
related
to
the
individualbio-psycho-social
statusspecific to the geriatric persons,
the
shortened
dental
archisan
interesting option, minimizing the
riskof affecting the natural and
remaining dental and periodontal
structures focusing on maintaining the
functionality of the oral cavity, and
could be considered a strategy to

reduce the complex treatments in the
posterior areas of the dental arches for
geriatric
patients,
mostly
when
systemic diseases or psycho-somatic
syndromes are present.
The shortened dental arch was
studied
under
various
aspects,
including the masticatory efficiency,
occlusal stability, the impact on the
temporo-mandibular
join
to
rpatients'comfort.
However,
the
specialized literature includes very few
data regarding the dentists‘attitude on
the S.D.A and their recommendations
forgeriatricpersons. The goalof our
approachis, in thiscontext, to analyze
theopinions, knowledge and attitude
towardsS.D.A of a group of dentists, in
urban areas, in Romania, inorder to
shape future suggestions or strategies
regarding university and post-graduate
programsas well as public health
policies.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study was run between
2013-2014, initiated and coordinated
within "Carol Davila" University of
Medicine and Pharmacy, Faculty of
Dentistry, Department of Fixed
Prosthodontics and Occlusology. We
used 13-question questionnaires. The
structure of the questionnaire emerged
from the analysis and comparison of
various articles in the specialized
literature approaching this subject [1],
Nr
.
1.
2.
3.

4.

[2], [3], [4], [5],[6]. This questionnaire
was optimized by the Department of
Fixed Prosthodontics and Occlusology
and the Department of Orthodontics
and Dento-Facial Orthopedics, under
the coordination of a University
Professor within the Dental Medicine
Faculty, Carol Davila" University of
Medicine and Pharmacy. The final
questionnaire is clear, user friendly and
includes relevant questions:

Question

Answer 1

Answer 2

Answer 3

Answer 4

How many years of practice do you
have in dental medicine?
How long ago have you heard of the
„shortened dental arch” concept?
Which is the „minimum acceptable
number of remaining teeth‖
recommended by the World Health
Organization as oral health objective
for a naturally functional dentition?
What age group is S.D.A
recommendable to as a treatment

< 5 years

5-10 years

10-20 years

>20 years

< 5 years

5-10years

>10 years

20

18

16

never heard of
it
I don‘t know

Youth

adults

Elderly

I don‘t know
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

option, in general?
How often upon initial oral
examination of your patients, have
you noticed the S.D.A concept so far?
How often have you included the
„shortened dental arch‖ concept in
your patients‘ treatment, so far?
What was your patients’ reaction
when you proposed this treatment to
them?

Do you think that the „shortened
dental arch‖ provides masticatory
efficiency to your patients?
Do you think that in case of
shortened dental arch, the esthetic is:
Do you think that the comfort of the
persons with shortened dental arch
is:
In case of shortened dental arch, do
you think that phonetics is:
Shortened dental arch may generate
problems in the temporomandibular
joint:

frequently

sometimes

very
seldom

Never

frequently

sometimes

very
seldom

Never

they
always
accepted

they often
accepted

they
seldom
accepted

very good

good
/sufficient

scarcely
acceptable

other variants
than the
above
mentioned
(did not
accept, we did
not propose,
etc)
Insufficient

very good

good
/sufficient
good
/sufficient

scarcely
acceptable
scarcely
acceptable

Insufficient

good
/sufficient
sometimes

scarcely
acceptable
very
seldom

Insufficient

very good

very good
frequently

Insufficient

I don‘t know

13.For the geriatric patient (over 65 years) the shortened dental arch may bring some benefits;
Please order the statements below (1 – the most important advantage, 4 – the least important):
It can be applied to the patients with counter indications for more complex dental
interventions (general diseases, psychological and kinetic dysfunctions)
It facilitates the enforcement of individual oral hygiene rules
It enables keeping the naturalteeth longer time
Patients are less financially challenged

The informed agreement of the
participants in this study has been
obtained and signed in advance. The
initial group of participants consisted
of 60 persons and we distribute the due
number of questionnaires; only 50
persons accepted to participate in this
study
and
responded
to
this

questionnaire. These 50 persons
responded fully and integrally to all
questions, we noticed no incomplete
questionnaire. The data from the
answers to the questionnaire were
selected, analyzed and synthesized into
tables for each question in the
questionnaire.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Out of the 60 dentists proposed to
participate in this study and offered
this questionnaire to, 50 have
responded (83,3%). The doctors who
did not agree with their participation
in this study were excluded from it.

The distribution of the respondents'
years of practice is shown in chart no.
1. Most practitioners (56%) have 5-10
years of practice in dentistry, and 30%
have over 20 years. It may be
considered that the participants in this
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study have an early experience in
dental medicine. The concept of
shortened dental arch has been known,
as shown in chart no. 2, by 60% of the
doctors participating in this study, for
5-10 years, by 24% for less than 5 years
and only 10% for more than 10 years;
6% of the participants are not aware of
this concept. Consequently, even
though the number of years of
experience in practical dentistry is very
important, the awareness over this
concept is relatively recent. Chart no. 3

Chart 1. Years of practice

shows the distribution of the answers
to the question: „Which is the
„minimum acceptable number of
remaining teeth‖ recommended by the
World Health Organization as oral
health objective for a naturally
functional dentition?― It is obvious that
the correct answer (20 teeth) prevailed
(92%) of the answers, but still it is
interesting that 8% of the questioned
doctors do not know the correct
answer.

Chart 2. Awareness over S.D.A.
concept

Regarding the age range that the
respondents believe the shortened
dental arch (S.D.A.), is mainly
recommended to, it may be shown in
chart no. 4 a majority correct answer
(94%), the recommendation is - of
course – oriented towards the elderly.
It is remarkable that no respondent
recommended the S.D.A. to young
patients. Still there are 4% of the
doctors who do not know the answer.
During the initial oral examination 56%
very seldom noticed the presence of
shortened dental arch, 18% never
noticed
it,
24%
sometimes/low
frequency and only 2% frequently

Chart 4. Age range for S.D.A.
reccomandation

Chart 3 Minimum acceptable
number of teeth

noticed the presence of the shortened
dental arch, as shown in chart no. 5.
This distribution of answers show that
this variant of treatment is seldom
proposed and/or accepted. The
distribution of the answers regarding
the introduction of the shortened
dental arch concept in the treatment
plan is presented in chart no. 6:
percentage of doctors who have never
recommended the S.D.A. (30%) and
those who very seldom recommend it
(44%) are dominating; 12% of the
doctors frequently recommend it and
14% - sometimes/ with moderate
frequency.

Chart 5. S.D.A. found at initial oral
examination
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Chart 6. S.D.A. included in the
treatment plan

Chart no. 7 shows the patients’
reactions as seen by the doctors, when
they were proposed such a treatment;
answers vary from re-comforting
answers – ―have frequently accepted‖
(44%) and ―have always accepted‖

(8%) – up to 16% of the patients who
seldom accepted, along with a
significant 30% which included various
situations such as: have not accepted
the treatment, or they were not
proposed the treatment, etc.

Chart 7. Patients’ reactions when the S.D.A treatment was proposed to them

Charts no. 8, 9, 10 and 11 show
the distribution of the doctors‘ answers
regarding the efficiency of mastication,
the aesthetic aspect, comfort and
phonetics in terms of the shortened
dental arch (S.D.A.). It may be noticed
that most participants considered the
mastication, esthetics and comfort as
satisfactory as far as the S.D.A is
concerned: masticatory efficiency: –
68%; esthetics– 64%; comfort – 52%. It
is interesting that no participant
considers that the S.D.A. provides very
good masticatory efficiency (Chart no.

8). Also, according to charts no. 9
and11, in 30% of the answers, the
esthetics is considered very good as far
as the S.D.A. is concerned, and in 58%
of the answers, phonetics is considered
very good (majority of answers,
compared to 40% good and 2%
acceptable). Chart no.10 shows 42% of
the answers indicating an acceptable
comfort, but with compromises, as far
as the S.D.A is concerned, compared to
the
majority
52%
percentages
(indicating sufficient comfort), already
mentioned.

Chart 8. Masticatory efficiency for S.D.A.

Chart 9. Esthetics for S.D.A.

Chart 10. Comfort associated with S.D.A

Chart 11. Phonetics associated with S.D.A
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To the question regarding any
possible problems that may be
generated by the shortened dental arch
at the level of the temporomandibular
joint, the participants to the study had

a majority answers - 82% - that they
may sometimes occur and 12% that
they may very seldom occur. The result
shows the caution in recommending
this treatment. (Chart no. 12).

Chart 12. T.M.J. problems

Chart 13. S.D.A. benefits for the geriatric patients

In the last section of this study
the patients were invited to order,
according to their importance (1 – most
important advantage, 4 – least
important), certain advantages of the
S.D.A regarding the elderly patients.
As shown in chart no. 13, the
participants in this study considered
that the most important advantage of
the S.D.A for the elderly is that ―it may
be applied to the patients with counterindications for more complex dental
interventions
(general
diseases,
psychological
and
kinetic
dysfunctions)‖ – 66% voted it as the
most important one.
The second place in terms of
importance was held by the advantage
that the S.D.A. ―enables keeping the
natural teeth on the arch for a longer
period of time" - 54%. The third place
was held by the advantage that "it
facilitates the individual oral hygiene
techniques‖ – 50%, and on the last
place: the advantage that ―the patients
are less financially challenged‖ – 54%.
Our results are generally similar
to other studies' [1], [2], [4], [6]. Still it is
to be noticed that although most
participants in our study considered
mastication, physiognomy and comfort
as satisfactory within the S.D.A
(masticatory
efficiency
–
68%;

physiognomy – 64%; comfort 52%),
other studies showed different values ,
for example 87%, 80% and 82% [7].
Given these aspects, the results of this
study are closer to the results of Kumar
et al [5]: mastication is considered
satisfactory by 57% of the doctors, the
esthetics is considered satisfactory by
77%, and the patient‘s comfort is
assessed as good by 57% of the doctors.
It may also be noticed in this
study the difference in the patients‘
reaction when they were proposed the
S.D.A as a variant of treatment (16% of
the patients seldom accepted it, and
30% of the patients includes various
situations such as – they did not accept
the treatment, or they were not
proposed this treatment); as a
comparison there is the answer form
other studies in which, for example,
only 7% of the patients refused this
treatment [7]. This difference may be
justified by the recent progress in oral
implants that provides more complex
ways of oral rehabilitation.
The limits of this study are
connected to the low number of
participants; our approach is the
argument to continue this research on a
larger batch of participants, with high
response rate and statistic processing
of the data.
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CONCLUSIONS
The
following
conclusions
emerged from our analysis: the dentists
participating in this study have enough
knowledge and experience regarding
the S.D.A even if the information
acquired is rather recent - this last
result is connected to the participants‘
number of years of practice in dental
medicine; the shortened dental arch, as
a treatment option, is still seldom
proposed by dentists - this outcome is
also justified by the fact that the
presence of the shortened dental arch is
very seldom noticed upon the initial
clinical examination; the masticatory
efficiency, the comfort and the
aesthetics as far as the shortened
dental arch is concerned, were assessed
as good/satisfactory by the doctors
with the comment that the results of
this study are different in terms of
value form the corresponding results of
other studies; the patients’ reaction to

the proposal of a treatment which
included the shortened dental arch
varies from frequent acceptance to
refusal, noticing that the caution
reaction or refusal is more important
than the reaction revealed by the
previous studies; the participants in
this study agree that for the elderly the
most important advantage brought in
by the S.D.A is that "it may apply to the
patients with counter-indications for
more complex dental interventions
(general
diseases,
psycho-kinetic
dysfunctions)".
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MAXILLARY TOOTH
TRANSPOSITION:
CHARACTERISTICS AND TWO
NON-EXTRACTION CLINICAL CASE
REPORTS
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ABSTRACT

Transpositionis an eruptive disturbance in which two permanent teeth interchange their position within the
same arch quadrant. Tooth transposition is a developmental anomaly that may create problems from both esthetic
and functional points of view. Studiesindicate higher prevalence of Mx.C.P1transposition compared to other types of
transposition. Furthermore,literature also indicates ahigher prevalence among females. The aim of this article is to
present two clinical cases of unilateral Mx.C.P1 transposition in which natural alignement was obtained, describing
diagnosis and treatment considerations.
Key words: transposition, ectopic eruption, fixed appliance
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INTRODUCTION
The term ectopic eruption is often
used in a wide sense to refer to any
aberrant and abnormal eruption path
taken by a tooth. Tooth transposition is
defined a form of ectopic eruption in
which apermanent tooth develops and
erupts in the position naturally
occupied by another permanent
tooth.1Therefore, the ectopic tooth
changes the natural order of the tooth
sequence in the dental arch. It is a
relatively raredevelopmental dental
anomaly.
Tooth transposition often has
affectsesthetic and functional aspects.
Considering these aspects, it is
important to knowthe the etiology and
prevalence of this anomaly in order to
minimize its longterm effects and
establish
possible
preventive
measures.The
maxillarypermanent
canine
is
the
tooth
most
frequentlyinvolved. Ethiological factors
such ascongenitally missing or pegshaped
maxillary
lateralincisors,
rotations,
malpositions
of
the
adjacentteeth and retention of the
deciduous
canines,
aret
often
associated with transposition.1,3,4
Other factors like developing
tooth
buds
interchanging
their
2,5
position ,trauma,
mechanical
interferences, bone disease, tumors or
cysts1,2and early loss of incisors3 have
been
associated
with
tooth
transposition.Although
there
are
several theories concerning this subject,
the etiology of transposition is still
unclear13,14,15,16,17.

might
be
considered
a
rare
phenomenon.
Gender incidence of tooth
transposition varied according to the
type of transposition considered7.
Occurence of both unilateral and
bilateral transposition was recorded6.
Although the bilateral form may
appear, the unilateral occurrence is
found more often, with a left side
dominance1.
There is no recorded case of
simultaneous occurrence in both dental
arches. Tooth transposition in primary
dentition was not recorded either.
The maxillarypermanent canine is
the tooth most frequentlyinvolved
:transpositionbetweenthe canine and
first premolar appears in 70% of cases
in the maxillary arch, followed by the
onebetween canine and lateral incisor
in 20% of the cases.2,9Mandibular
lateral incisor-canine transpositions,
were also identified.6
Classification
On the basis of anatomic factors.
5
types
of
maxillary
tooth
transpositions have been identified and
abbreviated according to the teeth
involved. Peck and Peck 8 conducted a
wide review of case reports (201 cases)
of toothtranspositions in the maxillary
arch
and
established
the
classificationbased
on
anatomical
factors. As a result, transpositions can
be
systematically
classified
as
follows,in
decreasing
order
of
frequency:maxillary canine - first
premolar (Mx.C.P1), maxillary canine lateral incisor (Mx.C to I2), maxillary
canine - first molar (Mx.C to M1),
maxillary later incisor - central incisor
(Mx.I2 to I1), maxillary canine - central
incisor (Mx.C to I1).
In the classification, the maxillary
canine interchanges its natural position
with another permanent tooth in four
of the five types, with the exception of
lateral
incisor-central
incisor
transposition.

Prevalence
According to the results of
Papadopoulos et. al.3, the average
prevalence of tooth transposition was
found to be 0.33%. This percentage was
lower
compared
with
the
corresponding ones found in other
published reports in the existing
literature among various ethnic groups
suggesting that tooth transposition
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CLINICAL CASE 1
Diagnosis
Pacient B.E. is a 15 year old girl
with permanent dentition and good
oral and general health. Her chief
complaint was her smile esthetics
when she presented herself at the

practice in October 2012. In order to
place a correct diagnosis of the
malocclusion, initial facial(Fig. 1) and
intra-oral photographs were taken(Fig.
2).

Figure 1. Initial facial photographs: front, front smile, profile

Figure 2. Intra-oral view of malocclusion.In the upper right quadrant the interchange of position between the
right upper canine and right upper premolar is clearly visible

Figure 3A. Radiographic examinations showing complete transposition of right upper canine and right upper
premolar

Figure 3B. CBCT investigation buccal and palatal view of transposition site
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Further investigations included a
plaster model and panoramic and
cephalometric radiographs (Fig.3A).In
order to assess the bone quantity at the
transposition site the pacient was
asked to undergo a 3D CBCT
investigation. As a result of analyzing
the above investigations together with
the clinical examination the following
observations were made: the patient
showed no facial asymmetry with
normal soft tissue parameters.The
facial profile was convex and showed a
slight strain during lip closure. The
intra-oral examination revealed a
severe malposition in the right upper
quadrant, an ectopic canine in the left
upper quadrant and crowding in the
lower arch. Oral hygiene was
satisfactory,
and
the
periodontiumhealth
good,
with
adequately attached gingiva. The
plaster model analisys showed that she
had a severe arch length deficiency in

both upper and lower arches and that
she was a molar Cls. II.
Overjet and overbite were within
normal values. A 2mm lower midline
shift was observed. Radiographic
examinationscorroborated the clinical
findings and defined the malposition
in the upper right quadrant as a
complete transposition of the upper
right canine and upper right premolar.
The canine root was parallel to the root
of the second premolar and was
positioned between the right first
premolar and right second premolar.
The cephalometric radiography
data showed a slight posterior rotation
of the mandible and a dolichofacial
pattern.
Treatment considerations
Given all the information both
clinical and paraclinical investigations
provided, in this case, a non-extraction
approach was chosen. Moreover, in the
end a natural alignment of the upper
arch was among the final objectives.

Figure 4. Treatment sequence from bonding until final upper arch alignment. Initially, the upper right canine
was guided in its natural position. Space was made for the upper first right premolar using Niti open coil

Upper arch was bonded with 022
Roth prescription brackets and molar
tubeson the first molars. Later on
buccal tubes were bonded to second
molars as well. An014 NiTi wire was
placed to align the upper arch and the
right canine was slowly guided closer

to the lateral incisor (Fig.4). Space was
obtained for the right upper first
premolar through arch alignment and
with the aid of NiTi open coils. Four
months into the treatment the lower
brackets were bonded.
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CLINICAL CASE 2
Diagnosis
Pacient C.D. ,15 years old
presented herself to the practice in
April 2013 and her main complaint was
the ectopic eruption of her left upper
canine.
All routine investigation were
performed including a 3 dimensional
CBCT in order to have a better view of
the bone around the malpositioned
teeth.The ectopic canine had almost no
cortical bone coverage.
Facial
and
intraoral
photographs(Fig. 5) were taken and a
first
clinical
examination
was

undergone. No facial asymmetry was
noticed. The facial profile was concave
with a protrusive lower lip. Gingival
color and texture were normal. Oral
health and hygiene were satisfactory
Analysis of the plaster models revealed
a Cls. III molar relation with 0mm
overjet and 0 mm overbite. The lower
midline was 2 mm shifted to the left.
An ectopic eruption of the upper left
canine was recorded. After analysis of
the panoramic and cephalometric
radiographs (Fig. 6) the malocclusion
was classified as a complete MxCP1
transposition.

Figure 5. Intra-oral and facial photographs at beginning of treatment. Smile esthetics are compromised and facial
profile is concave. In the upper left quadrant a malposition of the canine and first premolar was observed along
with a carious white spot lesion on the buccal side of the upper left canine

Figure 6. Radiographic investigations corroborating MxCP1 transposition diagnosis
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Figure 6. Radiographic investigations corroborating MxCP1 transposition diagnosis

Treatment considerations
Both clinical and paraclinical
investigations suggested a nonextraction approach in this case. No
arch length deficiency, lack of
overjetand overbite, and the cls. III
tendency were all in favor of the

chosen treatment plan. A natural
alignment of the upper arch was
among the objectives, with special
attention given to the amount of bone
in the area of the transposition.

Figure 7. Bonding of fixed orthodontic appliance and arch alignment of transposed upper left canine and first
premolar in natural position with visible improvement of smile esthetics

Upper arch was bonded with 022
Roth prescription brackets and molar
tubes on the first molars. Later on
buccal tubes were supposed to be
bonded to second molars as well, but it
was delayed given that the patient
developped cavities on the buccal side
of these teeth. An 012NiTi wire was
firstplaced in the upper arch. The

upper left canine was guided into its
natural position. The first left upper
premolar was then aligned. Leveling of
the occlusal plane and upper arch
alignment led to a minimal overjet and
overbite, improving the overall smile
even before the end of treatment (Fig.
7).

DISCUSSIONS
Pediatric dentists, using a
radiographic examination when the
patient is between 6 and 8 years of age
can provide a timely detection of
variations in theposition of teeth and
makes interceptive treatment possible,
especially in caseswhere there is
retention of the deciduous teeth1,3,4.
Procedures including extraction of

deciduous teeth and placement of
eruption guides for the permanent
teeth are part of the prevention
treatment and offer beneficial influence
to case evolution5, preventing complete
development of the anomaly.
Both cases disscused in this case
report seeked orthodontic assitance
around the age of 15. Early diagnosis of
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a developing transposition would have
been extremely important and would
have had a great influence on
prognosis. When transposition is
detected at a later stage, after full
development of the anomaly, there is a
greater risk of root interference and
damage to both the roots and
supporting structures10. Therefore,the
prefered sequencewithin the dental
arch is the one that can be obtained
with less detrimental effect on both
teeth and periodontium.As a general
rule, it is not advisable to correct a
transposed tooth order because of
insufficient buccopalatal width of bone
support when two overlapping teeth
are moving in different directions.5, 12
Moreover, gingival recession around
the repositioned canines is a possibility
given the long journey of the canine
through the dense buccal compact
bone.5, 11, 12
MxCP1 transposition in adult
patients allows consideration of several
treatment options, with or without
extraction
of
the
premolar9.The

problem in restoring the natural tooth
order
is
prolonged
orthodontic
treatment due to difficulties in root
movement.10,12
Even so,keeping the unnatural
tooth sequence should take into
consideration that alterations to the
premolar are needed. The differences
in the size, shape, and tooth color
between
canine
and
premolar
sometimes cause anterior esthetic
problems, and the palata cusp of the
premolar
often
causesfunctional
interference.
The gingival contour of the
premolar is lower relative to the
canine,
requiring
a
gingival
recontouring procedure.5, 11
In
nonextraction
treatment,
generally the position of transposed
teeth is maintained,but in some cases,
as shown in the present case report,
natural
tooth
order
can
be
achieved.Treatment with premolar
extraction
is
considered
analternative,and is preferred when
there is a severe arch length deficiency.

CONCLUSIONS
Tooth transposition is rare and
has recorded occurance in various
populations, affecting both genders in
a similar manner. Esthetics, occlusion,
treatment period, patient comfort,
patient
cooperation,
periodontal
support are factors that affect the
treatment results and should be

considered
when
treating
transpositions, in order to achieve
optimal results. The complexity of the
orthodontic treatment needed to
correct tooth transpositions can be
reduced
through
prevention
or
interception.
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ABSTRACT

Trismusis defined astemporary spasms of the mastication muscles resulting in the inability or limitation of
mandibular movements and in opening the oral cavity to the maximum amplitude. The word trismus comes from
the Greek"trismos", translate as lattice,barrier.
Key words: trismus, mouth opening,spontaneous remissions
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INTRODUCTION
The normal range of mouth
opening varies from patient to patient,
between 40-60 mm, although some
authors consider normal opening at 3560 mm. The normal lateral movement
of the mandible is 8–12 mm.There are
several factors that influencemouth
opening: age, sex (men open the
mouthwiderthan women), ascending
ramus height, gonion angle opening.
In the medical literature, uniform
criteriafor define the trismusmissing,
and there are several much different
opinions: mouth openingless than
20mm, mouth openingless than 40mm.

The severity scale of trismus can be:
average (30-40 mm), moderate (1530mm), severe (less than 15mm). Most
authors consider that the mouth
opening less then 35-40 mm require
functional supervision.
Inpractice, the opening can be
appreciated by placing fingersin the
mouth, between the front teeth. The
width of the fingers at the nail bed is
around 17 and 20 mm. Thus, two
fingers breadth (35-40 mm) up to three
fingers breadth (50–60 mm) is the usual
width of opening.[1, 2, 3].

Figure 1. Three fingers breadth opening the mouth

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The purpose of this study was to
make an updated presentation of the
disease (conditions in which trismus
occurs,
its
duration
and
characteristics), to present an overview

of the management protocol for
trismus in Timişoara Oral and maxillofacial departement, and to analyze the
response to initiated treatment.

Table I. Patients studiedstructure
Pacient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Age
27
34
22
47
53
36
32
56
53
33

Sex
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

Trismus age
1 day
1 day
2 days
3 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
15 days
12 days
3 days
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Etiology
Infection
Infection
Infection
Infection
Infection
Infection
Trauma
Malignant tumor
Malignant tumor
Chronic oral ulcer

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Amplitude of
mouth
opening
Right lateral
movement

Table 2. Amplitude of mouth opening, right and left lateral movement in studied patients

ETIOLOGY OF TRISMUS
The etiology of trismus may be
classified as follows:
- Oral, facial and cervical infection:
 Odontogen
infection
(pulpitis,
periodontitis,
perimaxillary
abscess)
 Nonodontogen infection (faringoamigdalitis);
- Oral, facial and cervical trauma
(contusions, wounds, fractures);
- Oral, facial and cervical tumours
(maxillary, mandibular, temporal,
masseteric, oral tumours);

-

-

-

Dental treatment (posterior teeth
endodontics or extraction, troncular
anesthesia, etc.);
Temporomandibular
joint
disorders;
General
infectious
disease
(meningitis, encefalitis, tetanous);
CNS disorders (multiple sclerosis,
Parkinson disease, epilepsy, brain
tumors);
Miscellaneous disorders (hysteria,
lupus erythematosus)
Drugs
(neuroleptics,
phenothiazines, halothane).

Figure 2. Three cases of trismus, caused by: oral infection, facial trauma, oral tumour

Some dental treatments that can
cause trismus are:
Anesthesia
(followed
by
hematoma and infection)
- Anesthesia (followed by nerve
damage)

- Anesthesia (followed by muscle
damage)
- Endodontic treatment and
extraction, especially in the posterior
mandible and maxillary teeth.[4,5,6,7]

CLINICAL MANIFESTATION
The most obvious effect of
trismus is difficulty in opening the
mouth, installed so slowly that the

patient may not notice it,till can only
open the mouth to 20 mm or less.
Trismus frequently results from:
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inflammatory infiltration of tissues
(muscles);
- muscle, nerve and vessels damage
in trauma;
- central
nervous
system
dysfunction;
- a combination of this factors.
The limitation in mouthopening
is
sometimes
accompanied
by
difficulties in speech and swallowing,
xerostomia, mucositis, headache, ear
ache, jaw pain, deafness.

Problems caused by trismus
Eating issues
The inability to open the mouth
to receive a small amount of food
makes eating quite difficult and results
in reduced nutrition. Weight loss in a
short period of time of more than 10%
of initial body weight is considered
significant, and indicates nutritional
problems.

-

Figure 3. Cachexiain a patient with severe oral trismus caused by an oral malign tumour

Oral hygiene issues
Limited mouth opening can
result in compromised oral hygiene,
that will cause: dental caries,
periodontal diseases, oral mucosa
diseases.
Speech issues
Patients with limited mouth
opening also present speechdificulties.
This happen whenorgans involved in
the speech mechanism are unable to
create normal sounds.
Joint issues

The inability to open the mouth
will cause degenerative changes within
the joint (which may mimic arthritic
changes). If trismus is longer lasting,
the initial degenerative process may
become permanent.
Muscle degenerative changes
Masticatory muscles atrophy,
manifested by reduction in muscle
mass, as well as shortening of muscle
fibers is observed within days of
immobilization. [1,2,3].

DIAGNOSIS
For a proper trismus diagnosis,
the dentist must be able to obtain a
history and a thorough clinical and
radiograph
examination.
Acompletedifferential diagnosis is
important too.
Clinical examination includes
history, inspection, palpation. We are
interested in the trismus history,

history of dental and periodontal
diseases, any difficulties with speech
and swallowing, medication taken,
recently tetanus vaccination.
Head and neck examination will
follow:

facial symmetry

swelling

maxillary fractures
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There are somemechanismsthat
inducemandibular constriction:
•constriction
caused
by
periarticular condition (suppurations,
articular trauma, periarticular surgery),
with a scar transformation of joint
capsule and ligaments.
•constriction caused by muscular
condition
(sclerosisorhypertonia),
following
muscle
in
juries,
intramuscular foreign body, vicious
consolidated mandible fractures, long
suppurations,
radionecrosisof
the
mandibular ramus
•constriction
caused
by
cutaneous and mucous condition
(scars), after trauma with loss
substance, burns of the face, long
suppurations,
oras
sequelae
of
multimodal
treatmentof
facial
malignancy
(post
surgical,
postradiation)
- TMJankylosis, which presentvery
smallamplitudeor nomovements in
opening the mouth, laterality and
protrusion, caused by fibrousorbone
TMJ transformation. Radiography
specify the diagnosis
- Simulation[11].

adenopathy
Oral cavity examination will
follow:

oral swelling

condition of teeth

condition of tonsils, soft palate,
oropharynx
Imaging examination will follow:

dental
and
panoramic
radiographs

CT scan and MRI
Stegenga (1993) imagine a
questionnaire of functional disturbance
in trismus:
- Work and/or current activities
- Biting a bulky food
- Chewing hard, resistant food
- Speaking
- Drinking
- Laughing
- Kissing
- Yawning [7,8,9,10]
Differential diagnosis
It is important for the dentist to
be familiar with the differential
diagnosis of limited jaw opening:
- Mandibular constriction, defined
asprogressive, but permanent limited
jawmovements.
TREATMENT
Some small difficulties in opening
the jaw on the day following an
anesthesia of superior alveolar or
inferior alveolar nerves is frequently
encountered.
For
this
category
ofpatients, the practitioner should
prescribe the following:
- heat therapy (hot towels on the
affected area for 15–20 minutes
every hour)
- analgesics (aspirin, diclofenac,
ibuprofen)
- muscle relaxants to manage the
muscle spasm
- antibiotics (for 7 days)
- soft diet
However, if the examination
reveals the presence of limited mouth

opening (trismus), treatment should
begin as soon as possible. If treatment
is
delayed,
reopening
the
mouthtonormal
sizewill
be
moredifficult.
During this periodof the disease,
the most important treatment is the
mechanotherapy (opening-closing the
mouth, andlateral movements of the
mandible).For this purpose,can be
usedsimplemechanical
devices(mechanical mouth opener,
Heister
mouth
opener),
or
speciallymanufactureddevices (Facial
Flex
device,
DynasplintTrismus
System, Therabite System, Therapacer
System, etc.).
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Figure 4. Mechanical mouth opener and Heister mouth opener

Some
benefits
of
the
mechanotherapy are:
- improving local circulation
- reducing inflammation
- elongation of muscle fibers
- joint mobilization.
Others
physical
methods
commonly
used
are:
ice/heat
applications,
facial
massage,
ultrasound. Not at least, the removal
ofan identified causeoftrismus must
beperformed.
Therapy should be continued
until thepatient is free of symptoms.
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Further dental treatments in the
involved region should be avoided
until symptoms resolve and the patient
is more comfortable.
In Timişoara Oral and maxillofacial departement, we apply a
regimen of 4-5 sessions/day, consisting
in:
- Ice applications 10 minutes
- Mechanotherapy 10 minutes
- Facial massage 10 minutes
- Heat applications 10 minutes
- Facial massage 10 minutes
Our therapy results are seen in table 3:
56
48

15
4

1

5

7
1

2

6

3

31

4

1

5

1

12

15
3

Remision time
(days)

Table 3. Remision time depending on time from debut in studied patients

The results in opening the mouth
often leave expected. A typical patient
will gain from 1-2 mm of opening in
the first session. However, most if not
all of this gain will be lost within the
next 2-3 hours. Only by continuing to
stretch and mobilize for many sessions
per day, will result in a real benefit.
However, mostif not allof this gain will
be lost within the night.
There are controversies regarding
the daily rate of progressin terms of

mouth opening. This can vary
between2-4mm formild cases, with
recent installation, and 1-1.5mm
forsevere cases and longer evolution.
Mathematically speaking, recovery
cantake between 4-7 days formild
casesand6-10weeksforsevere cases.
For
severe
cases,
who
tendrelapsing, most patients will
continue to mobilize and stretch at
least once per day for the rest of their
lives. [1, 2, 12, 13]
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CONCLUSION
Trismus
is
a
common
complication in dental and maxillofacial practice. Severity of its symptoms
vary from mild tosevere. In many
cases, trismus require assisted therapy,
hospitalization, and do social activities
impossible. It is there fore important
for clinicians to know the etiology,
symptoms, and treatment of trismus.

Without taking effective measures,
trismus severity will increase from day
to day. The possibility of spontaneous
remissionsis rare and uncertain.
Trismus can sometimes be
considered malpractice, and not
excludedthe possibility of legal action
by the patient, dissatisfied with the
critical statereached.
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ABSTRACT

Aim and objectives: To determine the frequency and patterns of cysts in jaw bones with an emphasis on the
location and histological type of the lesions.
Materials and methods: We performed a descriptive, retrospective study on 1390 patients with radiolucent
lesions of the jaws admitted into the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Clinic of Timisoara between 2010 and 2013.
The data of the study were correlated with the histopathological findingsfor cystic lesions of the jaws.
Results: Out of 1390 patients286 presented histopathologically confirmed cystic lesions of the jaws.Out of
these 286 patients (mean age 41.41± 16.821) with cystic lesion, 149 were males (mean age 42.92±16.457) and 137
female patients (mean age 39.77±17.119).Regarding the location, 55.9% of the cystic lesions were found in the
maxilla. The histopathlogicalfindings revealed that the types of cysts of the jaw were: 193 radicular cyst (67.5%) 38
dentigerous cyst (13.3%) 20keratocyst (7%)18 residual cyst (6.3%) and 17 non odontogenică cysts (5.9
Conclusions: In our study, the cystic lesions represent a quarter of all radiolucent lesions off the jaws. The
radicular cyst is the most common cyst of the jaws while the dentigerous cyst has the second highest incidence. The
prevalence of the cystic lesions of the jaws is higher in males, but at an older age than in females, while the upper jaw
is more frequent affected than the mandible.
Key words: descriptive study, cysts, jaw bones
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INTRODUCTION
The radiological examination of
the jaws by conventional radiography
(e.g.
orthopantomographies)
or
through more modern technologies,
such
as cone
beam
computed
tomography (CBCT), may reveal a
variety of radiolucent lesions in the
jaws. Radiolucent lesions seen on
panoramic radiographs develop from
both
odontogenic
and
nonodontogenicstructures which can be
challenging in the interpretation, either
because the clinical presentation may
be non-specific, or because the lesion
may be detected incidentally.[1]
The cystic lesions, especially
epithelial cysts, are more commonly
seen in jaw bones than in other parts of
the body because of numerous

epithelial rests that develop in intimate
relationship with bone growth.[4]
Although the knowledge of the
particularities of radiolucent lesions of
the jaws narrows the differential
diagnosis and is crucial for the
identification of those lesions [1], the
biopsy
and
histopathologycal
examination will determine the final
diagnostic.
We have carried out our study on
patients with radiolucent lesions of the
jaws that were revealed on the
radiological examination. They were
treated in The Clinic of Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgery of Timişoara. The
aim of this study was to determine the
frequency and pattern of cystic lesions,
with an emphasis on the site and
histological type of these lesions.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
We performed a descriptive,
retrospective cross-sectional study on
patients with radiolucent lesions of the
jaws seen on conventional radiography
admitted
into
the
Oral
and
Maxillofacial
Surgery
Clinic
of
Timisoara between 2010 and 2013. The
study included a total of 1390 patients,
with the age between 3 and 91 years,
males and females, from rural and
urban areas. Data from the patients‘
medical records and histopathological
findingshas been analyzed in our
study. Data on all patients registered
between January 2010 and December
2013 with radiological radiolucent
lesions of the jaws has been extracted

from the hospital database.These data
has
been
correlated
with
the
histopathological
findings
for
odontogenic and non-odontogenic
cystic lesions.The report for each
patient
included
the
following
parameters: gender, age, cyst location,
histopathological diagnosis.
The cystic lesions were surgically
removed and the diagnosis was
confirmed by the histological exam of
the specimens in the Laboratory of
Pathology - Municipal Hospital of
Timisoara. A statistical data analysis
using SPSS 20 software package has
been performed.

RESULTS
Over a period of 4 years, 1390
patients with radiolucent lesions of the
jaws were admitted in our clinic, 553
patients in 2010, 328 in 2011, 251 in
2012 and 258 patients in 2013(Table

1),with the age ranging between 3 and
91 years, and a mean age of 41.57 ±
17.74, the mode in the third
decade.(Table 1, Chart 1)
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Chart 1. Patients with radiolucent lesions of the jaws: distribution on gender and age group

Table 1. Patients with radiolucent lesions of the jaws: distribution on gender and age
group
Age group (years)
under 20
20-39
66
258
74
266
140
524

Male
Female
Total

40-59
188
291
479

There were 775 female patients
(55.8%) and 615 male patients (44.2%).
The mean age of the males
(40.41±17.76) was found to be slightly
lower
than
that
of
females
(42.49±17.685), the peak age incidence
being in the 20-59 years group with

60-79
92
135
227

over 80
11
9
20

Total
615
775
1390

1003 patients representing 72.16% of
the study subjects. The distribution of
patients with radiolucent lesions of the
jaws according to gender, year of
presentation in the clinic, mean age
and percentage, is presented in table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of patients: sex, year of presentation, mean age, percent
Female
Sex
Male
Total

2010
334
219
553

2011
171
157
328

2012
123
128
251

2013
147
111
258

Total
775
615
1390

Mean
42.49
40.41
41.57

Std. Devi.
17.685
17.759
17.742

Percent
55.8%
44.2%
100%

Table 3. Location of lesions and mean age for each gender
Maxillary
Mandibular
Bimaxillary

Male
356
217
42

40.64±17.368
40.06±17.901
40.21±20.550

Female
471
42.23±17.226
247
41.49±18.212
57
48.98±18.088

The distribution of patients with
radiolucent jaws lesions on location
revealed 827 patients (59.5%) with
intraosseous lesions in the maxillary,
demonstrating the highest incidence.

Total
827
464
99

41.54±17.295
40.83±18.062
45.26±19.56

psign
0.191ns
0.396ns
0.027ns

Of the rest, 464 patients (33.4%)
developed lesions in the mandible, and
99
patients
(7.1%)
developedbimaxillary lesions.(Table 3,
Table 4, Chart 2)

Table 4. Location, gender and mean age
Freq. Percent Mean
Mandible 464 33.4% 40.83
Maxillary 827 59.5% 41.54
Bimaxilar 99 7.1% 45.26
Total
1390 100% 41.57
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Std. Devi.
18.062
17.295
19.560
17.742

Chart 2. Location and N - radiolucent lesions

The histological examination of
the lesions after surgery revealed that
out of 1390, 286 where cysts of the jaw
and the rest granulomas.
Regarding the gender, there were
149
male
patients
(mean
age

42.92±16.457) and 137 female patients
(mean
age
39.77±17.119)
with
histologically confirmed cystic lesions
of the jaws. (Chart 3, Chart 4, Table 5)

Chart 3. Cystic lesions-year of presentation

Chart 4. Cystic lesions- distribution of patients on year
of presentation and gender

Table 5. Cystic lesions – distribution on gender, year of presentation, mean age
Sex

Year
Male
Female

Total

2010
45
36
81

2011
30
36
66

2012
40
35
75

2013
34
30
64

Total
149
137
286

Mean
42.92
39.77
41.41

Std. Deviation
16.457
17.119
16.821

At the time of assessment, the
cysts demonstrating the highest
distribution
of
patients
with
incidence, while of the rest, 121
histopathologically confirmed cystic
patients (42.3%) developed mandibular
lesions localized in the jaws revealed
cysts and 5 (1.7%), bimaxillary
160 patients (55.9%) with maxillary
radicular cysts.(Table 6).
Table 6. Distribution of patients with cystic lesions of the jaws and mean age
Mandibular
Maxillary
Valid
Bimaxillar
Total

Frequency
121
160
5
286
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Percent
42.3%
55.9%
1.7%
100.0

Mean
40.74
42.15
34.00
41.41

Std. Deviation
16.768
16.898
16.477
16.821

In our study, the histological
types of cysts in the jaws were: 193
patients (67.5%) with radicular cyst
(mean age 42.32 ±17.1), 38 patients
(13.3%) with dentigerous cyst (mean

age 38.76 ±16.444), 20 keratocyst (7%)
(mean age 43.85 ±16.806), 18 residual
cyst (6.3%) (mean age 40.00± 17.334)
and 17 non-odontogenică cysts (5.9%)
(mean age 35.71± 13.429). (Table 7)

Table 7. Histological types of cysts, percent and mean age
Histological type
Radicular
Dentigerous
Keratocyst
Residual cyst
Non odontogenic cyst
Total

N
193
38
20
18
17
286

Percent
67.5%
13.3%
7%
6.3%
5.9%
100%

Mean age
42.32 ±17.1
38.76 ±16.444
43.85 ±16.806
40.00± 17.334
35.71± 13.429
41.41± 16.821

DISCUSSIONS
Cystic lesions of the jaws can be
either
odontogenic
or
nonodontogenic,
developmental
or
inflammatory in origin.[2][3] A cyst is
defined as a pathological cavity with a
fluid or semi-fluid content, which is
not created by the accumulation of
pus.[4]
The cysts of the oral and
maxillofacial region that are lined by
epithelium are known as true cysts, for
example, thedentigerous cyst; while
those not lined by epithelium are
generally referred to as pseudo-cysts,
for example, the mucous extravasation
cyst of the salivary glands, the
aneurysmal bone cyst and the solitary
bone cyst.[4]
In our retrospective 4-year study
we found a number of 286 cystic
lesions of the jaw, representing 20.58%
of radiolucent lesions of the jaws. In
the permanent dentition the frequency
of periapical granulomas is higher than
that of periapical cysts.[5] Our
percentage of cysts compared to the
periapical granulomas, a quarter of the
lesions, is lower than one third of those
reported in the literature. [5]
Our analysis revealed that the
most common cyst of the jaw is the
radicular cyst (in 67.5% of the patients),
followed by the dentigerous cyst (in
13.3% of all cases). Other studies that
analyzed separately the cystic lesions
in adults and in pediatric patients

concluded that there is a significant
difference
in
prevalence
of
developmental and inflammatory cysts
in these two groups.[2][5]
Caries are the most common
etiologic factor for radicular cysts [5].
The incidence of radicular cyst in males
in our study was higher than in female
patients. These findings are in consent
with the literature. [1][2] Manor et all
consider that the greater frequency in
adult males may be due to the fact that
they are more likely to neglect their
teeth, or they are more likely to sustain
trauma to their teeth, compared to
females, who may be the etiology for
cyst formation [2].
Mannor considers that the
difference
in
distribution
of
inflammatory cysts may be due to the
fact that radicular cysts arising from
primary dentition are considered very
rare,[2] comprising only 0.5-3,3% of the
total number of radicular cysts in both
the
primary
and
permanent
dentitions.[5]
In our study the prevalence of
radicular cyst was higher in the maxilla
58%. Our data is comparable with
other studies showing that, while
mandibular primary teeth are affected
more frequently than the maxillary
teeth, in the permanent dentition the
maxillary is more affected. [5][1]
The dentigerous cysts is the most
common type of developmental
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odontogenic cyst, defined as an
odontogenic cyst derived from reduced
enamel epithelium surrounding the
crown of an unerupted tooth.[6] In our
study, the dentigerous cyst has the
second highest prevalence, affecting
13.3% of patients with a mean age of
38.76 ±16.444, 76.3% in the mandible.
The male to female ratio in our study
was 2:1. Other authors report that
thedentigerous cyst makes up about
20% of the epithelium-lined cysts in the
jaw, and that it is commonly associated
with the unerupted mandibular or
maxillary third molars or maxillary
cuspids with a peak incidence in

patients from the 10-30 year-old age
group.[6]
Wang et all. consider that
dentigerous cyst can lead to several
complications, such as the tendency of
displacing the related tooth, the
invasion of the maxillary sinus and the
uptake of a considerable portion of the
maxillary
sinus,
thus
causing
ophthalmologic and nasal symptoms.
Some untreated dentigerous cysts may
have the potential to develop into an
odontogenic
tumor
such
as
ameloblastoma, or a malignant one e.g.
oral squamous cell carcinoma or
mucoepidermoid carcinoma.[6]

CONCLUSIONS
In our study, the cystic lesions
represent a quarter of all radiolucent
lesions of the jaws. The radicular cyst is
the most common cyst of the jaws
while the dentigerous cyst has the
second
highest
incidence.
The
prevalence of the cystic lesions of the
jaws is higher in males, but at an older
age than in females, while the upper

jaw is more frequent affected than the
mandible.
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FIBRIN-RICH PLASMA IN
DENTISTRY: FIRST EVIDENCES
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ABSTRACT

A variety of methods are commercially available for obtaining autologous growth factors, a product of blood
centifugation. The platelet and growth factor content in fibrin-rich plasma (PRF) vary with individual blood
samples and depends on the PRF preparation method. The goal of this study was to compare the histologic
differences between using blood clot and PRF prepared according to Choukroun, knowing that PRF is becoming
more clinically accepted among dentists.
Key words: platelets, growing factors, fibrin-rich plasma
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INTRODUCTION
Although
fibrin-rich
plasma
(PRF) has been used for a couple of
years in other medical specialties, it has
only recently become popular in
dentistry. However, to date, there is
inconclusive evidence since there are
just case reports and lower level
studies.
Recent advances in methods for
PRF preparation and use have made it

possible for dentists to use the
concentrated form of growth factors
and cytokines, cells naturally present in
blood clots (3). All these factors are
already within our bodies during the
natural healing response.
The goal of this study was to
compare the histologic differences
between using blood clot and PRF and
blood clot.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
A group of eight patients with
required single tooth extraction was
studied retrospectively. The extraction
was carried out as atraumatic as
possible. Interseptal bone was trimmed
to allow bucco-lingual compression of
the alveolus to achieve primary
closure.
Immediately after venous stasis
was induced, blood was collected
using butterfly needles and Vacutainer
tubes. For PRF preparation, the blood
samples were immediately centrifuged
at 1300 rpm acceleration for 14 minutes
- Choukroun method (4). The resulting
PRF preparations were picked up with
forceps, and the fraction of red blood
cells was eliminated with scissors
along the border between this fraction
and the PRF clot.
The alveolar blood clot was
prepared with a histological routine.
Samples of PRF masses were fixed in

10% buffered formalin and routinely
processed using Thermo Scientific STP
420D
Tissue
Processor.
After
embedding the tissue fragments, the
resulting paraffin blocks were cut into
3 µm thick sections with a semiautomated Rotary Microtome Leica
RM2245. The slides were routinely
stained with Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE);
deparaffinized sections were probed
with monoclonal anti-CD31 antibody
(Novocastra-Leica
Biosystems,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, U.K., 1:100,
clone 1A10). As detection system, we
used
Novolink
Polymer
(Leica/Novocastra). Immunoreactive
proteins were visualized by a DAB
substrate solution. Slides were counterstained with Mayer‘s Hematoxylin,
rehydrated and mounted with glycerol
gelatin. Immunohistochemical stains
were analyzed using a microscope
Nikon 80i.

RESULTS
It was observed that platelets
(CD31positive) are present in the
periphery of the blood clot (Fig.1) and
diffusely distributed in PRF (Fig. 2).
Numerous platelets are aggregated on
the PRF membrane surface and some
lymphocytes and/or other white blood

cells were observed. The number of
platelets in PRF decreased with
increasing distance from the red
thrombus. In the blood clot, fibrin
fibers could be observed. The fibrin
meshwork was clearly observed in
PRF.
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Figure 1. Blood clot - aggregated platelets (CD31positive) (white arrow) and white blood cell (black arrow). CD31
immunostaining, ×1000. Image courtesy of Prof.dr.Alexandru Bucur

Figure 2. PRF - aggregated platelets (CD31positive) (white arrow) and the fibrin network (black arrow). CD31
immunostaining, ×1000. Image courtesy of Prof.dr.Alexandru Bucur

DISCUSSIONS
PRF is most simply defined as a
volume of plasma that has a platelet
count above the blood. Several
different forms of PRF products have
been used in medicine (6); however,
PRF preparation methods can vary in
the amount of blood used and the
efficacy of platelet recovery (8), the
presence of white cells (2) and the

amount of fibrin (1). Moreover, platelet
concentrations can vary from day to
day in PRF produced from a single
individual, depending on factors such
as general health and medications (eg.
coagulants) (9).
It is impossible to count and
adjust the number of platelets in PRF
preparations prior to clinical use.
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Therefore, the most clinically efficient
way to control the quality of the results
is to utilize the platelet-rich region of
the PRF preparation (7,5). Based on our

results, it is likely that platelets would
accumulate most in PRF than in the
blood clot.

CONCLUSIONS
Available data suggests that PRF
may be valuable in enhancing wound
healing. Continued research is needed
to optimize the preparation and use of
PRF during surgery and to determine
the ways to use it to improve healing.
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HISTOLOGIC COMPARISON
BETWEEN INTRA-ALVEOLAR CLOT
AND PLATELET CONCENTRATE
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, platelet concentrates (PRP) had become increasingly important and have been used in
numerous clinical studies. Although a few previous studies which compared different types of commercial PRP kits
were reported, this is the first comparative investigation to address platelet concentrate and intra-alveolar clot at the
same time.
Key words: platelets, plasma concentrate, clot
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INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the interest for
the use of platelet concentrate
increased in dentistry (4,5). The
introduction of a PRP technique has
sparked a debate in the literature over
the superiority of platelet concentrate
versus the intra-alveolar clot for
achieving wound healing (2). Although
outcomes may be the primary
consideration, it is still important to
consider factors findings that can
determine the feasibility of each
procedure.
It is known that platelets are a
source of several growth factors; this

fact stimulated the development of a
platelet concentrate with the intention
of increasing the levels of local growth
factors delivery, which, theoretically, if
present at a damaged site, could
improve the healing process (1).
However, little attention has been
directed to the morphology of intraalveolar clot and platelet concentrate.
The present study was undertaken to
examine the morphology of plateletrich plasma and to compare it to intraalveolar clot.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The blood was collected from a
healthy male patient, 46 years old, who
required dental extractions and who
was not under medication. Blood
samples were collected with the
appropriate ratio of anticoagulant
according to the manufacturer‘s
instructions, and were simultaneously
processed using GLO PRP kit (Glofinn
Oy, Salo, Finland).
The preparation process was
semi-closed.
Centrifugation
was
performed two times, following to
GLO protocol - the first centrifugation
at 1800 rpm acceleration for 3 minutes
and the second at 1900 rpm for 6
minutes. PRP sample was collected and

activated according to manufacturer‘s
protocol. A 1:1 mixture of 0.5 M CaCl2
and thrombin was prepared in advance
as an activator. A 10:1 (v/v) mixture of
PRP and the activator was incubated
for 5 min at room temperature (7).
Dental extraction was performed
with standard surgical techniques.
Intra-alveolar clot was obtained from
alveolar socket 20 minutes after dental
extraction, with minimal manipulation
of the specimen. The blood clot
removal was performed without
fragmentation and several smears were
obtained from PRP material. The
samples
were
stained
with
hematoxylin and eosin.

RESULTS
With the hematoxylin and eosin
staining, the red clot appeared with
distinctive pattern: large areas of
erythrocytes, trapped in a weak fibrin
network; rare platelets and clusters of
white bllod cells (Fig.1).
A different pattern with a large
number of platelets, mostly of them
arranged in aggregates and trapped in

a weak fibrin network, were observed
in the periferic portion of the clot
(Fig.2). The other cellular components
were roughly distinguishable by fibrin
(Fig.2).
PRP consisted of platelet bands
interspersed with rare white blood cells
and erythrocyte-rich accumulations
(Fig.3).
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Figure 1. The red clot. HE stain (H&E stain, ×10). Image courtesy of Prof.dr.Alexandru Bucur

Figure 2. The red clot. HE stain (H&E stain, ×100). Image courtesy of Prof.dr.Alexandru Bucur

Figure 3. PRP. (H&E stain, ×100). Image courtesy of Prof.dr.Alexandru Bucur

DISCUSSIONS
The histological examination
clearly demonstrated the presence of
platelets within PRP, suggesting that
platelet concentrate may contribute in

the complex process that ultimately
leads to wound healing. Although
prior observations suggested that fibrin
may be an important determinant of
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wound healing (3,6), our study
provides for the first time direct
evidence that fibrin was present both in
the intra-alveolar clot and in the PRP.
These observation confirmed that the
basic histological structure of PRP is
quite similar to periferic portion of the
clot.
Our findings may have important
clinical implications suggesting that
PRP may be an effective therapeutic

strategy in dental medicine. However,
there were some important study
limitation. Thus, the samples were
sectioned and only small proportions
were examined, and it may well be that
features were missed. This work
should
be
followed
by
imunohistochemical
analysis
that
would certainly better differentiate
blood clot and platelet concentrates.

CONCLUSIONS
This study defines PRP as an
autogenous platelet-rich product, but
further in vitro studies are required to
reveal its exact significance. Since
evidence does not point to either the
intra-alveolar
clot
or
platelet
concentrate
the
clear
superior
procedure, dentist preference and
circumstantial influences will probably
continue to dictate the method
employed in postextractional healing.
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MINIMAL INVASIVE TREATMENT
OF ORAL BISPHOSPHONATE
RELATED OSTEONECROSIS OF THE
LOWER JAW: A CASE REPORT
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ABSTRACT

The optimal surgical technique to treat bisphosphonate related osteonecrosis of the jaw is uncertain. The aim
of this paper is to report an unpublished case of oral bisphosphonate related osteonecrosis of the lower jaw caused by
an ill fitting prothesis. The applied treatment consisted of oral rinses with chlorhexidine, antibiotics, and removal of
devitalized portion of the bone separated from the adjacent tissue. Complete healing of the lesion was achieved.
Key words: osteonecrosis of the jaw, bisphosphonates
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INTRODUCTION
Bisphosphonate
related
osteonecrosis of the jaw (BRONJ) refers
to necrotic jawbone due to the use of
oral
bisphosphonates,
usually
prescribed to prevent bone resorption
in osteoporosis. Although, invasive
oral local procedures are often present

in clinical history of patients suffering
from BRONJ, a significant number of
cases are apparentely spontaneous. We
report a case of a female patient with a
wide bone sequestration of the anterior
mandibular body onset after a
prosthetic trauma.

CASE REPORT
The patient is a 67 year old
female with a history of long term use
of
oral
bisphosphonate.
The
interdisciplinary consultation with the
patient‘s rheumatologist revealed that
he was diagnosed with osteoporosis in
early 2011 and had received 70 mg
alendronic acid treatment, on a weekly
basis, until February 2014. The patient
complained about spontaneous mild
pain in the anterior mandibular right
side after a prosthesis replacement
performed
one
month
earlier.
Rheumatologist‘s recommendation for
alendronic acid treatment interruption
did not improved the patient‘s
condition. He was then referred to our
Department in early March 2014.
At
presentation,
clinical
examination revealed a 2 cm x 0.3 cm
size lesion on the anterior mandibular
right side, surrounded by inflamed soft
tissue without evidence of purulent
discharge.
Review
of
an
ortopantomograph (OPG) showed a
superficial osteolysis area, associated
with a slight increase in the density of
the surrounding bone. The patient had
no history of radiotherapy, infectious
process in the maxillo-facial region, but
did had a history of smoking. Given
these observations, a diagnosis of

bisphosphonate related osteonecrosis
of the lower jaw (BRONJ) could be
established. Patient was instructed to
rinse alternatively with Chlorhexidine
mouthwater five times a day. It was
opted the removal of the mobile
prostheses.
Initial response was good and the
patient stated that he felt no pain. The
single complaint was the presence of
unclosed wound. Two weeks later,
patient
complained
of
painful
symptoms on the anterior mandibular
area. At examination we observed
exposed bone with pus expression on
slight pressure. We recommended
treatment with clyndamicine 450 mg
daily
and
mouth-rinsing
with
chlorhexidine
0.12%.
Patient
underwent 10 days antibiotics courses,
with relief of the symptoms. In late
May 2014, because of the lack of
symptoms and stability of the lession,
we adopted a „wait-and-see‖ attitude,
since the surgical exploration of the
lession could trigger another area of
necrosis.
In
September
2014
a
sequestrectomy
was
done
with
conservative debridement without
primary closure (Fig.1).
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Figure 1. Oral view during the sequestrectomy

Seven days later, clinical evaluation
disclosed the previously exposed necrotic
bone on mandibular anterior region
covered by a normal mucosa, with no signs

of inflammation or infection and no painful
symptoms (Fig.2). The patient was kept
under regular follow up.

Figure 2. Healing after seven days postoperative follow-up

DISCUSSIONS
Bisphosphonates have played a
key role in the standard treatment for
osteoporosis. The most often condition
is that it is often preceded by an
invasive dental procedure, such as an
extraction. Only a few reported cases
have shown that occlusal overload of
the prostheses might be related to
BRONJ, as it was in our case.
No global accepted management
of patients with BRONJ exists. Some
authors
reported
that
therapy
discontinuation for a couple of month

can be beneficial in stabilizing sites of
BRONJ or can improve the healing
after surgical procedures (10). Marx
claimed that surgical procedures are
not effective on patients with BRONJ
and that these procedures lead to
further exposed bone (2). However,
other
authors
showed
positive
outcomes (). The goal of surgery
should be to eliminate necrotic bone
which acts as a non-self material ().
In our work, sequestrectomy
without exposure of additional bone
666

was chosen, since patient‘s health was
poor. Eventually, the surgical outcome
was favorable.
We acknowledge that a limitation
of the present paper is only one case

exposure. More studies should be
developed to support scientific bases
for this work hypothesis we managed
to achieve.

CONCLUSIONS
This case demonstrates that
medical treatment is often sufficient to
lead to the healing of BRONJ lesions by
spontaneous loss of the sequestrum.

This attitude should be considered as a
suitable therapy in properly selected
cases.
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ABSTRACT

During fixed orthodontic treatment, detachment of one or more brackets often occurs. For these reasons,
orthodontists try to minimise the detachment rate as much as possible; and in cases of accidental debonding, they try
to adopt the best variant in order to continue the orthodontic treatment.
Material and method: We monitored 203 patients aged between 12 and 32 years who received fixed
orthodontic treatment between 2008 and 2014, of which 165 in both maxillaries while the rest in one of the
maxillaries, totalising 368 dental arches. Of these, only 294 complete arches were selected.All patients were treated
with the same kind of metal brackets: Roth Omni 22 and they were bonded with the same composit: Ortho-Loc.From
all 2940 teeth included throughout the treatment, a total of 463 brackets became detached which represents
15.74%.Of the total number of detached brackets, 155 were replaced with new brackets and the rest were
reconditioned as follows: 154 were cleaned by aluminium oxide sandblasting for 4 seconds from a distance of 3 mm
and than rebonded; and in the remaining 154 the resin residues were removed by drilling and after that they were
rebounded.
Results:Until the end of the treatment, the results were as follows: in group 1, where detached brackets were
replaced with new ones, 10 more (6.45%) became detached; in group 2 where brackets were cleaned by aluminium
oxide sandblasting for 4 seconds from a distance of 3 mm, 11 (7.14%) more brackets became detached; in group 3
where brackets were cleaned by drilling, 27 (17.53%) more brackets became detached
Conclusion:There were no significant differences regarding bracket detachment between group 1 where new
brackets were used and group 2 where sandblasted brackets were used. Nevertheless, brackets in group 1 became
detached in a lower percent supporting the replacement with new ones whenever possible
Key words: debonding, brackets, recondition
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INTRODUCTION
During
fixed
orthodontic
treatment, detachment of one or more
brackets often occurs(1, 2, 3). The
causes of debonding may vary from
those induced by the dentist or by the
patient. In spite of the dentist's
expertise, the improper bonding of one
or more brackets may occur; but most
often,
the
accidental
bracket
detachment is caused by the patient
who does not entirely adhere to
recommendations (i.e. to avoid hard
foods which may induce bracket
detachment, to avoid chewing gum
and sticky foods, etc.)(4, 5, 6).
Sometimes the mere enamel structure
influences the quality of bracket-tooth
bonding.
For
these
reasons,
orthodontists try to minimise the

detachment rate as much as possible;
and in cases of accidental debonding,
they try to adopt the best variant in
order to continue the orthodontic
treatment (7).
There are numerous studies on
the adhesion strength of various
materials used in orthodontics, and
also on their resistance to pressure,
traction, shear forces on the same type
of bracket but also comparing different
types. There are mixed opinions but
the unanimous conclusion is that all
commercially
available
adhesion
materials used for brackets are suitable
to
successfully
meet
all
the
requirements
provided
all
recommendations are followed (8, 9,
10).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In the present study we
monitored 203 patients aged between
12 and 32 years who received fixed
orthodontic treatment between 2008
and 2014, of which 165 in both
maxillaries while the rest in one of the
maxillaries, totalising 368 dental
arches. Of these, only 294 complete
arches were selected: 2 central incisors,
2 lateral incisors, 2 canines and 4
premolars – on which brackets were
applied, and 6 years molars on which
orthodontic bands were cemented. All
patients were treated with the same
kind of metal brackets: Roth Omni 22
and they were bonded with the same
composit: Ortho-Loc. Throughout the

orthodontic treatment the exact
number of detached brackets was
recorded for each patient together with
the potential reasons (cases where the
same bracket became repeatedly
detached were also included). The arch
distribution of the number of detached
brackets may be observed in the
following figure: 114 patients in whom
no bracket was detached, 51 patients in
whom a single bracket detached, 47
patients with 2 detached brackets, 32
patients with 3 detached brackets, 30
patients with 4 detached brackets, 18
patients with 5 detached brackets and 2
patients with 6 detached brackets.

No. detached brackets reported to 294
dental arches
0 br
1 br
2 br
3 br
4 br
Figure 1. Number of detached brackets on dental arches
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Adding up these figures we
concluded that out of the 2940 teeth
included throughout the treatment a
total of 463 brackets became detached
which
represents
15.74%.
This
proportion may cause concerns but
considering the average duration of a
fixed orthodontic treatment being 2
and a half years, as well as the age of
the patients (mostly children and
adolescents), this figure is justified.
Bracket detachment represents a minor
accident and does not necessarily
constitute a medical emergency except
for cases when severe irritation and
bleeding are caused to the lips, tongue
or cheeks. An appointment to the
orthodontist is recommended for the
detachment to be repaired without any
pressure.
All patients with one or more
detached brackets were re-instructed
regarding hygiene and feeding during
the orthodontic treatment but also on
adherence to certain rules during

practicing sports. Then the subject of
replacing the detached brackets was
discussed. Of the total number of
detached brackets, 155 were replaced
with new brackets and the rest were
reconditioned as follows: 154 were
cleaned
by
aluminium
oxide
sandblasting for 4 seconds from a
distance of 3 mm and in the remaining
154 the resin residues were removed by
drilling. The latter variant, considered
to be a compromise, was tested because
new brackets are not always available
and sometimes there is not enough
time to perform sandblasting of
brackets. Composite material residues
were also removed from the dental
surfaces with special drills and the
initial
cementing
protocol
was
repeated. The evolution of these
brackets was attentively monitored in
order to determine the best working
protocol to be adopted in case of
accidental bracket detachment.

RESULTS
The evolution of the 463 detached
brackets was closely monitored and
these were divided into the 3 groups.
Throughout the entire treatment the
same cementing / re-cementing
material was used to ensure that the
results are strictly influenced by the
accuracy of bracket basis. Until the end
of the treatment, the results were as
follows: in group 1, where detached

brackets were replaced with new ones,
10 more (6.45%) became detached; in
group 2 where brackets were cleaned
by aluminium oxide sandblasting for 4
seconds from a distance of 3 mm, 11
(7.14%)
more
brackets
became
detached; in group 3 where brackets
were cleaned by drilling, 27 (17.53%)
more brackets became detached (Fig. 2)

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

detached
undetached

replaced sandblasted

drilled

Figure 2. Proportion of detached brackets
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CONCLUSIONS
After interpreting the results of
this study we came to the following
conclusions:
- Of the total of 2940 teeth,
throughout the average treatment
period of 2 and a half years 463
brackets
became
detached,
representing 15.74%.
- There
were
no
significant
differences
regarding
bracket
detachment between group 1
where new brackets were used and
group
2
where
sandblasted
brackets were used. Nevertheless,
brackets in group 1 became

-

-

detached in a lower percent
supporting the replacement with
new ones whenever possible;
The removal of composite residues
from brackets by aluminium oxide
sandblasting for 4 seconds from a
distance of 3 mm is an effective
reconditioning method;
Reconditioning brackets in the
dental practice by removing
composite residues by drilling must
only be used in exceptional cases
when the other two variants cannot
be performed.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction.Patient’s expectation and perception of the private dental practiceshould be acknowledged in
order to ensure a good dentist-patient relation and provide a more comfortable environment, which may have a
positive impact on the treatment. This study aimed identifying patient’sperception of the private dental practice, as
self-rated importance of aspects related to dental practitioner and the dental office.
Materials and methods.A cross sectional study was implemented on a convenience sample of patients
attending dental private practice offices, placed in urban areas in Romania.
Results. Study sample included 67 patients, of which 42 were women, with a mean age of 43 years.
Considering patient’s perception on oral health related problems, the most important aspects from patient’s point of
view were the health problems (caries and periodontitis), these being statistically significant more important
compared to functional and aesthetic outcome. Patient’s assessment of the dental practitioner identified the
professional recognition of the dentist, behavior and ability to provide painless treatments as the most relevant
aspects for their perception. Most patients value a communicatively (n=44; 66%), friendly (n=39; 58%), respectful
(n=29; 43%) attitude of the dentist. The most important aspect of the dental office was the cleanliness of the dental
office, seconded by time related factors, as the flexibility of scheduling and decrease waiting time.
Conclusion. Patient’s expectations and perception of the private dental practice are linked to aspects related
to the dental practitioner and the dental office. Their knowledge may be helpful for obtaining a good dentist-patient
relation.
Key words: dentist, patient satisfaction, dental office, dentist-patient relation
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INTRODUCTION
In the dental field, as in any other
medical field, ensuring treatments with
an outcome in accordance with the
current standard of care, is the main
priority. In order to do that, a very
important
aspect
is
patient‘s
compliance, which is usually related to
the degree of his satisfaction on the
dental services. Therefore, patient‘s
expectation and perception should be
acknowledged, in order to provide, if
possible and considered appropriate, a

more comfortable environment that
may help them overcome barriers to
dental treatment, as fear. This is even
more important in the private dental
practice, where marketing policies
should include addressing patient‘s
need.
This study aimed identifying
patients expectations of perception of
the private dental practice, as self-rated
importance of some aspects related to
dental practitioner and dental office.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
A cross sectional study was
designed and implemented on a
convenience sample of
patients
attending dental private practice
offices, all placed in urban areas in
Romania
(Bucharest,
Buftea,
Constanta). Patients were included in
January-May 2012, on a voluntary
basis. There were included patients
that were present in the dental office
scheduled for a medical intervention,
who
agreed
upon
filling
the
questionnaire and study inclusion.
There were excluded patients who
worked in dental or medical field,
those who were first time users of the
dental services and those with age
below 18 years.
Patient
expectations
and
perception on the private dental
practice was evaluated using a
questionnaire that mainly focused on
importance of oral health problems, the
dentist and the dentaloffice. Most of
the questions were formulated as

requiring to rate the perceived
importance of one particular aspect, on
a numerical scale from 1 (very
unimportant) to 7 (very important).
Other open and closed questions were
used for providing other information.
The questionnaire was pretested on 5
persons, with jobs that were not related
to the dental fields, in order to correct
language
ambiguities.
The
questionnaire was administrated in the
dental office, after a brief information
on the purpose of fulfilling the
questionnaire and study aim, followed
by signing of an informed consent.
Statistical analysis was performed
according to variable type and, for the
qualitative one, to the normality of
their distribution. In order to assess
difference between multiple paired
observations, Friedman test was used.
In order to assess difference between
two-paired observations, Wilcoxon
ranked test was used. The statistically
significance level was set as p<0,005.

RESULTS
Study sample included 67
patients, of which 42 (63%) were
women, with a mean age of 43 years
(ranging from 18 years to 76 years). All
were urban inhabitants and more than
half (n=37; 55%) had higher education
level.

Considering patient‘s perception
on oral health related problems, there
was found using Friedman Test a
statistical
significant
difference
between the aspect analyzed (p<0,001).
The most important aspects from
patient‘s point of view were the health
673

problems (caries and periodontitis),
rated with the highest score, being
statistically significant more important
compared to functional and aesthetic
outcome (Table I). Wilcoxon ranked
test was used to assess difference
between two paired groups.
Patient‘s assessment of the dental
practitioner identified a different
importance of the items analyzed, as
the results of Friedman test indicated a
statistically
significant
difference
(p<0,001). The most important aspects,
as declared by patients are the
professional recognition of the dentist,
his behavior and ability to provide
painless treatments, his appearance not
being perceived as an important factor

(Table II) Treatment quality wasn‘t
analyzed considering patients didn‘t
have expertise in the dental field.
Additionally,
regarding
dentist‘s
behavior, most patients value a
communicatively (n=44; 66%), friendly
(n=39; 58%), respectful attitude (n=29;
43%).
The most important aspect of the
dental office, as patients‘ self-rated,
was the cleanliness of the dental office,
with statistically significant different
scored compared to the other items
taken into account (Table III).
Additionally, time-factors, as the
flexibility of scheduling and decrease
waiting time in the dental office, are
also perceived as important aspects.

Table I. Self-rated importance of oral health aspects
Self-rated importance of

mean

Healthy teeth, without caries
Healthy gums, without bleeding
Good masticatory performance
Pleasant aesthetic appearance
Straight teeth
nss – not statistically significant

1
2
3
4
5

6,82
6,78
6,64
6,40
5,75

p-value
2
3
nss 0,032
nss

4
0,001
0,001
0,081

5
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001
0,001

Table II. Aspects related to patient‘s assessment of the dental practitioner
Self-rated importance of

Mean

Professional recognition of the dentist
Dentist‘s behavior
Dentist‘s ability to provide painless treatments
Dentist‘s appearance
nss – not statistically significant

1
2
3
4

6,56
6,40
6,00
4,70

p-value
2
3
nss 0,004
nss

4
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001

Table III. Aspects related to patient‘s assessment of the dental office
Self-rated importance of
Cleanliness of the dental office
Flexibility of the scheduling
Decrease waiting time
Dental office‘s equipment
Location of the dental office
Comfort of the waiting room
Dental office design
nss – not statistically significant

mean
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

6,61
5,77
5,69
5,52
4,63
4,60
4,58

p-value
2
3
<0,001 <0,001
nss

4
<0,001
nss
nss

5
<0,001
<0,001
0,001
0,002

6
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001
nss

7
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001
<0,001
nss
nss

DISCUSSIONS
Patient‘s
perception of

expectations
and
the dental practice

include aspects that are important to be
acknowledged by the dentist, in order
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to ensure treatments that fulfill
patient‘s need. According to the results
of this study, patients are most
interested in resolving their specific
oral health problems (as caries and
periodontitis),
mastication
and
aesthetic problems coming closely, but
secondly to these ones.Professional
recognition of the dentist is the most
important aspect that contribute to
forming their opinion on the health
care provider, and cleanliness and time
related factors are relevant assessment
factors of the dental office.
Regarding the manner used by
patients to form an opinion about the
dental practitioner, considering the
specifics of dental health services, it is
mostly natural that patients seek well
trained practitioners, with good clinical
abilities. This is also understandable
when considering the characteristics of
dental services in Romanian urban
area, where there are available
numerous private practices from which
to choose.
Health care provider‘s behavior
may influence patient‘s satisfaction and
compliance to the treatment. In this
regard, a good doctor-patient relation
is very important, as a mean to prevent
difficult situations with possible
negative repercussions as when
concerns of litigation arise [1]. Other
studies highlight the importance of a
good doctor-patient communication,
this being usually a very important
aspect for the patient. Hamasaki et al.
observed that when patients perceive
more positive the dentist-patient
communication, compared to the
dentists, there is more likely to have a
positive outcome (improvement of
health, managing fear, satisfaction with
care)[2]. Schouten et al., in a study on

90 patientsfrom 13 different offices,
also
concluded
that
patient‘s
satisfaction is mainly influenced by
communicative behavior of the dentist
[3].Orenuga etal. identifies the dentistpatient relation as being the first
parameter
linked
to
patient‘s
satisfaction, two directions being
emphases, namely respect and ability
to listen [4]. Also, dentists should pay
attention to the patient‘s personal
communication style, in order to
establish if either an affective or control
style is more appropriate [4]. Empathy
of the dental health care provider is
another aspect that has been linked
positively to patient‘s satisfaction [5].
A dental practice characterized
by a good organization, with visibility
regarding the adherence to health care
services regulation, considering also
the application of the general
ergonomic principle, may increase
patient‘s satisfaction. Whenassessing
the quality of the dental health care,
one of the top priorities, as patient
perception, is related to the adherence
to the rules of antisepsis and
sterilization [6].This fact is confirmed
by the results of this study, in which
the cleanliness of the dental office was
perceived as major criteria of the
patient‘s evaluation. Cleanliness and
comfort of the dental facility are rated
also sometimes as the main aspects
related to patient‘s satisfaction [8].
Responsiveness to patient‘s needs, as
the one of finding an appropriate time
for scheduling the dental appointment,
has been previously identified as a
factor in evaluating the quality of the
dental care services [5]. Lack of
timeliness of services, that is related to
prolong waiting times are factor linked
to patient‘s dissatisfaction [9].

CONCLUSIONS
Patient‘s
expectations
and
perception of the private dental
practice are linked to aspects related to
the dental practitioner and the dental
office. The professional recognition and

behavior are the most important
aspects
that
influencepatient‘s
perception
upon
the
dentist.
Cleanliness and organization of time
schedule are the most relevant aspects
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used by the patient in assessment of
the dental office. Their knowledge of
what patient desire may help the

dental practitioner to organize his
dental practice and maintain a good
dentist-patient relation.
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DOES APPLIED ERGONOMY
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ABSTRACT

Aim:The study analyzes anxiety fluctuation related to dental treatment (Dental anxiety). There are no
studies related to patient confort durring dental treatment in ergonomic work position (horizontal position).
Material and method:The actual tendency along with health care of the medical team, is the concern
toward patient comfort. 42 patients of a private dental practice in Bucharest were applied a questionaire regarding
anxiety level durring dental treatment.
Results and conclusion:The anxiety levels result varied insignificantly. However it was greater in men
than in women,not age related, correlated to the procedure and not related to the operative dentist.
Key words: anxiety, patient ergonomy
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INTRODUCTION
Fear is one of the oldest natural
defence mechanisms. Fear center is
located in the amigdala in all mamels,
the nervous tracts beeing linked to
different cerebral areas, the main
represented by the hipotalamus.
The main factors causing fear in
dental treatment can be cathegorised
in:
 Causal
factors-previous
and
present
experiences
(VAKOG
formula)
 Contributing factors related to:
o Surroundings-dental office,
waitting room,
o Personel attitude
o Waitting
time
before
entrance, the patient

Acumulates stress

Has more time to
process pain awaiting
In all studies performed in the
literature
various
themes
acre
approached:

Doctor‘s
comfort/assistent
(team)durring work
 Patient appreciation regarding
medical team proffesionalism
 Patient‘s satisfaction toward the
result
However there is no available
data regarding patient‘s comfort
durring dental treatment, especially in
the ergonomic working position. The
main aspect that we are interested in as
profesionals is keeping our state of
health, because we spent more time
working than the patient on the dental
unit.
We proposed a study on the
influence of ergonomic horrizontal
working position over patient anxiety
durring dental treatment. It was
investigated the anxiety toward the
dentist and toward therapeutical
manouvers.


MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study comprised 2 years time
span, between 2010 and 2012 in a
dental office in Bucharest.
42 patients were selected who
were not treated in ergonomic fashion.
The lot is composed from 17men and
25 women ages between 42-84years
old, in need of prosthetic treatment.
A questionaire regarding the
working
position
was
applied.
Questions were posed by the dentist
who explained and recorded the
answers. The questions were:
A. Anxiety corelated to the
dentist
B. Anxiety corelatd to the
performed
procedures/horrizontal
position perceived as better/as worse
A. Anxiety corelated to the
dentist
The answers received different
scores:
 3+very good-absent anxiety




2+good-mild anxiety
1+
acceptable-medium

anxiety
 0 high anxiety
Answers with subjective note
were recorded as well:
 X dentist dependent
 Y procedure dependent
 U necesity dependend
 V device depended
B. Anxiety related to performed
therapies,
Subjectiv perceived by the patient
related to the working position,
horrizontal/sitting position of the
dental unit. The answers were valued:
 3+ very well-absent anxiety
 2+good-mild anxiety
 1+
acceptable-medim
anxiety
 0 high anxiety present
 X dentist dependend
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 Y
dependend

performed

procedure

comfort
3
2
2
3
0
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
0
2
2
2
3
0
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
2
0
3
1
2
1
3
3
1
0

anx /dentist
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
X
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
X
0
Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0




U upon necesitites
V device dependend

RESULTS
Table 1.
age
42
44
44
44
45
45
46
46
46
47
49
50
54
55
57
59
60
61
62
62
63
65
65
65
69
70
71
71
71
72
72
72
73
75
75
75
75
77
83
84
87

anx /performed procedures
0
0
2
3
0
1
3
Y
3
0
A
0
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
1
2
0
1
0
1
3
2
3
1
3
1
0
0
3
1
3
3
3
3
0

sex
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

In percentage the results were as follows:
Table 2.
Value
Anxietytoward the dentist

3
2,4

2
2,4

1
4,8

0
83,3

Anxiety toward performed procedure

23,8

11,9

33,3

26,2
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X
4,8

Y

U

V
2,4

A
4,8

B

X=DENTIST
DEPENDENT
Y=PROCEDURE
DEPENDEND

U=UPON NECESITIES
V=DEVICE
DEPENDEND

A=INDIFERENT
B=DON‘T KNOW

NUMBERS REPRESENT PERCENTAGE

Explaining the answers in table 1
X=DENTIST
DEPENDENT
Y=PROCEDURE
DEPENDENT

U=UPON NECESITIES
V=DEVICE
DEPENDENT

A=INDIFERENT
B=NU STIU

Graphic 1.

It is remarkable to notice that 83%
of the participants do not present
anxiety toward the dentist durring
dental
treatment
in
horrizontal
working position.
Anxiety related to performed
procedures,
Perceived subjective by the
patient, according to the horrizontal
working position/siting position of the
dental unit.
The answers were evaluated:










Graphic 2.
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3+ very well-absent anxiety
2+good-mild anxiety
1+
acceptable-medim
anxiety
0 high anxiety present
X dentist dependend
Y performed procedure
dependend
U upon necesitites
V device dependend

DISCUSSIONS
The answers showed that
patients don’t manifest a higher
anxiety toward dentist in horrizontal
working position. We did not obtain
the same result toward performed
procedures where 59,5% patients
presented
different
degrees
of
anxiety.
Correlations between patients
answers:

Comfort-age-anxiety
toward
dentist or performed procedures
Correlations
can
be
made
between patient‘s acceptance toward
horrizontal working position, age,
degree of patient‘s anxiety.
Anxiety
was
measured
in
ergonomic working position, toward
the dentist and performed procedures
obtaining the following results:

Corellation between age,comfort of
positionand anxiety toward dentist
4
3
2
1
0

comodit 3 2 2 3 0 2 3 3 3 2 3
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

anx med 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 X 0

POsition in the table - reflect's patient's age
Graphic 3.

As it can be observed, there is no
correlation between acceptance of
ergonomic working position and
anxiety toward dentist. We have to
mention, that all the patients in the
study are used to be treated for years to
the same dentist. Correlation coeficient
between age and anxiety toward
dentist is -0,18901

In the case of female patients, the
correlation coeficient between age and
anxiety toward dentist is-0,16697
Correlation coeficient between
age and anxiety toward dentist in male
patients is-0,45797.
It is obvious a lack of correlation
in both cases.

Corellation between age comfort and
anxiety toward performed procedures
4
2
0

comodit 3 2 2 3 0 2 3 3 3 2 3
1

3

5

7

9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

POITION IN THE TABLE - reflect's patient's age
Graphic 4.

Between
acceptance
horrizontal working position

of
and
681

anx manop 0 0 2 3 0 1 3 Y 3 0
A

anxiety fluctuation toward performed
procedures there is a positive

correlation as it can be observed above.

Corellation between patient's age and
anxiety toward performed proceduresfemale in horrizontal position
4
2

Series1

0

Series2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Correlation between patient's age and
anxiety toward performed proceduresmale in horrizontal position
4
2

anx med

0

anx manop
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Correlation coeficient between
age,
anxiety
toward
performed
procedures is 0,394821 in male cases,
and in female cases is -0,04112,
obviously a lack of correlation
Patient gennder and anxiety:
Correlation coeficient between
patient‘s gender and anxiety toward
dentist in male patient‘s is -

0,52549,being a negative medium
correlation.
Correlation coeficient between
patient‘s gender in female patient‘s and
anxiety toward dentist is 0,00458.
Obviously a lack of correlation. It can
be observed there is a higher anxiety in
male than female regarding performed
procedures to be executed in
ergonomic working position.

Corellation between patient's age and
anxiety toward dentist- performed
procedures in male patient's
4
2
0

anx med
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

POSITION IN TABLE - reflect's patient's age
Graphic 5.
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anx manop

Correlation between patient's age and
anxiety toward dentist- performed
procedures in female patient's
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

POSITION IN TABLE - reflect's patient's age
Graphic 6.

CONCLUSIONS
a. Patient‘s anxiety toward dentist
in ergonomic horrizontal working
position does not modify in time
oposed to the performed procedures
where the anxiety levels are high
b. there is no correlation between
acceptance
of
the
ergonomic
horrizontal working position and
anxiety toward dentist.
c. between acceptance of the
horrizontal working position and the

lack of anxiety linked to the performed
procedures there is an obvious positive
correlation
d. anxiety is higher in male than
female regarding the performed
procedures to be executed in
ergonomic working position
e. patient‘s anxiety toward
performed procedures or to the dentist
is not age related
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DEFINING SALIVARY BIOMARKERS
IN ORAL CANCER - A MINI REVIEW
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ABSTRACT

Oral cancer is one of most frequent human cancers with a high mortality rate. Traditional detection methods
consist of clinical and histological exams. Early detection leads to a better prognosis for long term survival. Several
serum parameters show a great potential for cancer detection such as uric acid, total antioxidant capacity, Foxp3,
interleukin-6, matrix metallo proteinase-9, tissue inhibitor of metallo proteinase, Ki-67 and squamous cell carcinoma
antigen (SCCAg). Saliva is an alternative to serum testing for several diseases and has certain advantages to serum.
This review is focusing on saliva as a diagnostic fluid and the most importants salivary biomarkers used in oral
cancer detection.
Key words: Oral cancer; Serum; Saliva; Uricacid; TAC; FOXP3; IL-6; MMP-9; TIMP2; Ki-67;
Squamouscell carcinoma antigen
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ORAL CANCER - GENERALITIES
Cancer is the leading cause of
mortality worldwide. The most
common cancers are lung, prostate and
breast cancers with head and neck
cancers being the 6th most common
cancers worldwide (Jemal et al., 2011).
Most of the cancers in this area are
squamous cell carcinomas, located in
more than 85% of the cases in the oral
cavity. The incidence is closely and
directly related to socio-economic
conditions, gender, age and the
existence of risk factors such as
smoking or alcohol. In terms of socioeconomic status, oral malignancies are
more common in developing countries
and in rural areas (Warnakulasuriya,
2010). They are also more common in
men and in patients over 55 years
(Jemal et al., 2011). Risk factors most
commonly involved are smoking,
chronic alcohol consumption and
infection with papillomavirus. Any

form of cancer treatment involves
several stages: a diagnosing step
(ideally as soon as possible) and a
treatment step in which surgical
methods
are
associated
with
chemotherapy or radiotherapy, the
success being measured as five-year
survival rate. Unfortunately, at least for
oral cancers, diagnosis occurs in late
stages when treatment options are
limited to a negative impact on quality
of life and survival (Brocklehurst et al.,
2013). To date, together with the
advent
of
new
immuno-histochemistry techniques and multiplicity
of biomarkers, screening for many
diseases may be done more easily and
with high precision using serum as a
diagnostic fluid. Disadvantages in
serum diagnosis are related to the
stress induced when sampling the
patients together with the need of
specialized personnel.

SALIVA: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND ROLES
Total saliva is a complex fluid
from several points of view: origin,
composition and function (Greabu et
al., 2009). Most important salivary roles
include protection and whenever
needed repair of oral tissues; other
roles focus on taste, digestive process,
antiviral antibacterial and antifungal
activity that can shelter the oral
environment from exo- or endo-genous
microorganisms. Physical and chemical
properties are also essential for
protecting the periodontontium and
the teeth. A thin saliva film is always
covering the tooth surface preventing
demineralization,
promoting
remineralization
and
inhibiting
bacterial adherence and growth.

Saliva contains water, inorganic
and organic substances. The most
common organic substances are
represented by salivary proteins and
polypeptides – so far there are reports
of more than 2300 proteins. Of these
the most representative include: αamylase, albumin, mucins, lactoferrin,
lysosome,
proline-rich
proteins,
statherins. Out of the total amount of
2300 organic substances found in saliva
approximately 100 are potential
markers of oral cancer as they are
found
in
significantly
higher
concentrations in oral cancer patients
when compared to controls. A list of
potential markers for oral cancer is
shown in the Table 1.

SALIVA AS A DIAGNOSTIC FLUID
As an alternative to other body
fluids saliva has become an important
diagnostic fluid due to many

advantages: being serum derived, the
vast majority of the compounds found
in blood can also be determined in
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saliva. The downside is that salivary
levels of these compounds are lower in
saliva than in blood and require more
equipment with a lower detection
threshold. Saliva collection is also noninvasive
and
does not
imply
unnecessary stress from the patient; it
can potentially be done anywhere and
requires
relatively
inexpensive
equipment (Pfaffe et al., 2011). One
major disadvantage when using saliva
as a diagnosing fluid is the possibility
of contamination due to the high
microbial load of the oral environment.
Saliva is also important due to
permanent and continuous contact
with various oral lesions such as lichen
planus, oral cancer or periodontal
disease which insures the existence of
biomarkers that can give important
indicators on the diagnosis and

development of these diseases. The
methods most frequently used in
analyzing these markers depend
greatly on their chemical nature
(Kawas et al., 2012). Thus proteins are
usually determined using ELISA
method, high performance liquid
chromatography, radioimmunoassay
techniques,
two-dimensional
gel
electrophoresis. For biomarkers such as
DNA, mRNA and microRNA methods
such as polymerase chain reaction
polymerase (PCR), or quantitative PCR
are usually employed (Al-Tarawneh et
al., 2011, Kawas et al., 2012, Löfgren et
al., 2012). Marker analysis is usually
done on unstimulated saliva followed
by centrifugation to separate the solid
content such as desquamated epithelial
cells, red blood cells, bacteria and food
debris.

Table 1. Most common salivary biomarkers used for oral cancer diagnosis
CATEGORY
Anorganic compounds
Peptides
Proteins

BIOMARKERS
-Na,Ca, Mg, F
-Defensin-1
-p53
-α-amilase
-IL-8
-TNF-α
-IL-1
-IL-6
-Fibroblast growth factor
-Statherins
-Cyfra 21.1
-Tissueplasminogenactivator (TPA)
-Cancer antigen 125 (CA125)
-Endotelyn-1
-IL-1β
-CD44
-Total salivary proteins
-Insulin Growth factor (IGF-1)
-MMP-2
-MMP-9
-CD-59
-Catalaza
-Profilin
-S100A9/MRP14
-M2BP
- CEA
- CA-50
-Cyclin D-1
-8-OH-guanyn
-Ki-67
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Markeri ADN

-SCCA
- LDH
-Transferin
-Hemopexin
- Haptoglobyn
- alfa1-antitrypsin
-TP53
- Mitochondrial DNA
- TIMP1, TIMP2,TIMP31, p16, MGMT

-IL-1β
ARNm Markers

microARN Markers

Oxidative stress

Metabolic products

- DUSP1
- Histones - H3F3A
- OAZ-1
- Protein S100 (S100P)
-miR-200a
-miR-31
-miR-125a
- NO, NO2, NO3
-Peroxidase
-Gluthation transferase (GST)
-Super oxid dismutase (SOD)
-8-OHdG
-Glutathione (GSH)
-Malondialdehyde (MDA)
-Uric acid
-Cortisol
- Total antioxidant capacity (TAC)
-Acidul lactic

KEY SALIVARY MARKERS FOR ORAL CANCER DIAGNOSIS
There are currently more than a
dozen discovered interleukins each of
them with distinct roles in the
inflammation process. Out of them, IL6 has been linked with cellular growth
and differentiation. Several reports
show that IL-6 can be a good indicator
of cell differentiation and dysplasia
usually
paired
with
increased
concentrations of IL-1 andTNF-α.
There is also a direct link between high
salivary levels of IL-6 and oral cancer
aggresivity which makes the marker a
usefull indicator of inflammation
development in oral cancer (Brailo et
al., 2012).
Another
class
of
proteins
involved in oral cancer are tissue
inhibitors of metallo proteinases or
TIMP (Singh et al., 2010). The

continuous interaction between TIMP
and
matrix
metallo
proteinases
maintains normal tissue architecture
and regulates cell growth and
differentiation as well as control of
local invasivity and metastasis. MMPs
or matrix metalloproteinases are
known to play paramount roles in
tissue destruction. Out of all of them,
MMP-9 is mainly involved in cell
migration, wound healing or alveolar
bone development as well as in
pathological
processes
such
as
malignancy (Yu et al., 2011). Ki-67 is
another
important
indicator
of
aggressive cancer behavior in various
cancers including oral cancer. World
Health Organization recognizes Ki-67
labeling index as a reliable cancer
prognostic tool (Freudlsperger et al.,
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2011). Malignancy is also traditionally
associated with increased levels of
oxidative stress and reactive oxygen
species. In this respect total antioxidant
capacity has an important significance

in clinical setting as it is highly relevant
for the antioxidant status in many
pathological conditions including oral
cancer.

CONCLUSIONS
Taken together, saliva holds the
promise for a trully reliable and noninvasive diagnostic fluid. Several
concerns when using saliva as a
diagnostic fluid are related to the lack
of standardization, procurement and
processing of saliva samples, and
variability of results as well as the need

for validation results. The potentially
high variability of final results are
connected to age, sex and nutritional
physiology
differences
between
patients as well as any underlying
conditions,
oral
or
systemic,
inflammatory or neoplastic that may
influence the analysis.
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ABSTRACT

In order to be considered a success, a fixed central superior restoration must be very well integrated in the
morphological, phonetical and esthetical context of the patient.The present article presents a clinical case of frontal
superior incisors retreatment and restoration with very good esthetic results. The phiziognomic result will be
influenced by the soft tissue management, as well as by the shape of de dental units made by the tehnician in
accordance with the adiacent teeth, with the age and ,of course, the personality of the patient.
Key words: cavity, esthetic, fixed restoration, endodontic retreatment
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INTRODUCTION
The four superior incisors
participate
in
phyziognomy,
phonation, food-sectioning, anterior
guidance
and
soft
parts
sustainance.1Because the face and the
mouth are the most exposed parts of
the body, dental treatment has an
important role in improving or totally
restoring the esthetic aspect of a
person.
In context of the homeostasis of
the organism, configuring a facial and
functional
harmony
becomes
a
biological and behavioral requirment

of a special importance, especially with
the help of the frontal teeth.No matter
how good a prosthetic restoration is,
functionally speaking, if we don‘t
inegrate it with the physiognomy and
also the personality of the patient, it
could be considered a failure.
Morpho-functional restoration of
the dental units submined by the
caries, can be restored extremely
esthetic,and also functional, in the
frontal area with the help of the full
ceramic restorations.

CASE REPORT
The patientE.R., student, 20 years,
from Bucharest,came into the dental
office with a 3 years old fixed metalloceramic restorationon teeth 11 and 21,
being very unsatisfied with it.
After clinical and radiological
examination (Fig.1) the poor esthetic

integration of the restoration could be
observed as well as the incorrect
endodontic treatments with a big
apical reaction on tooth 11 as well as a
guttapercha cone over the apex on
tooth 21.

Figure 1. Initial radiological aspect

Also on tooth 12 a big mesial
restoration with a secondary cavity
could be identified and on tooth 22 an
apparently good endodontic treatment,
with no crown.
After the removal of the
prosthetic restoration the endodontist
retreated the teeth 11 and 21.The old
filling was kept as a temporary
restoration during the endodontic
treatments. The root canal filling on
tooth 22 appeared scratchy, so also
these
tooth
was
endodontically

retreated. All rootcanal treatments
were rotary prepared and filled with
warm
guttapercha
(vertical
condensation) and Ah plus (Dentsply,
Meileffer). After the endodontic
treatmentall teeth were fiberpost
restored. (White Post Dc from FGM
and Build-It A2 from Pentron Clinical
were used). Because tooth 12 presented
a secondary cavity, as well as for a
more esthetic result, this tooth was
devitalized
followed
by
warm
guttapercha and Ah plus filling and a
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fiber post restoration (White Post Dc no
3 from FGM and Build It A2 from
PentronClinical).Figure no 2 represents

the retroalveolar X Ray after the root
canal fillings on teeth 12,11,21,22

Figure 2. RetroalveolarX Ray, teeth 12,11,21,22

The fiber post restorations (Fig.
3.) were followed by the prosthtodontic
preparationand the impression for
temporary crowns (Fig. 4). Teeth
bleaching with Opalescence Whitening
15% (Ultradent)for 10 days was

recommended followed by a 10 days of
pause for tooth shade to stabilize.
For a superior esthetic result (Fig
5-6) as well as for a better retention of
the future prosthetic restoration, also a
gingivectomy on these four teeth was
performed.

Figure 3. The aspect of the prepared teeth

Figure 4. Temporary crowns used for the social
integration of the patient and for the abutments’ and
soft-tissue protection

Figure 5. The aspect of the cemented full ceramic
prosthetic restoration. The very good esthetic
integrationin the dento-maxillary system can be
observed

Figure 6. Aspect while smiling

DISCUSSIONS
In the last years, the esthetic of
the teeth became a major concern and

an important reason for why patients
ask for a dental treatment.3,4
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The lost of the frontal teeth,
specially in young age, will negatively
influence the physiognomic aspect due
to the direct exposure while talking or
smiling of the edentulous space, and
also by affecting the normal contour of
the lips.5
Different studies (De Witt,
Lucker,
Shaw
quoted
by6)
demonstrated the salutary effect of the
attractivnessin human relations which
is being asociated in most cases with
the face.
Often, the most important reason
for the request of the dental treatment
is the esthetic motivation.The size and
the shape of the maxillary anterior
teeth are important not only for the

esthetic of the mouth, but also for the
esthetic of the face. 7.The progress
made by the new dental biomaterials
and by applying new and modern
therapeutical procedures, increases the
posibilities of offering more esthetic
treatments. 4
Espeland and colab.8observed the
fact that the majorityof young people
are more preoccupied of the esthetic
aspect of the frontal teeth than by the
occlusal ratio at this level. The
therapeutical succes depends on the
reasons for which the patient comes
into the office, on the personality,
expectations and on the patient-doctor
cooperation.

CONCLUSIONS
The
morpho-functional
restoration of the central incisors
affected by the caries or lost as a result
of the carious activity is a complex
procedure and consits in establishing
the harmony between the functional
and esthetic.

Any restored teeth, but especially
the superior central incisors must have
an accentuated individuality in order
to be perceived as individual entities
and avoiding the artificial associated to
an identical string of teeth.
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ABSTRACT

Basic anatomical educations should go beyond the classical data. In this regard the mylohyoid nerve should
be treated not only as a motor one, but also as an accessory nerve innervating teeth. This is of utmost importance in
dental schools worldwide. Lingual canals (LCs) through the lingual cortical plate of the mandible were described a
long time ago. However, different methods of study lead to a heterogeneous pool of evidence. According to these
studies, there are median and lateral LCs. These can use for the passage of blood vessels but also for entrance of
mylohyoid nerve branches. The later can pass equally thourgh median and lateral LCs, the later appearing as
recurrent canals which leave the incisive canal of the mandible. The mandible LCs ensure so a dental distribution of
the mylohyoid nerve.
Key words: mandible; incisive nerve; tooth
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Openings in the lingual cortical
plate of the human mandible are
common findings, all individuals
demonstrating at least one such canal
(Rosano et al. , 2009). Such orifices
correspond to the lingual canals (LCs)
of the mandible, which were evaluated
by dissection (Rosano, 2009), on dry
bones (reviewed in (Kaufman et al. ,
2000)), by imagistic methods, such as
computed tomography (CT) or Cone
Beam CT (CBCT) (Cova et al. , 2003,
Gahleitner et al. , 2001, Gultekin et al. ,
2003), or by combinations of methods
(Liang et al. , 2007). The LCs can be
classified as lateral and median; the
median LCs openings are either
superior or inferior spinal genial
foramina (Liang, 2007).
The LCs are described as being
vascular (Cova, 2003, Gahleitner, 2001,
Gultekin, 2003) (although CT studies
cannot accurately discriminate the
contents of a bony canal as being
vascular or neural), other authors
indicating a neural and/or vascular
content (Liang, 2007). A study aimed at
clarifying the inconsistencies regarding
the LCs contents, and concluded that
the superior spinal genial foramina
contents can be represented by
branches of the lingual vessels and
nerves while the inferior spinal genial
foramina contents are branches of the
mylohyoid nerve and of submental
and/or sublingual arteries (Liang,
2007).
A recent study performed on dry
mandibles attempted to classify the
lingual foramina of the mandible; the
authors preferred to relate the lateral
ones with the genial tubercle (mental
spine), failing to observe that those
openings are located below the anterior
end of the mylohyoid line (Przystanska
and Bruska, 2012). That study was
followed by a scientific debate
(Suhaimi and Das, 2012); it was
discussed that ―It would be better to
interpret the concerned neurovascular
structures according to the position of
the accessory foramen‖.

The contents of the LCs are
usually discussed in relation with
different
surgical
procedures
(Kaufman,
2000,
Liang,
2007).
However, the available literature has
failed to integrate the existing data into
the basic anatomical education, in
order to support the need of thinking
beyond
the
vesalian
anatomy
(Bergman, 2011).
Here is documented in CBCT the
mandible of an adult patient which
demonstrates bilateral LCs (fig.1), with
inner diameters of 0.79 mm. (right side)
and of 1.03 mm. (left hemimandible). In
a lot of 21 patients, 2 had such
unilateral canals and 7, including this
case, had bilateral LCs (33%). The
three-dimensional
volume
renderization (fig.2) identified the
openings of the recurrent branches of
the incisive canals below the anterior
ends of the mylohyoid lines, such as
were demonstrated previously in dry
mandibles (Przystanska and Bruska,
2012).
The study of the inferior alveolar
nerve morphology performed in 1971
by Carter and Keen (Carter and Keen,
1971) is largely cited by various
publications. We carefully observed the
anatomical descriptions of these two
authors
which
present
―thick
downturning branches, from both the
dental branches and from the incisor
plexus‖ which lead to foramina within
the lingual cortical of the mandible
opposite to the premolar teeth.
Topographically, there is a perfect
match of their findings and the CBCT
evidence we documented. According
to Carter and Keen (Carter and Keen,
1971), the respective foramina were
described in 1954 by Shiller and
Wiswell (it seems that the first
description of the lingual foramina of
the mandible belongs to these authors)
and are traversed by the anastomosis
of the mylohyoid nerve with either the
dental plexus, or the inferior alveolar
nerve branches (Carter and Keen,
1971).
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In such anatomical situations in
which the mylohyoid nerve sends
fibers within the interforaminal
mandible it is absolutely correct to
state that the incisor teeth receive
innervation
from
both
the
intramandibular
inferior
alveolar
inerve and the extramandibular
mylohyoid nerve. This information,
which is rarely found (Schroeder, 1991,
Stein et al. , 2007), but not completely
absent in publications, deserves a

better focus in basic anatomical
teaching, mainly in dental medical
faculties. However, caution should be
taken when considering the mandible
entry point of the mylohyoid nerve
dental twigs: this can be a median LC,
as presented in much too few different
papers (Liang, 2007, Rodella et al. ,
2012, Stein, 2007), but it can also be a
lateral recurrent LC, as documented
here, as well as previously by Carter
and Keen (Carter and Keen, 1971).

Figure 1. CB CT evaluation of a 59 years old edentulous female patient. The reconstructed panoramic radiograph
is presented in (A); (B) and (C) present successive oblique/axial MPRs through the mandibular body. Inset in (A)
presents details of the right hemimandible canals. There are indicated: the mandibular canal (thick arrow), the
mental foramen (thin arrow), the incisive canal (thick arrowhead) and bilateral canals (thin arrowheads) leaving
the incisive canals and downturning to open through the lingual cortical plates of the mandible

Figure 2. Three-dimensional volume renderization. The openings of the lateral lingual canals (thick arrows) are
located beneath the anterior ends of the mylohyoid lines (thin arrows)
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ABSTRACT

The use of composite resins is more and more extended to the posterior teeth too, but there are also a lot of
direct coronary amalgam restorations in proximal-occlusal carious lesions.
The purpose of this study was to make a parallel between the behavior in time of the two restorative
materials.
Material and methods In the study were included 100 direct proximal-occlusalrestorations of conventional
amalgam (50) and of hybrid composite resin (50), 4-6 years old, on the molars and premolars. The evaluation of the
state of the restorations was made by these parameters: marginal adaptation, marginal discoloration, at the
preparation/restoration wall limit, secondary marginal caries, cracks in the restoration, coronary adjacent fractures.
Results and discussions The number of composite restorations that have clinically presented an ideal
marginal adaptation was lower that the number of amalgam restorations. Marginal discoloration at the
restoration/preparation limit, for the composite direct restorations apeeres because of the marginal inadequacy after
the polimeryzation contraction and the degradation of the adhesion quality with the permission of infiltations.
Conclusions The choise of amalgam restorations ramains an option in posterior reconstructions because of
their great reliability and sustainability.
Key words: coronary restorations, amalgam, composite resin, marginal adaptation
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INTRODUCTION
The use of composite resins is
more and more extended to the
posterior teeth too, but there are also a
lot of direct coronary amalgam
restorations
in
proximal-occlusal
carious lesions. That is way the
comparative
studies
about
the
longevity of amalgam and composite
direct restorations, correlated with a
series of clinical factors, has a great
practical importance.Even if for the

majority of patients the esthetic part is
the most important, the restorative
material has to be chosen in a way for it
to allow a maximum longevity of the
restoration, an optimal marginal
adaptation and to prevent the
appearance of secondary caries.
The purpose of this study was to
make a parallel between the behavior
in time of the two restorative materials.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
 marginal adaptation
 marginal discoloration, at
the preparation/restoration wall limit
 secondary marginal caries
 cracks in the restoration
 coronary adjacent fractures
In relation to the used material
we followed:
 the modification of the
external contour of the restoration in
relation to the anatomy of the region or
the rough surface of the silver
amalgam
 discolorations
of
the
composite or the adjacent enamel
For the mentioned clinical
evaluation we used the Ryge modified
criteria of the United Sates Public
Health Department, in which the
parameters are classified into 3
categories:
 Alfa score (A) – clinically
ideal
 Bravo score (B) – clinically
acceptable
 Charlie score (C) - clinically
unacceptable (table I)

The study was made on a number
of 50 patients with ages between 18
and 50 years, of both sexes, selected
among the patients that came to the
Department of Odontology of the
University of Dental Medicine, UMF
Tg.Mures.
The criteria chosen to include
patient in this study were:
 every patient has to present at least
one
direct
proximalocclusalamalgam restorations and
one of hybrid composite resin
 the
direct
proximalocclusalamalgam
or
hybrid
composite resin restorations have
to be similar on the location on the
tooth (molars and premolars) and
the degree of surface extent, for
every patient
In the study were included 100
direct proximal-occlusalrestorations of
conventional amalgam (50) and of
hybrid composite resin (50), 4-6 years
old, on the molars and premolars.
The evaluation of the state of the
restorations was made by these
parameters:
Table I. USPHS modified criteria
Category
Retention
Color match

Marginal discoloration

Scores
A
C
A
B
C
A
B

Criteria
No loss of restorative material
Any loss of restorative material
Matches tooth
Acceptable mismatch
Unacceptable mismatch
No discoloration
Discoloration without axial penetration
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Category
Secondary caries
Anatomic form

Marginal adaptaion

Surface texture

Scores
C
A
C
A
B
C
A
B
C
A
B
C

Criteria
Discoloration with axial penetration
No caries present
Caries present
Continuos
Slight discontinuity, clinically acceptable
Discontinuity, failure
Closely adapted, no detectable margin
Detectable margin, clinically acceptable
Marginal cervice, failure
Enamel-like surface
Surface rougher than enamel, clinically acceptable
Surface unacceptable rough

RESULTS
The clinical results concerning the
marginal adaptation on the direct
proximal-occlusal
amalgam
and
composite restorations are contained
by table II and graphicly represented in
diagram 1.
At the limit between the
preparation
and
the
retoration,
marginal descoloration has apeared as
shown in the results contained by table
II and graphicly represented in
diagram 1.

Secondary caries were detected in
4 of the 50 direct proximal-occlusal
amalgam restorations and in 8 of the
composite restorations. (table II,
diagram 1)
The scores concerning the
amatomic form of the occlusal surface
for the direct proximal-occlusal
amalgam and composite restorations
are contained by table II and graphicly
represented in diagram number 1.

Table II. The Scores concerning the chracteristics of the the direct proximal-occlusal
amalgam and composite restorations
Categories
Marginal adaptation
Marginal discoloration
Secondary caries
Anatomic form

Nr. of direct amalgam
restorations
A
B
C
12
33
5
5
41
4
46
4
10
29
11

Nr. of direct composite
restorations
A
B
11
31
10
35
42
11
30

C
8
5
8
9

Diagrame 1. The scores concerning direct proximal-occlusal amalgam and composite restorations
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The observations linked to the
cracks in the restorations and the

coronary
adjacent
contained by table III.

fractures

are

Table III. The scores concerning cracks in the restorations and coronary adjacent
fractures
Cracks in the restoration
Coronar fractures

Nr. of direct amalgam
restorations
3
2

Nr. of direct composite
restorations
4
5

DISCUSSIONS
In our study the number of
composite restorations that have
clinically presented an ideal marginal
adaptation was lower that the number
of amalgam restorations, the same for
the ones that were clinically acceptable.
8 for the 50 composite direct
restorations presented a poor marginal
adaptation which imposes thier repair
or replacement. If the marginal defect
isn‘t extended it is preferably to repair
it then to replace the intire restoration
because a new intervention on the
tooth would meen sacrifice of more
rough dental materia. The repair
tratament is more eficient and has
biological benefits for the patient.
[1,2,3]
The bigger incidence of marginal
defects in composite restorations then
in amlagam restorations has been
observed by other autors too. [4]
Marginal discoloration at the
restoration/preparation limit, for the
composite direct restorations apeeres
because of the marginal inadequacy
after the polimeryzation contraction
and the degradation of the adhesion
quality with the permission of
infiltations.
The
majority
of
dicolorations appered in devital teeth
and in patients who somke, drink coffe,
black tea or consume extremly hot food
and bevreges.
Marginal discoloration in direct
proximal-occlusal
amalgam
restorations appears as a follow to an
incorect marginal condensation of the
material with spaces between the
cavity and the restoration. Plus, with
the silver amalgam, due to it‘s

composition enamel dicolorations can
apeer by silver impregations.
In our study the number of
composite restorations that have
received ideal score for no marginal
discoloration was bigger than the
number of amalgam restorations.
Among the restorations that have
presented marginal discoloration, the
number of amalgam ones was bigger
than the number of composite ones,
but the axial penetration of the
discoloration was observed in more
composite
restorations
then
in
amalgam ones.
The appearance of secondary
caries is the result of the incomplete
demineralized or discolored enamel
removal or it is secondary to coronary
or direct restoration fractures with the
appearance of micro spaces at the
restoration/preparation limit.
Among
the
50
amalgam
restorations,
4
have
presented
secondary caries, and for the composite
restorations the number was bigger, 8
of them receiving C score. This fact is
explainable
because
at
the
composite/preparation limit, in the
posterior area of the dental arcade
fractures with micro spaces that can
develop secondary caries appear more
frequently. The presence of caries
represents the most frequent motive of
restoration replacement [5], but there
aren‘t enough proofs to sustain the fact
that the risk of failure and of secondary
caries appearance is higher in
composite
restorations
then
in
amalgam restorations.
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The fracture of adjacent cusps is a
problem that confronts the dentist very
often. In our study we observed cracks
in 3 of the amalgam direct restorations
and in 4 of the composite ones; and
coronary adjacent fractures in 2 of the
amalgam restorations and 5 of the
composite ones. Wahl and collab. [7]
observed a lower prevalence of cusp
fractures in young patients then in
elderly ones, on teeth with 1 remaining
surface then in teeth with more the 1
remaining surfaces.
The decision to choose amalgam
or composite for posterior restorations
can be influenced by a series of factors.
A study that analyzed the use of
amalgam or composite in posterior
restorations depending on the doctor
shows that the dentists with longer
experience (over 15 years) have chosen
the amalgam more often, while young
dentists (≤30 years) choose it more
rarely.
A very controversial subject
nowadays is the toxicity of dental
amalgam. In 2008 Scandinavian
countries prohibited the use of
amalgam restorations for the safe of the
environment and the patients. There
are a series of contradicting clinical

studies [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In
Sweden clinical studies show that the
removal of amalgam restorations from
patients with neurological problems
can improve their health. [16,17] In the
USA official studies fun by the FDA
and the NIH have established that
there aren‘t enough data to sustain a
correlation between the level of
mercury elimination for amalgam and
the numerous shortcomings of this
restoration
material.
There
are
statistical evidences that prove that the
mercury vapors emitted by the
amalgam are not the direct cause in
some conditions, being just related to
them.
In 2009 the FDA imposed a new
regulation concerning the use of dental
amalgam of second class cavities
(moderate risk) and first class cavities
(low risk), respecting some special
recommendations about the amalgam
use. The current position of the ADA
and the FDA is that the dental
amalgam is a safe material and any
dentist that recommends removing it
for health reasons, related to the
mercury
vapors
is
considered
unethical.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The choise of amalgam restorations
ramains an option in posterior
reconstructions because of their
great reliability and sustainability.
2. The risk of failure and appearence
of secondary caries is bigger in
composite restorations than in
amalgam restorations, if there not
made in absolute isolation.
3. The toxicity of the dental amalgam
is a very controversial subject

nowadays, but the current position
of the ADA and the FDA is that the
amalgam is a safe material.
4. Given that, form many points of
wiew, the amalgam is a material
that satisfies clinical requierments
of a direct posterior restoration and
that the data concerning it‘s toxicity
are controversial, we consider that
this material can be futher used.
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ABSTRACT

Maxillary sinusitis is an inflammatory and infectious process, caused by odontogenic, fungal or viral
diseases. The odontogenic pathology may be isolated or associated with other processes, affecting one or more facial
sinuses, and results after pathologic interactions between dento-parodontal structures and the adjacent maxillary
sinus. The frequency of maxillary sinusitis of dental origin is under estimated. The sinusal muccosa is vulnerable to
various diseases, such as infectious, allergic or tumoral. Because the odontogenic maxillary sinusitis is the most
frequent maxillary sinus disease and because the molars are the teeth with the biggest incidence in sinus pathology,
this paper aims to evaluate the implicaion of superior molars in maxillary sinusitis. The incidence of superior molars
implication in maxillary sinusitis was sudied on a group of 308 pacients diagnosed with odontogenic sinusitis. The
results shows that superior molars are the main cause of maxillary odntogenic sinusitis, the most affected age group
was 30-50 years of age and both maxillary sinuses was equally affected by odontogenic inflammmatory pathology.
Key words: maxillary sinus, odontogenic maxillary sinusitis, superior first molar
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INTRODUCTION
The maxillary sinus is the biggest
of all paranasal sinuses [1] and its
development begins in the 10th week of
intrauterin life, when the first
pneumatisation of the maxillary bud,
situated in the middle nasal meatus,
towards the ethmoidal cartilage, takes
place; it takes part in breathing, by
heating, humidyfying and filtering the
inspired air, and also regulates the
intranasal pressure. The maxillary
sinus also has an important role in the
nonspecific immune response, by
producing nitric oxide (NO), by this
being considered an inflammatory
mediator for the upper airway. Also, in
the growing period, through its
penumatisation, the maxilarry sinus
participates in the formation and
development of the face; through its
volume and anatomical configuration,
the maxillary sinus also plays a role in
fonation and also absorbes the
traumatic forces to the face. In adults,
the maxillary sinus occupies almost the
entire maxilla, with a medium volume
of approximately 15cm3 [2]. The sinusal
muccosa is vulnerable to various
diseases, such as infectious, allergic or
tumoral.
Maxillary
sinusitis
is
an
inflammatory and infectious process,

caused by odontogenic, fungal or viral
diseases. The odontogenic pathology
may be isolated or associated with
other processes, affecting one or more
facial sinuses, and results after
pathologic interactions between dentoparodontal structures and the adjacent
maxillary sinus.The frequency of
maxillary sinusitis of dental origin is
under estimated [3].
The anatomy of some temporary
and permanent teeth, mostly the
molars, contributes to the correlation
between an important part of sinusal
pathology and the periapical or
periodontal lesions of these teeth; also,
dental
conservative
or
surgical
tretament applied to these teeth may be
added as cause to sinus pathology[4].
The implantation of the second
superior molar is weaker than that of
the first superior molar. Less frequent
as the first superior molar, the roots of
the second superior molar are in tight
connection with the maxilarry sinus[5].
By their report with the maxillary
sinus, the following teeth are the most
frequent cause of sinus pathology:first
molar, second molar, second premolar,
third molar, first premolar and last the
canine, but in a rare incidence [5].

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Because
the
odontogenic
maxillary sinusitis is the most frequent
maxillary sinus disease and because
the molars are the teeth with the
biggest incidence in sinus pathology,
this paper aims to evaluate the
implicaion of superior molars in
maxillary sinusitis.
The incidence of superior molars
implication in maxillary sinusitis was
sudied on a group of 308 pacients
diagnosed with odontogenic sinusitis.
The patient were of both sexes, with
ages between 10 and 90, and were
selected of a total of 5349 patients

admitted in the Oral and Maxillo-Facial
Surgery Clinic ofThe Emergency
County Hospital of Targu Mures, were
our group represented 5.75%, during
2004-2013.
In our study, we included
patients with odontogenic sinusitis and
nonodontogenic maxillary sinusitis,
wich were admitted in our clinic. The
cases were evaluated by different
variables:
age
group,
gender,
environment
(urban/rural),
localisation
(right/left/bilateral),
implicated tooth, determining factors,
presence/absence
of
oro-sinusal
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XLSTAT.The investigated pramaters
from our patients were stored in Excel
files. The secondary workup of the
data, the calculation of fundamental
statistical
parameters
and
their
graphical representation were realised
with Excel, using Pivot Tables,
Functions-Statistical, Chart şi Data
Analysis. For advanced statistical tests
we used XLSTAT.

communication, presence/absence of a
root rest.
We used a retrospective clinical
and statistical method, based on a
mixed analytical and descriptive
research, represented by a biostatistical
and mathematical examination of the
variables reported to the studied
disease.
Data workup was realised using
Microsoft
Excel,associated
with
RESULTS
Analyzing the clinical and
statistical rezults based on gender, we
found that 50.32% of the patients (155)
were male and 49.68% (153) were
female. Regarding the environment,
182 patients (59.09%) came from an
urban environment and 126 patients
(40.91%)
came
from
an
rural
environment. In order to make data
analysis easier, we split the patients in
age decades; 22 cases (7.14%) were in
the 10-20 years of age group, 9 cases

(2.92%) were in the 21-30 years of age
group, 76 patients (24.68%) were in the
31-40 years of age group, 78
patients(25.32%)were in the 41-50 years
of age group, 51 cases(16.56%)were in
the 51-60 years of age group, 37
patients(12.01%)were in the 61-70 years
of age group, 21patients(6.82%)were in
the 71-80 years of age group and14
patients(4.55%)were in the81-90 years
of age group. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Repartition of patients with odontogenic maxillary sinusitis based on age group

Patients who were admitted in
the Oral and Maxillo-facial Surgery
Clinic
with
odontogenic
sinus
pathology, were divided in 4
subgroups:there
were
patients
presenting one of the three forms of
odontogenic sinusitis: acute sinusitis,
chronic sinusitis, exacerbation of
chronic sinusitis, and the fourth
subgroup were the patients with

odontogenic inflammatory cysts from
sinusal teeth, with an endosinusal
evolution. The statistical analysis
established that 200 patients(64.94%)
had chronic sinusitis,41 patients
(13.31%)hate acute sinusitis, 21 patients
(6.82%) had exacerbation of chronic
sinusitis
and46
cases
(14.94%)
presented with intrasinusal cyst(Figure
2).
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Figure 2. Repartition of patients with odontogenic maxillary sinusitis based on clinical form

Analysing the clinical and
statistical data regarding the side of the
sinusitis, the incidence of maxillary
sinusitis was: 151 patients (49.026%)
had right maxillary sinusitis, 151
patients had left maxillary sinusitis
(49.026%); only a small number of
patients (6 cases, 1.948%) had bilateral
maxillary sinusitis.
The data of the clinical and
statistical
study
regarding
the
incidence of superior molar implication
in maxillary sinusitis in our study
group,
showed
that
in
120

cases(38.96%)the first molar was the
causal tooth, the second molar in
52cases (16.88%), the second premolar
was responsible for 36 cases (11.69%),
the first premolar in 24 patients
(7.79%),thecanine
–
23
patients
(7.47%),the thirdmolar – for 9 patients
(1.92%), the lateralincisor– for 4 cases
(1.30%) şi the centralincisor for 3
patients (0.97%) but in these cases it
was not a singular causal tooth, but
associated with one of the other lateral
teeth. (Figure3).

Figure 3. Graphic representation of the frequency of superior tooth implication in maxillary sinusitis

The etiology of maxillary sinusitis
is wide. It includes, as our study
showed, dental and periodontal
diseases in 123 cases (39.94%), failure
of endodontic treatment in 9
patients(2.92%) and complicationts due

to dental extraction in 134 patients
(43.51%). In our study group, there
were no cases with maxillary sinusitis
due
to
implantological
failure
(Figure4).
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Figure 4. Frequency of determining factors in maxillary sinusitis

Oro-antral link is an accident
during dental extraction. From the total
of our study group with inflammatory
maxillary sinusitis, 137 of the patients
(44.48%) presented oro-antral fistula,
while the rest of the cases, 171 patients
(55.52%) had no oro-antral fistula.
Postextractional root remains
play an important role in inflammatory
maxillary sinusitis. 74 of the patients

(24.03%) included in our study
presented superior root remains which
were the main cause of sinusitis; in the
rest of the 234 cases (75.97%), there
were no root remains involved.In some
of our patients (47 cases, 15.26%), root
remains were pushed instrasinusally as
an accident of dental extraction, thus
being diagnosed with oro-antral fistula
associated with intasinusal root.

DISCUSSIONS
Our clinical and statistical study
performed on patients with ages from
13 to 81 years, in a 9 year period,
showed that men (50.32%) and women
(49.68%) are approximately equally
affected with maxillary odontogenic
sinusitis,
with
a
slight
male
predominance (0.64% more men than
women). In another study, performed
during 2004-2008on 1752 patients
diagnosed with maxillary sinusitis,
there were 43,80% females and 56,20%
males. From the total number of
patients the dental cause of maxillary
sinusitis was 55,50%[6].Other studies
show 57.7% females and 42,3% males
[7]. Although the percentage varies,
most studies show that women are
more inclined to develop this kind of
pathology[6-8].
As for the environment, the
patiens came from all types of
backgrounds, urban as well as rural.
We must consider the fact that dental

diseases as well as sinusal diseases are
present in the rural environment due to
poor hygene, and in the urban
environment due to pollution, stress
and lifestyle. In our study, patients
from urban environment are present in
higher percentage than those from the
rural environment (59.1% vs 40.9%). In
conclusion, we may say that the
enviroment plays a minimal influence
on inflammatory maxillar sinusitis, and
that patients from both environments
are roughly equally represented.
The highest incidence is for
patients between 41 and 50 years of age
(78 cases, 25.32%), followed by those
with ages between 31 and 40 (76 cases,
24.68%); the smallest number of
patients are in the 21-30 group of age (9
patients, 2.92%).Analysing the results
of other studies the highest number of
patients was for those with ages
between 31 and 40 [6,7,8], while in
other studies it was between 41 and 50
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years of age[7,9]; thus, we can establish
that the highest number of patients
with
inflammatory
odontogenic
maxillary sinus disease is between 30
and 50 years of age. In this age group
are 50% of all patients with
odontogenic sinusitis, so it results that
during these 20 years the molars are
most affected by caries, followed by
pulpitis and then by maxillary
odontogenic sinusitis due to accidents
during dental extractions, root remains
or bacterial infection from periodontal
tissues [6].
Our study reveals the higher
prevalence of chronic sinusitis, 65% of
cases, due to poor hygene and skipping
medical consult when the first
symptoms of acute sinusitis appear,
thus allowing the disease to become
chronic. Clinically, chronic sinusitis is
irreversible and its treatment implies
radical cure of sinus muccosa. Only a
small percent of patients (13%) come to
medical consult from the first
symptoms of acute sinusitis or when
the oro-antral fistula appears.Our
study confirms the high frequence of
chronic sinusitis, a fact also indicated
by other studies where the incidence is
as high as80.87% [9].
Regarding the unilateral or
bilateral presence of maxillary sinusitis,
our study shows bilateral sinusitis in
only 6 cases, while left or rigt sinusitis
was present in equal number of cases.
Comparing our results with those of
other studies, we observe that other
authors
also
obtained
equal
percentages for left and right maxillary
sinusitis [9].
Odontogenic maxillary sinusitis
appears as a combined interaction of
dento-periodontal structures and the
adjacent sinus muccosa and represent
one of the most frequent inflammatory
diseases of the maxillary sinus.
Anatomically, the maxillary sinus in in
close correlation withe the maxillar
alveolar process and the lateral
superior teeth. These close reposrts
between the dento-alvolar structures
and the maxillary sinus are depending

on the size of the sinusal cavity and the
length of the dental roots.Often, the
sinus is intricated between the dental
rootof the lateral superior teeth.
The
frequence
of
dental
implication in the maxillar sinus
pathology is: first molar, second molar,
second premolar, third molar, first
premolar, canine (1.5.). Our study
demonstrated the previously stated,
the highest incidence being discovered
in patients where the first molar was
the causing tooth (38.96%) and the
second molar close to it (16.88%),
together realising the main cause of
maxillary sinusitis in 55.84% fo
patients. For the rest of the patients, the
second premolar was cause of maxillar
sinusitis in 36 cases (11.69%), first
premolar in 24 cases (7.79%), canine for
23 patients (7.46.5), third molar for 9
cases (1.92%), lateral incisor for 4
patients (1.30%) and central incisor for
3 cases (.97%) but mostly not the only
tooth involved. Similarly to our
research, a study realised by Lung et al.
observed that the first molar was the
causal tooth in 34.67% of cases, the
second molar in 26.00% of cases,
second premolar in 13.33% of cases,
canine – 10.57%,first premolarul –
10.00%, third molarul - 5.33%.Our
study sustains other studies [7,9,10,11]
that observed that the superior molars
are the main cause for more than a half
of the cases of odontogenic maxillary
sinusitis. As a final result, we can
safely affirm that the superior molars
have the highest incidence as cause of
odontogenic maxillary sinusitis.
The time between the the first
symtoms and the first medical consult
varies from one day to fewvyears, the
inferior limit corresponding to the
cases when the maxillary sinusitis was
caused by a dental extraction with a
consequent oro-antral fistula or witrh a
root remain pushed intrasinusally, and
the superior limit being represented by
cases of chronicsinusitis, with long
asymptomatic
evolution,
which
became symptomatic after a long time
or were diagnosed late.Causes for
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maxillary sinusitis varied widely. In
most cases, the observed starting point
was represented by accidents and
complications of dental extractions
(oro-antral fistula and/or root remains
intrasinusally) in 43.51% of cases,
followed by dento-periodontal diseases
in 39.94% of cases. 2.92%of cases were
caused by failure of endodontic
treatmentby overflowing of the root
apex with filling materials or
incomplete root fillings [3,6]. In
13.64%of cases the maxillary sinusitis
was caused by a tumour in the
maxillary sinus (endosinusal mucocele)
or by an included tooth. Comparison of
our study with dates in medical
literature [7,9] we observe the same
distribution of causes for maxillary
sinusitis.
Oro-antral fistula is an accident of
intempestive dental extraction that
results in a communicsation between
the sinus and the mouth. According to
our study, 44,48% of patients with
odontogenic
maxillary
sinusitis
presented an oro-antral fistula, the rest
of 55.52% of sinusitis being caused by
dento-periodontal
diseases
or

endodontic treatment failures. Our
study demonstrates that most cases of
accidents during extractions of teeth in
close contact with the maxillary sinus
are representwed by oro-antral fistulas,
sometimes associated with intrasinusal
root.
Of the 308 patients included in
our study, 24.03%(74)presented root
remains in the superior dental arch,
which were the causing factor for the
maxillary sinusitis. The implication of
root remains in the patophysiology of
the maxillary sinusitis is realised by
pushing
the
root
remains
endosinusally as a result of incorrect
extraction technique of sinusal teeth, or
by complicated caries which cause an
extended inflammatory and infectious
process, which is easily transmitted to
the
maxillary
sinus,
causing
odontogenic sinusitis[3,5,6]. According
to the results of this statistical study, in
15,26% of the cases in the Oral and
Maxillo-Facial Surgery Clinic, the
presence of oro-antral fistula and of
endosinusal
root
remains
was
observed.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Women are more predisposed
in developing inflammatory
sinus diseases, although our
study did not confirm this
aspect.
2. Environment does not have any
influence on health issues in
patients
with
maxillary
odontogenic sinusitis, as they
approximately came in equal
percentage from urban as well
as from rural areas.

3. The most affected age group is
30-50 years of age.
4. Most patients were diagnosed
with chronic maxillary sinusitis.
5. Both maxillary sinuses are
equally affected by odontogenic
inflammmatory pathology.
6. Superior molars are the main
cause of maxillary odntogenic
sinusitis.
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IS THERE A REAL QUALITY OF LIFE
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ABSTRACT

The seek for orthodontic treаtment hаs surmounted the clаssicаl indicаtions for this type of therаpy, thаt is
why it is importаnt to evаluаte the true benefits gаined from this form of treаtment in relаtion with quаlity of life
aspects. Orаl symptoms – temporomаndibulаr disorder аssociаted with pаin, periodontаl diseаse, mаlocclusion,
dentаl trаumа аre thought to be improved through orthodontic treаtment, but this hаs only been proven so fаr for
dentаl trаumа аnd for periodontаl diseаse. Seeking improvement of the orаl functions through orthodontic treаtment
seems useful in reduced mаsticаtory аbility, but in relаtion to the phonаtion function there seems to be no reаl
connection between tooth positioning аnd the аbility to аrticulаte. The relаtion between sociаl well-being аnd the
need for orthodontic treаtment is confirmed by numerous studies, still there аre few identifying no significаnt
relаtion between the two. Increаsed self esteem аnd self confidence seem to be relаted to fаciаl esthetics content аnd
dentаl аppeаrаnce, but these hаve not been supported by controlled studies.
Key words: mаlocclusion, orаl symptoms, sociаlwell-being, emotionаl well-being
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INTRODUCTION
In
todаy‘s
world,
where
аesthetics seems to pаy аn increаsing
role in determining one‘s quаlity of life,
аnd where requests for orthodontic
treаtment hаve moved from children
аnd аdults in need to аdults seeking
improved аesthetics, it seems necessаry
to understаnd weаther orthodontic
treаtment brings reаl improvement to
sociаl аnd emotionаl well being, or it is
just аnother good dentist mаrketing
strаtegy. So fаr the literаture аvаilаble
is still deficient in dаtа regаrding
аdults аnd long term effects of

orthodontic treаtment on their quаlity
of life, thus this literаture аnаlysis is
focused on the аnаlysis of children‘s
quаlity of life evolution with or
without orthodontic treаtment.
The
relаtionship
between
mаlocclusion аnd the quаlity of life hаs
been thoroughly аnаlyzed through
numerous studies, but only а few of
these studies hаve compаred the
relаtionship between the quаlity of life
of the orthodontic treаted children аnd
the quаlity of life of the non-treаted
children.

OH-QOL (ORAL HEALTH RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE) AND ORTHODONTICS
Most of the studies conducted so
fаr hаve emphаsized the importаnce of
the sociаl аnd emotionаl аspects of
OH-QOL in children when evаluаting
the results of orthodontic treаtment,
but becаuse of the study design usedtrаnsversаl most of the times-we would
rаther tаlk аbout the аssociаtion of the
elements rаther thаn their cаuse-effect
relаtionship. The results obtаined must
be confirmed by further studies thаt
would better define the conclusions.
In order to exаmine the four big
domаins thаt define OH-QOL (orаl
symptoms, function limitаtion, sociаl
аnd emotionаl well-being) we hаve
аnаlyzed the existing literаture trying
to estаblish the relаtionship between
orthodontic
treаtment
аnd
orаl
symptoms improvement, between
orthodontic treаtment аnd sociаl life,

between orthodontic treаtment аnd the
orаl function аnd between the
emotionаl аnd psychologicаl wellbeing аnd orthodontic treаtment.
А recent study conducted in
Brаzil in 2008 by Oliveirа аnd Sheihаm
hаs evаluаted the impаct of the
orthodontic treаtment on the quаlity of
life of Brаziliаn аdolescents [1]. The
results of this study hаve shown thаt
аmong the pаrticipаnts those who hаd
finаlized the orthodontic treаtment hаd
1,85 times lower chаnces to hаve their
life quаlity influenced thаn those
currently in treаtment аnd 1,43 times
smаller chаnces thаn those who did not
undergo аny treаtment аt аll. The
scores were аlso mаtched with the ones
of а similаr cаse control study of а
similаr populаtion [2].

ORАL SYMPTOMS IMPROVEMENT IN RELATION TO THE ORTHODONTIC
TREАTMENT
The
аssociаtion
between
mаlocclusion аnd dentаl trаumа is
contrаdictory аccording to the existing
literаture. The relаtionship between the
size of the overjet аnd dentаl trаumа
suggests the fаct thаt for аn overjet
bigger thаn 3mm the risk of the
children‘s dentаl trаumа is twice аs big

thаn the one in а child with аn overjet
smаller thаn 3mm[3]. But, there аre
studies thаt indicаte no significаnt
relаtionship between overjet аnd
dentаl trаumа[4,5].
Pаin is one of the symptoms thаt
cаn аffect the quаlity of life [6].
Mаlocclusion itself does not generаte
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pаin, but it cаn intensify pаin through
the initiаtion of temporomаndibulаr
disorders, through dentаl trаumа аnd
gingivаl trаumа[7-11]. The studies
conducted so fаr do not confirm the
direct
relаtionship
between
mаlocclusion аnd temporomаndibulаr
suffering [12-14]. There is аlso no
confirmаtion, to the present dаte, of the
fаct thаt orthodontic treаtment could
determine or treаt temporomаdibulаr
disorders [9,12,13,15].
Аn increаsed prevаlence of the
periodontаl diseаse is аlso аssociаted

with а lаrge overjet, with а big overbite
аnd
with
severe
clаss
II/2
аnomаlies[7]. Still, the connection
between mаlocclusion аnd gingivаl
trаumа is controversiаl [16]. Todаy, а
consensus is аccepted- mаlocclusion is
а cofаctor thаt cаn аccelerаte
periodontаl diseаse but does not
initiаte it[17,18]. Eаrly correction of
protrusive incisors could hаve аn
impаct on both dentаl trаumа аnd
periodontаl trаumа, especiаlly if the
treаtment stаrts in the mixed dentition
period.

ORАL FUNCTION IMPROVEMENT THROUGH ORTHODONTIC TREАTMENT
In mаny situаtions orthodontic
treаtment is аimed аt speech
improvement аnd increаsed mаsticаtor
аbilities. The evidence аnаlyzed so fаr
hаve not confirmed the relаtionship
between the three. Аccording to а
number of studies [19,20]а significаnt
difference hаs been identified between
pаtients with mаlocclusion аnd those
with correct bite аnd mаsticаtor
efficiency. Аccording to а study[21]
there is а correlаtion between
nutritionаl stаtus, nutritionаl choices
аnd the severity of mаlocclusion.
Despite these dаtа, most of the studies
hаve found weаk or no correlаtion
between the mаsticаtor function аnd
mаlocclusion[22,23].

From the pronunciаtion аbility
point of view of the pаtients with
mаlocclusion, numerous studies[24,25]
hаve found little аssociаtion between
the two. The pronunciаtion of the
sibilаnts s, j, z cаn be difficult for
pаtients with deep bite аnd those with
overbite [26,27]. Despite of these fаcts,
becаuse when pronouncing words
more elements аre involved then tooth
positioning аnd occlusion, а direct
cаuse аnd effect relаtionship cаnnot be
estаblished between the two[28]. The
fаct thаt pronunciаtion is а highly
аdаptive process is suggested by the
fаct thаt despite severe mаlocclusion,
pаtients mаnаge to compensаte this
function аnd speаk correctly[24,29-31].

ORTHODONTIC TREАTMENTАND ITS SOCIАL IMPАCT
The relаtionship between sociаl
аdequаcy аnd а person‘s аspect is а
mаrker for one‘s sociаl populаrity [3234], for its sociаl behаvior аnd for its
personаlity аppreciаtion. Physiognomy
is highly influenced by the аspect of
the teeth [25,32,33]. Аccording to а
study, the аcаdemic potentiаl аnd the
intelligence of а student аre evаluаted
by а teаcher from а dentаl-fаciаl point
of view аlso. There аre studies which
prove thаt the presence of the diаstemа
or frontаl teeth crowding cаn
аutomаticаlly plаce the student in а
inferior sociаl clаss [32] or cаn lаbel

him аs being less intelligent or less
аttrаctive. But, there аre studies thаt
suggest the fаct thаt there is no
correlаtion
between
the
fаciаl
аppeаrаnce
аnd
children‘s
аttrаctiveness in school [35].
Mаlocclusion is аlso frequently
relаted to bullying. Bullying victims
аre frequently sociаlly isolаted аnd
suffer from psychologicаl problems
including аnxiety аnd depression[36].
There аre numerous proves relаting
bullying in eаrly childhood to аdult life
psychologicаl issues [37]. To the dаte,
there аre insufficient dаtа to confirm
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the relаtionship between orthodontic
treаtment for these children аnd the
improvement of their sociаl life[38].
Recent studies confirm the fаct thаt
OH-QOL determinаtions in these

children in order to determine the
sociаl аnd psychologicаl components
of orаl heаlth on the quаlity of life of
these children, is аn importаnt
instrument[1,2].

EMOTIONАLSTАTE IMPROVEMENT THROUGH ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
А series of studies [39] confirm
the effect of orthodontic therаpy on self
esteem, mostly
regаrding
аdult
pаtients аnd orthognаtic surgery
needing pаtients [40,41]. The dаtа
аvаilаble for аdolescents аnd smаll
children аre on the other hаnd, а lot
less convincing.
The connection between self
esteem аnd orthodontic treаtment hаs
been аnаlyzed in studies such аs thаt of
Centofаnte, Brittin [42]. Shаme,
inferiority аnd uselessness feelings аre
frequently
relаted
to
severe
mаlocclusions[43].
Increаsed
self
esteem аnd self confidence seem to be
relаted to fаciаl esthetics content аnd
dentаl аppeаrаnce. Generаlly, pаtients
who аre sаtisfied with their аppeаrаnce
score better in self esteem аnd self
confidence. Most of the studies
confirming this аre trаnsversаl ones[42]
or without а control group, whereаs
control group evаluаtions fаil to
estаblish а cаuse-effect relаtionship
between а higher self esteem аnd
orthodontic treаtment. А prospective
study conducted in Norwаy on 224

children аged between 11-15 yeаrs old
hаs proven no cаuse-effect connection
between self esteem аnd orthodontic
treаtment [44]. Experimentаl controlled
studies conducted in USА аnd Greаt
Britаin [45]аnаlyzing the psycho-sociаl
implicаtions of the eаrly orthodontic
treаtment hаve hаd similаr results to
the study conducted in Norwаy. These
studies confirm in fаct thаt аlthough а
few specific dentаl evаluаtions cаn be
influenced
by
the
orthodontic
treаtment this hаs little or no effect on
those pаtients self esteem [46].
Аccording to а longitudinаl
prospective study conducted in
Cаrdiff, orthodontic treаtment, or
better sаid, lаck of it when recommend,
did not determine psychologicаl
implicаtion in those children‘s self
esteem[47,48].
The increаsed self
esteem of the pаrticipаnts in the 20
yeаrs follow up is not relаted to
orthodontic treаtment nor wаs it
аssociаted with the orthodontic
treаtment need identified аt the
beginning of the follow up period.

CONCLUSION
The results of this аnаlysis of up
to dаte literаture show the fаct thаt,
аlthough psychologicаl аspects аre
more importаnt in determining
orthodontic treаtment requests[49], it
does not hаve а decisive effect in
increаsing self esteem or in increаsing

sociаl well being. These results will not
chаnge the dentists‘ populаr belief thаt
orthodontic treаtment will bring
benefits on the pаtients self esteem, but
it might mаke us reevаluаte the wаy
the benefits of orthodontic treаtment
hаve been аppreciаted so fаr.
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ABSTRACT

The esthetic rehabilitation of patients with disharmonic smile demands, in most cases, a multi-disciplinary
approach.
This clinical report describes a treatment plan for a patient with an unaesthetic appearance derived from
dento-facial disharmonies that have been caused by missing teeth, malposition, and a large diastema. The lack of both
financial and time resources of the patient makes collaboration with an orthodontist difficultand both face the
challenge of choosing alternatives that rely only on restorative and prosthetic treatment.
Initially, diagnostic wax-up,mock-up and provisional restorations were performed. Assessment of the
aesthetic proportion as well asthe shape of the teeth was obtained exclusively with porcelain fused to metal-fixed
partial dentures.The framework of fixed partial denture was fabricated from dental alloys using selective laser
sintering/ selective laser melting (SLS/ SLM)technique. The shape, contour and color of fixedpartialdenture recreate
a natural looking smile integrated with the facialaspect of the patient.
Key words: space management,diastema,porcelain fused to metal fixed partial-denture, selective laser
sintering, selective laser melting, smile design
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INTRODUCTION
Harmony between one‘s smile
and face are fundamental in facial
esthetics which increase self-esteem
and well-being of the individual.[1]
Esthetics of smile is based on a
proper position of the lips, gingival
tissue condition, color, size, shape, and
position of teeth.[2-5]Criteria that
constitute
the
global
esthetic
parameters are the smile line, the
midline, the incisal edge position, the
incisal plane and the buccal corridor.
An integrated assessment of each
component should be performed when
prosthetic
rehabilitation
becomes
necessary.[3,4]
Congenitally
missing
lateral
incisors cases can use interdisciplinary
modalities for treatment. Diastema

closure can use various rehabilitation
options: orthodonticallyand/ or with
restorative treatment. Orthodontic
treatment can improve patient‘s
esthetics but needs time and is not
sufficient alone. The literature has
demonstrated that direct composite
resin restorations, porcelain laminate
veneers and crowns are good treatment
for correcting anterior diastema.[5]
Rehabilitation of the smile design
requires professional comprehension of
the natural dentition aspects and a
careful treatment plan. This plan
includes a clinical and radiographic
examination, study models with
diagnostic wax-upand provisional
restorations served with aesthetic
rehabilitation.[6]

CASE REPORT
The case report presents a53-yearold male, who came to the Faculty of
Dentistry
Timisoara,departmentof
Prosthodontics,
requestingthe
replacement of the old maxillary fixed
partial
dentures
and
esthetic
rehabilitation. He gave us the inform
consent regarding the full face
photography.(Fig.1)
The clinical examination included
a comprehensive exo- and endo-bucal
examination,
photographic
examination,panoramic
radiograph
and study cast examination.The endobucalexamination
included
more
detailed research regarding biological
aspects (presence of decays, probing
depths, bleeding on probing, missing
teeth) and esthetic parameters (shape,
color of existing teeth and fixed partial
dentures).
The
patient
presented
the
following (Fig. 2):
•
a large diastema,
•
congenitally missing of both
superior lateral incisors (1.2,2.2),
•
an oldmetallicacrylic fixed
partial denturebetween teeth 1.3 and

1.6, causing an unpleasant esthetic
effect,
•
spaces between teeth 2.4and
2.5,
•
absence of 1.7, 2.6 and 2.7,
•
prosthodontic diagnosis for
maxillary arch is Kennedy class I with
2 modifications, because of the
congenitally missing lateral incisors;
•
prosthodonticdiagnosis for
mandibular
arch
is
KennedyclassII.class II.
Position anomaly is presented in
the maxillary arch because of the
absence of the molar group. In addition
the second premolar migrated distally
and took place and function of molars.
Since the second premolars are the last
teeth on both maxillary quadrants the
principle of the shorteneddental arch
was considered in treatment plan
decision.
The initial treatment plan was to
orthodontically close the diastema
between the upper central incisors and
to re-establish occlusion in order to
create the necessary space for implant
placement.
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Unfortunately, the patient wasn‘t
prepared to pursue an orthodontic and
surgical treatment because of alack of
both time and financial resources.
The second treatment plan was to
create a space management treatment
by using only a prosthodontics
technique in order get esthetic and
functional outcome.
The treatment plan was guided
by the patient‘s written consent and
approval to take digital photographs
before and during the treatment.(Fig.3)
Following a clinical examination,
an impression was taken for study
cast(Fig. 4).
An evaluation of the existing
teeth positions opened up the
possibility of restoring the patient‘s
dentition with a fixed dental prosthesis
design in order to improve the esthetic
appearance and functionality.
After a wax–up was performed in
the dental laboratory(Fig.5),the first
interim-fixed
restoration
was
fabricated in order to analyze the
position and alignment of the teeth,
and to satisfy biological, mechanical
and esthetic requirements. (Fig.6). The
patient couldn‘t adapt to new phonetic
quality and perceptive changes in

pronunciation
with
the
interim
restoration ,and requested to preserve
a smaller diastema in the new fixed
dental prosthesis.
In addition, to meet esthetic
expectations and improve the patient‘s
appearance, a new re-evaluation of
space management and modifications
in teeth preparation was performed to
provide a natural diastema through the
restorativetreatment plan.
This aspect gave us the
opportunity to be more conservative in
crown preparation for the porcelainfused
to
metal-fixed
dental
prosthesis.(Fig.7). The framework was
obtained from dental alloys using
selective laser sintering/ selective laser
melting (SLS/ SLM) technique.
After try-in and adaptation of the
two maxillary fixed partial dentures,
the patient was satisfied with the new
shape and color and the cementation
was performed.(Fig. 8 &9).
The final restorations were
cemented only after the patient was
satisfied with his new smile design and
consent. This step was important,
especially when making compromises
for economic reasons.

Figure 1. Full face
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Figure 2. Initial smile view

Figure 3. Retracted view after removal of an
old fixed dental prosthesis

Figure 4. Diagnostic cast

Figure 5. Diagnostic wax-up

Figure 6. The patient smile with the provisional restoration

Figure 7. Teeth preparation cast

Figure 8. Retracted post-treatment maxillary view.
Maxillary occlusal view of fixed partial denture
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Figure 9. Post-treatment full smile

Figure 10. Full face post-treatment smile design

DISCUSSIONS
Laterally incisors are the most
common congenitally missing teeth,
which are usually diagnosed relevant
clinical examination and a panoramic
radiograph.[7] Since they present an
important part of anterior esthetics,
patients will come to a dental team
demanding
to
improve
their
appearance.
The presence of the space or
diastema
doesn‘t
always
need
correction by the dental team.
Good communication between
the patient and the dental team is
essential andpresents basic guidancefor
treatment planning and understanding
the patient‘s vision of esthetics.
Some patients are confortable
with a diastema and are unable to
adapt to major changes in their smile
design.By
having
intermediaryrestoration cemented, the
patientgets the chance to modify the
final smile result by expressing his
point of view and to adapt to his new
look.
When approaching a multidisciplinary treatment in a dento-facial
disharmony, the two key factors are
time and budget.At times, patients are
lacking one orboth factors and their
cases becomea challenge for the dental
team.

In
this
presented
case,the
treatment plan included an alternative
method in order to meet the patient‘s
functional and esthetic needs.Despite
the need for orthodontics and
implantsurgerythe goal of smile design
enhancement was attained only with
restorative dentistry.
The decision, if a prosthodontics
approach by itself was possible,would
be taken only after a good treatment
plan with a facial analysis, dento-facial
analysis, dental analysis,diagnostically
cast wax up, mock up and functional
occlusal tests are made.In addition, for
anterior teeth a phonetic analysis plays
an important role.[8]In this case, good
space management made possible a
more
conservative
prosthetic
preparation and preserved more teeth
structure,
avoiding
a
possible
endodontic treatment.[9]
The
selection
of
adequate
materials and techniques that make
optimal esthetic results possible should
be carried out in order to get
restoration as close to the natural
dentition as possible. Advances in
restorative dentistry and development
of ceramic systems with biomechanical
properties, combined with mimetic
requirement, allow the fabrication of
restorations with aesthetic and longlasting results.[10]
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When beginning a high esthetic
restorative case, focusing on diagnosis,
respecting the risk management,
establishing a clear vision smile design

factors (age, oral conditions, sex,
personality) are guiding tools to a
successful outcome.

CONCLUSIONS
Rehabilitation of the smile design
require
in
most
cases
a
multidisciplinary approach. Sometimes
the lack of time and financial support,
like in this presented case, lead to an

alternative treatment plan,where the
smile
design
enhancement
was
attained only with prosthetic and
restorative dentistry.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to present alternative technologies in making frameworks from dental alloys using
selective laser sintering/ selective laser melting (SLS/ SLM) and to investigate the marginal adaptation of the fixed
dental prostheses using the en faceoptical coherence tomography.25 metal frameworks were considered for this study,
and the selective laser technology (Phenix PXS Dental laser sintering machine)was employed for generate the metal
infrastructures.The evaluation of the marginal adaptation of the fixed dental prostheses was done using the en face
optical coherence tomography.
The results of this in vitro study show that metal frameworks produced with laser sintering/ laser melting
technology exhibit a marginal and internal accuracy that is comparable to conventional production procedures.
Key words: fixed partial denture, selective laser sintering, selective laser melting, optical coherence
tomography.
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INTRODUCTION
Metal ceramics are still the most
widely used material for fabricating
complete coverage crowns and fixed
partial dentures [1]. The traditional
technique for fabricating the metal
substructure is the lost-wax technique
and using various metal alloys for
casting.
Frameworks for fixed partial
denture made out of dental alloys
thought classic techniques currently
involve many errors like marginal and
internal gaps.[2]
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is
a well-known technique for rapid
prototyping, rapid manufacturing and
rapid tooling and is fast gaining
acceptance in various areas of
applications
such
as
aerospace,
molding and biomedical[3]. The
process has become a leading
technique for rapid manufacturing and
can process more types of materials
than
any
other
rapid

prototyping/manufacturing
techniques.
With
the
introduction
of
powerful high quality lasers, the partial
melting of SLS
has been taken over by complete
melting giving rise a new development
of Selective Laser Melting (SLM),with
an aim to achieve complete melting of
powders.[4]
The marginal fitofmetal-ceramic
crowns has been the focus of various
investigations. A good marginal fit
seems to be one of the most important
technical factors for the long-term
success of metal-ceramic crowns [5].
The aim of this study is to present
alternative technologies in making
frameworks from dental alloys using
selective laser sintering/ selective laser
melting (SLS/ SLM) and to investigate
the marginal adaptation of the fixed
dental prostheses using the en face
optical coherence tomography(OCT).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
25 metal frameworks were
considered for this study. The dental
mould was made from epoxy resin
(Crystal, Bredent) (Fig.1). The selective
laser technology was employed for
generate the metal infrastructures. All
the samples were produced using
Phenix PXS Dental laser sintering
machine from Phenix Systems (France)
and the dental plastic cast was scanned
with D700 scanner from 3Shape Dental
(Denmark). The laser sintering machine
is using a laser Class I withP=50W and
λ =1070 nm. The frameworks were
made exclusively from ChromeChobalt powder alloy without Nickel
(Fig. 2).
The interested area were obtained
by sectioning the model corresponding
to the bridge zone (Fig.3). After that,
the evaluation of the marginal
adaptation of the fixed dental
prostheses was done using the en face

optical coherence tomography. The
system was working at 1300 nm, 18
degree scanning, with 260 slices per
sample investigation (Fig. 4). The
optical coherence tomography was
working in Time Domain (TD) mode.
The slices were used to obtain three
dimensional reconstructions of the
interested areas.
Two en-face OCT systems have
been used. Both use similar pigtailed
super-luminescent
diodes
(SLD)
emitting at 1300 nm and having
spectral bandwidths of 65 nm which
determine an OCT longitudinal
resolution of around 17.3 microns in
tissue. The first OCT system performs
OCT only, in both C-scan and B-scan
regimes, with low NA, allowing 1 cm
lateral image size. The second system,
equipped with a confocal channel at
970 nm, uses a high NA interface optics
allowing 1 mm image size. The
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configuration of the second system, as
shown in Fig. 2, uses two single mode
directional couplers. Light from the
SLD source is injected into the system
via the directional coupler DC1 which
splits the light towards the two arms of
the interferometer, the probing and the
reference arm respectively. The
probing beam is reflected by the
dichroic beam-splitter BS1 and then
sent via the galvanometer scanners SX
and SY to the sample. Two telescopes
incorporated between these elements
conveniently alter the diameter of the
beam in order to match the aperture of
different elements in the probing path
and convey a probing beam of around
8 mm in diameter through the
microscope objective MO‘s pupil plane.
Hence, a lateral resolution of around 2
μm in the confocal channel could be
achieved. A transversal resolution
better than 5 microns is obtained in the
OCT channel. Light back-scattered by
the sample passes a second time
through the object arm and is guided
towards the single mode directional
coupler DC2 via DC1 where it
interferes with that coming from the
reference arm. Both output fibers from
DC2 are connected to two pin photodetectors in a balanced photo-detection
unit. A computer driven translation
stage (TS) is used to construct B-scan
images by stopping the frame scanner
and moving TS along the optical axis of
the reference beam. The scanning
procedure is similar to that used in any
confocal microscope, where the fast
scanning is en-face (line rate) and the
depth scanning is much slower (at the
frame rate). The en-face scans provide
an instant comparison to the familiar
sight provided by direct view or by a
conventional microscope. Features seen
with the naked eye can easily be
compared with features hidden in
depth. Sequential and rapid switching
between the en-face regime and the
cross-section regime, specific for the
en-face OCT systems, represents a
significant advantage in the noninvasive imaging as images with

different orientations can be obtained
using the same system. As shown in
Fig. 2, in the en-face regime, the frame
grabber is controlled by signals from
the generators driving the X-scanner
and the Y-scanner. One galvo-scanner
is driven with a ramp at 500 Hz and
the other galvo-scanner with a ramp at
2 Hz. In this way, an en-face image, in
the plane (x, y) is generated at constant
depth. The next en-face image at a new
depth is then generated by moving the
translation stage in the reference arm of
the interferometer and repeating the (x,
y) scan. Ideally, the depth interval
between successive frames should be
much smaller than the system
resolution in depth and the depth
change applied only after the entire enface image has been collected.
However, in practice, to speed up the
acquisition, the translation stage was
moved continuously. Alternatively, a
scanning delay line could be used,
which can achieve faster depth
scanning rates. In the images presented
below, no other phase modulation was
employed apart from that introduced
by the X-galvanometer scanner. We
demonstrated in a previous study the
role played by the image size in
balancing the effects of an external
phase
modulator
and
of
the
modulation
produced
by
the
transversal scanner. If the image is
sufficient large, then the distortions
introduced by not using a phase
modulator are insignificant. The other
system contains an OCT channel only,
and the X and Y scanners are grouped
spatially. Only one lens L of focal
length 4 cm is used between the XY
scanner head, allowing a larger lateral
size image and a coarser transversal
resolution in comparison with the
second system, of only 15 microns. The
X and Y scanners are similar and
driven at the same line rate (500 Hz)
and frame rate (2 Hz) as in the
previous system. In the cross-section
regime, the frame grabber is controlled
by signals from the generator driving
the X-scanner (or the Y-scanner) with a
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ramp at 500 Hz and the translation
stage moving over the depth range
required in 0.5 s. In this case, an OCT
cross-section image is produced either
in the plane (x, z) or (y, z) (Fig. 5.a.).
The calibration of the system was
performed by the 1951 USAF
resolution test chart (Edmond Optics)
(Fig.5.b.). The1951 USAF resolution test
chartis a test pattern conforming to
MIL-STD-150A standard. The pattern
consists of groups of three bars
(smallRonchi rulings) with dimensions
from big to small.The common format
consists of six "groups" in three layers

of patterns. The largest groups,
forming the first layer, are located on
the outer sides. The smaller layers
repeat the same pattern but are
progressively smaller toward the
center. Each group consists of six
elements, numbered from 1 to 6.
Within the same layer, the oddnumbered groups appear contiguously
from 1 through 6 from the upper right
corner. The first element of the evennumbered groups is at the lower right
of the layer, with the remaining 2
through 6, at the left.

Figure 1. The dental models were made from epoxy
resin (Crystal, Bredent)

Figure 2. The metal infrastructures were produced
using Phenix PXS Dental laser sintering machine from
Phenix Systems (France)

Figure 3. The models were sectioned related to the
bridge area

Figure 4. The general aspect of the Time Domain
Optical Coherence Tomography system used in this
study
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a
b
Figure 5. a. En-face OCT at 1300 nm/confocal at 970 nm system. SLD = superluminescent diode, SX, SY: X and
Y scanners; IMG = index matching gel; APD: avalanche photodiode; L1, L2, L3, L4: lenses: MO1-5: microscope
objectives; PD1, 2: pin photo-detectors; BS1,2: beam-splitters; LPF: low pass filter;
PM:polarization; b. The USAF test chart

RESULTS
Al the samples were scanned
with the Time Domain OCT and 2D
slices resulted. The dual channel allows
us to evaluate different aspects
simultaneously on the same slice. In 20
samples a good marginal fitting was
observed (fig. 6, a), while in the rest of
5, some distance between the marginal
preparation and the cervical margin of

the crown could be spotted (Fig. 6 a,b).
The values obtained from the
measurements were presented in the
table nr. 1.
Nevertheless,
the
3D
reconstruction permit an even better
image for the entire marginal fitting of
each considered sample (Fig. 7).

a
b
Figure 6. 2D TD OCT slices obtain after the noninvasive marginal adaptation scanning procedure: a. aspect of a
good fitting crown on the dental model; b. poor marginal adaptation of a crown onto the dental model (red lines)
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Figure 7. 3D reconstruction of a sample with a good marginal fitting. The dual channel allows to observe different
views simultaneously

Table 1. The marginal fit gaps of the 5 samples detected with the TDOCT system
Nr

Sample Number

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sample nr. 8
Sample nr. 15
Sample nr. 17
Sample nr. 21
Sample nr. 25

Mean value for the
Vestibular Area
(µm)
50
40
90
220
70

Mean value for
the Oral Area
(µm)
40
160
180
80
40

Mean value for
the Mesial Area
(µm)
40
120
110
120
40

Mean value for
the Distal Area
(µm)
150
40
60
40
80

DISCUSSIONS
The marginal fit of dental
restorations is one of the most
important criteria when evaluating the
clinical acceptability of crowns [5].
Although clinical evaluations of
marginal discrepancies have their
limitations and inherent errors, it
seemed to be important to investigate
newly
developed
fabrication
technologies.
Previous
studies
concerning different materials and
techniques resulted in a wide range of
reported values of marginal and
internal fit [6-8]. The final gap size
between the framework and the
abutment marginal preparation gaps
should not exceed 40 microns in order
to avoid failures of the prosthetic
treatments. Therefore, the accuracy of
the metal frameworks is analyzed by
studying the gap size accumulation of
the different steps of the procedure[8-

10]. The impression of the dental arch,
needed to generate the work model,
lead to a small deviation of the position
of the abutments. Another error is
caused by the geometry capturing
system, including the precision and
mounting of the registration elements
and the accuracy and resolution of the
measurement equipment. [11,12]
The production of the metal
infrastructure by SLS generates the
most important errors. The stair effect
is inherent to the layer –wise
manufacturing but can be reduced by
tilting the framework in the build
volume. The SLS process accuracy,
limited by deformations due to thermal
stress and dimensional errors, can be
increased
by
using
optimal
parameters.[13,14]. The infiltration
process, needed for Liquid Phase
Sintering, is responsible for a last
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deformation error because the complex
frameworks are difficult to support
during the furnace cycle.
Akova et al [15] recently
compared shear bond strengths of cast
Ni-Cr and Co-Cr alloys and a lasersintered Co-Cr alloy to dental
porcelain. The authors reported that
the
bond
strengths
were
not
significantly different and that the
laser-sintering technique for the Co-Cr
alloy appeared promising for dental
applications.
Ukar et al [16]compare the
internal fit of laser-sintered Co-Cr alloy
crowns with base metal restorations
prepared from another Co-Cr alloy and
a Ni-Cr alloy using conventional
casting techniques. The results of their
study reveal no significant difference

among the 3 alloy groups evaluated for
the internal gap width of sectioned
crown specimens.
SLS/SLM technology provides a
fast
and
efficient
method
to
manufacture metal frameworks for
fixed
partial
prosthesis.
This
technology leads to good and complex
metal infrastructure without lengthy
manual pre or post- processing.
Optimal process parameters guarantee
an accurate fit between the framework
and the dental models, necessary in
order to avoid mechanical or biological
failures of the prosthetic treatment. The
analysis of the fitting gaps in our study
study
demonstrates
a
clinically
acceptable accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS
This in vitro study shows that
metal frameworks produced with laser
sintering/ laser melting technology
exhibit a marginal and internal
accuracy that is comparable to
conventional production procedures.

The optical coherence tomography,
working in Time Domain noninvasive
mode, proofs itself as a useful in vivo
and in vitro method to analyzethe
marginal adaptation of different
prosthetic restorations.
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ABSTRACT

The retromolar foramen (RMF) of the mandible is a normal variation which impedes with dental procedures.
As the retromolar canal is neglected in anatomical textbooks and is rarely documented in scientific publications.
In this study, was performed a CBCT scan of the mandible and maxilla in a male patient (37 years old). On
the digital orthopantomogram the mandibular canals (MCs) were adequately identified. On the right side was
identified an accessory canal within the mandible ramus, diagnosed asretromolar canal (RMC). It left the right MC
and described a loop distally to the edentulous third molar area, to further adopt a recurrent course through the
mandible branch towards the base of the coronoid process.
CBCT appears as the most suitable tool to adequately investigate anatomically the RMCs.
Key words: retromolar foramen, retromolar canal, CBCT, mandibular canal
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INTRODUCTION
Within the human mandible the
occurence of accessory canals is greater
than their absence (Aps, 2014).
The retromolar foramen (RMF) of
the mandible is a normal variation
which
impedes
with
dental
procedures, such as the extraction of an
impacted third mandibular molar
(Ossenberg, 1987). It was initially
located in the retromolar fossa, onethird to midway between the tip of the
coronoid process and the molar
occlusal plane (Ossenberg, 1987). As in
any other canalar variation of the
mandible, a neural content of a variant
canal can escape anesthetization if the
respective canal is not identified prior
to anesthesia. Moreover, a distally
placed osteointegratedimplant, as well
as endodontic treatments and sagittal
split osteotomy surgeries can damage
the content of a retromolar canal
(RMC), if present (Kumar Potu et al.,
2013). Such variant canals of the
mandible can give passage either to
blood vessels, or to nerves, or both.

Nerve fibers coursing through the
retromolar canal opened into the
retromolar foramen of the mandible,
between the temporal crest and the
anterior border of the ramus, can
distribute to the tendon of the
temporalis muscle, buccinator muscle,
the posterior region of the mandible
alveolar process, as well as to the third
mandibular molar. The presence of the
retromolar foramen is not dependent
on the lateral teeth of mandible
(Bilecenoglu
and
Tuncer,
2006).Variations in position of the RMF
have been described (Ossenberg, 1987).
As the retromolar canal is
neglected in anatomical textbooks and
is rarely documented in scientific
publications(von Arx et al., 2011),
although its first descriptions were
published byOssenberg in the 80‘s
(Patil et al., 2013), we present here the
Cone Beam Computed Tomography
(CB CT) anatomy of the mandible in a
case with an unilaterally present RMC.

CASE REPORT
In a male patient (37 years old) a
CBCT scan of the mandibleand maxilla
was performed, prior to surgical
implant placement procedures, with a
CBCT machine – iCat (Imaging
Sciences International), the data being
analyzed with the iCatVision software,
as previously described (Rusu et al.,
2013).
On
the
digital
orthopantomogram the mandibular
canals
(MCs)
were
adequately
identified. On the right side was
identified an accessory canal within the
mandible ramus (fig.1). This was
diagnosed as RMC. It left the right MC
and described a loop distally to the
edentulous third molar area, to further
adopt a recurrent course through the

mandible branch towards the base of
the coronoid process.
The RMC was identified at its
best
by
oblique
multiplanar
reconstructions
(MPRs)
(fig.2),
although it was also recognized on
sagittal (fig.2), coronal (fig.3) and axial
(fig.3) MPRs. However, although its
course through the compact border of
the ramus was assessed, the exact
location of the RMF was elusive.
Therefore, a 3D study was performed,
by use of the 3DVR v5.0.0.3 software
associated
with
the
iCatVIsion
software. It was so clearly assessed the
location of the RMF within the
retromolar foramen, at its inferior end
(fig.4).
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Figure 1. Digital orthopantomogram of the patient, identifying the within the right ramus of the mandible a
recurrent accessory canal directed to the base of the coronoid process (inset, zoomed-in and with digitally
contrast-enhanced)

Figure 2. Sequential oblique (A-C) and sagittal (D)
multiplanar reconstructions of the right ramus of the
mandible, at the level of a retromolar canal (black
arrow), leaving the mandibular canal (arrowhead)
distally to the third molar area. The maxillary sinus is
indicated (white arrow)

Figure 3. Sequential coronal (A-C) and axial (D)
multiplanar reconstructions of the right ramus of the
mandible, at the level of a retromolar canal (arrow).
The mandibular canal is indicated (arrowhead), as well
as the maxillary sinus (*)

Figure 4. Three-dimensional volume renderization demonstrating the exact anatomical location of the retromolar
foramen
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DISCUSSIONS
The classical description of the
RMC is that of a canal branching off
the MC distally to the third mandibular
molar and curving to open into,
generally into the lingual half of the
retromolar fossa (Patil et al., 2013); the
opening of the RMC in the
retromolartrigone was also noted (Potu
et al., 2014). As we also noticed, the
three-dimensional
volume
renderizations of CBCT data are
particularly effective for confirming the
presence of such canals (Han et al.,
2014), and for assessing their exact
opening in the mandible ramus. The
frequency of the RMC has been
variably reported in different studies
(Ossenberg, 1987), ranging in an
interval between 3.2% and 72%. (Potu
et al., 2014).
Three types of RMC were initially
described, two of these branching off
the
MC
and
being
opened,
respectively, in the superior and the
inferior parts of the retromolar fossa.
The third type, defined as the temporal
crest canal, has the two ends posterior

and, respectively, anterior to the
temporal crest of mandible (Han et al.,
2014, Kawai et al., 2014, Ossenberg,
1986). Recently, the RMC classification
was updated on a CBCT study basis to
three different types of RMC different
to the temporal crest canal (Patil et al.,
2013). These were defined as types AC(Patil et al., 2013): the first one referrs
to a RMC branched off from the MC
distally to the third molar, the second
type defines a RMC coursing betwen
the retromolar fossa and the roots of
the third mandibular molar and the
last type characterizes a RMC
originating from the MC in the
mandibular foramen and descending
towards the retromolar fossa. In our
judgement types A and B are quite
similar, except the straight course of
the RMC in type A, different to the
curved and recurent course of the RMC
in type B. In the case reported here a
correpondence was established with
the type B of this systematization.

CONCLUSIONS
CBCT appears as
suitable tool to adequately
anatomically the RMCs.
knowledge
of
the

the most
investigate
A sound
anatomical

possibilities of the mandible canalar
structure allows an accurate CBCT
diagnosis of variant canals of
mandible, if present.
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of a stress caused by masticatory force is essential to establish an appropriate design of the implant
suportedprostheses in terms of biomechanics. Finite element analysis (FEA) has been recognized as a useful method
which predicts the effect of stress on structures. This research work investigated the methods for the generation of
finite element models of implants and bone structures, that can be used for determine a biomechanically behavior of
the implant and alveolar bone.
Key words: finite element analysis, bone graft, implant
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INTRODUCTION
Experimental stress analysis of
implants and alveolar bone has been a
topic of interest during the last decade.
The object of such research was the
determination of stress distribution
and improvement of the mechanical
strength of these structures.
A major method of stress analysis
is the finite element method. The use of
finite element analysis in dentistryhas
beensignificantly refined during the
last years.In finite element analysis,a
large structure is divided into a
number of small simple-shaped

elements,
for
which
individual
deformation can be easily calculated.
Because the implants and alveolar bone
cannot
be
assimilated
to
a
simplifiedgeometricrepresentationbuth
avea layered structure, the method
have been developed to refine
geometry acquisition.
The aim of our workwas to
propose a simple procedure to evaluate
through finite element analysis the
displacement and stress distribution of
an implant and alveolar bone.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
An individual three -dimensional
geometry model was built
usingcomputer tomography data of the
subject ́s maxilla. The used spiral CT
recorded grayscale images of layers
through the maxilla at a distance of 1
mm. The geometry of an 13-mmlength

implant was also used.The implant was
inserted in anatomical position and
oriented to replace the first premolar in
the right maxilla.
Using SolidWorkssoftware a 3D
model in STL format was generated
and meshing of this model was done.

Figure 1. The mesh of the implant

The surface was imported into
ANSYS, where the geometry model
generation
and
the
computer
simulation took place. The software
consists
of
SOLID186
volume
elements.Surface contours of the
implant and alveolar bone were fitted

based on pixel densityusing the
interactive image control system.
Boolean operations were used to assure
the
interfacial
meshcongruence
between the implant and the alveolar
bone.
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Figure 2. 3D model of the implant

The implant and the bone were
meshed by solid elements having three
degrees of freedom at each
node.The keypoints belonging to each
tissue were connected by splines
within the layers as well as splines
between keypoints from adjacent
layers. Between the splines volumes
were generated.
The thickness of the implant and
the alveolar bone was chosen in order
to save elements and therefore
computation time. This simplification
can be justified by the elastic modulus
of materials.

Also for the purpose of
simplification,
the
implant
was
replaced by a simple cylinder.The
model was presumed to represent ideal
osseointegration, with complete union
between the implant and the alveolar
bone. Due to the high stiffness of the
implant and the bone, those were
modeled as homogenious and linear
isotropic materials.
Fixed zero-displacement in the
three spatial dimensions wasassigned.
Masticatory forces in the OX
(laterotrusion), OY (protrusion) and
OZ axial (axial force) formed the basis
for the simulation of loads.

Figure 3. Distribution of von Mises stresses

DISCUSSIONS
The method used in the study
suggests thatmaximum detailswas
obtained by surface/interface-based
meshing.
Elements
do
not
overlap,resultingin
a
controlled

representation of interfaces like the
implant-bone one.
Another advantageswhen using
the efinite element analysis are the
possibilities offered by the Boolean
738

operations with predefined CAD
objects.
The
user-friendly
graphic
interface allowsmodifications of the
different
parts
and
instantly
exportation of volumetricallymeshed in
the Ansys Software.

As a limitation of this finite
element study, it was assumed that
100% osseointegration of the implant
had been achieved. In practice, the
complex mechanical behavior of
implant and alveolar bone may be
affected differently.

CONCLUSIONS
This work describes a simple
method for the generationof finite
element models of implants and
alveolar bone.This method is rapid and

can readily be used for other
applications to create specific models
usingCT data.
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ABSTRACT

An ideal mixed dentition prediction method is one that can accurately predict the space for permanent
canines and premolars without over or underestimation. The aim of this study was to evaluate prediction method
equation for estimating the mixed dentition mandibular arch length analysis by digital orthopantomography.
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INTRODUCTION
Most orthodontic problems begin
during the period of time when the
development of the entire masticatory
apparatus, including the dental arch
and occlusion, proceeds from the
primary to the permanent dentition.
The transition from this stage to a well
aligned arch form in the permanent
dentition is dependent upon the space
required, and that which is available
(4). Space management represents one
of the most critical aspects of
orthodontic treatment in mixed
dentition. The 2-6 length is the
difference between the combined

mesio-distal widths of the primary
cuspid
and
molars
and
their
permanent successors (5). The most
common used procedure to estimate
the mesiodistal widths of unerupted
permanent canines and premolars in
the mixed dentition is the radiographic
method (6).
The aim of our study was to
estimate
by
digital
orthopantomography (OPG) the total
widths of the mandibular permanent
canines and premolars using 2-6
distance. This may assist in orthodontic
treatment planning.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
A cross-sectional comparative
study was carried out on 473
consecutive patients, with an age range
of 7-23 years. Data were collected using
pretreatment records and plaster casts
of orthodontic patients.
Inclusion criteria for sample
selection were patients with all
permanent teeth in each
arch at least up to first permanent
molar, no loss of dental material
mesiodistally as a result of caries or
trauma
and
no
missing
or
supernumerary teeth. Patients with a
previous history of orthodontic
treatment and coronal restorations
were excluded.
Digital
orthopantomographies
(OPGs) were used to measure the
distance between distal aspect of the
distal aspect of lateral incisor and
mesial aspect of the first permanent
molar (the 2-6 distance). The

mesiodistal widths of the canines and
premolars measured were summed. To
assess measurement error, the distance
between lateral incisor and first molar
and the mesiodistal widths of the
permanent canine and premolars
measured on the study models were
remeasured and totaled.
Data analysis was carried out
using the Statistical Package for Social
Science version 16.0 for Windows
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). Age
and gender were used as independent
variables.
Pearson‘s
correlation
coefficient was used to assess the
correlation between the 2-6 distance
and widths of the complementary
teeth. Multiple linear regression
equation was used to predict the 2-6
distance using the widths of the
permanent canine and premolars as
independent variable. A value of P <
0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
A total of 178 patients with mixed
dentition of 473 fulfilled the eligibility
criteria.
A number of 82 (36.8 per cent)
males and 96 (63.2 per cent) females
with age between 7 and 10 years. The

sample showed a greater female
composition.
Measurements discrepancy was
observed in this study with the 2-6
distance measured on the study
models showing significantly (P < 0.05)
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greater values. A moderate correlation
was found between the mesiodistal
widths of the permanent canine and
premolars for the total sample.
A negative correlation was found
between the 2-6 distance and age;
another correlation between gender
and the 2-6 distance was found (Fig.1).
This can be attributed to the fact that
mesiodistal
widths
of
the
complementary permanent teeth does
not change with age.

Simple
linear
regression,
predicting 2-6 distance using gender as
independent variable, showed that
males had a higher measured value.
With multiple linear regressions, when
predicting 2-6 distance using widths of
the permanent canine and premolars
and gender as independent variables,
males had a higher 2-6 distance when
compared with females (Fig.2).

Figure 1. Correlation between the 2-6 distance and age and gendre

Figure 2. Correlation between the 2-6 distance and widths of the permanent canine and premolars

DISCUSSIONS
Prediction of the mesiodistal
dimensions of unerupted permanent

canines and premolars is of importance
in orthodontic treatment planning. The
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better assessment of the size of the
canines
and
premolars
allows
improved treatment to deal with arch
length discrepancies.
Among the different mixed
dentition analysis methods reported in
the literature, the 2-6 distance
measurement is commonly used to
predict the widths of unerupted canine
and premolars.
The results of the present study
were based on the mean widths of the
canine complementary teeth as no
difference was found between them. A
review of the orthodontic literature did
not revealed significant difference
between the tooth widths of males and
females, even males have larger teeth.
A moderate correlation was
found in the present study between the
2-6 distance and the widths of the

permanent canine and premolars.
Some authors claimed that the
combined widths of the four incisors
was the best predictor for estimating
the
mesiodistal
dimensions
of
unerupted permanent canines and
premolars (3,7,2).
However, another opinion was
that the sum of the four permanent
incisors is not a good predictor of the
mesiodistal widths of the unerupted
mandibular canines and premolars (1).
In our study, we used OPG and
study models for predicting the sizes of
unerupted canines and premolars and
we found a high correlation in the
mixed dentition period. A linear
correlation was found between the 2-6
distance and the widths of the
permanent canine and premolars.

CONCLUSIONS
The use of radiograph for 2-6
distance measurement it is a good
prediction method to determine the
widths of the lower permanent canines
and premolars. Although radiographic

method is more precise for mixed
dentition analysis, the drawback is that
requires sophisticated equipment and
experience.
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ABSTRACT

Aim: The aim of the experimental study was to evaluate the effect of two different whitening agents on the
microhardness of dental enamel and composite resins.
Methods: 6 extracted teeth and 6 disc-shaped specimens of a composite restorative material were used. For
the bleaching treatment four applications were performed with a professional whitening gel (Opalescence Boost PF
40%) and a home-use product (Opalescence PF 20%). The surface hardness of the samples was assessed using a
Vickers tester before and after each bleaching cycle.
Results: After each whitening cycle the microhardness of enamel and composite surfaces dropped in
comparison to the initial values. The mean surface hardness decreased to 56.8% in enamel and to 65.3% in
composite samples at the end of the professional bleaching and the reduction was to 71.47% for the enamel and to
81.37% for the resin composite specimens after completing the 4 cycles of at-home bleaching.
Conclusions: Both whitening agents reduced the microhardness of dental enamel and composite resin
specimens but the changes were more dramatic in the samples treated with the concentrated agent.
Key words: microhardness, dental whitening, enamel, composite resins
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INTRODUCTION
The desire to have brighter and
whiter teeth and thus a more pleasant
smile has become a very important
esthetic demand of today‘s dental
patient. There are many methods and
approaches described in the literature
for the bleaching of teeth. However,
three major whitening approaches are
currently
available:
in-office
or
professional
bleaching,
dentistprescribed and monitored home-use
teeth whitening and mass market
bleaching agents [1].
Current tooth bleaching materials
are based on either carbamide peroxide
or hydrogen peroxide. The influence of
whitening agents on dental structures
and
on
different
tooth-colored
restoration materials has been the
subject of many investigations. Both
peroxides may change the inherent
optical properties of the teeth, but they
have different considerations for longterm safety and efficacy [2 It has been
demonstrated that most professional
and at-home bleaching techniques are
effective, although results may vary

depending on several factors as type of
discoloration, concentration of the
active ingredient, treatment time and
frequency and age of patient [3].
According to several in vitro studies
bleaching may exert some negative
effects also on the existing composite
resin restorations, such as increased
surface
roughness,
marginal
breakdown, decreased bond strength
or diminished microhardness [4].
While plenty of published studies tend
to demonstrate that dental whitening is
a
relatively
safe
procedure,
investigators continue to describe
important side effects of hard tissues,
soft tissues, and different restorative
materials [5,6]. Thus, concerns and
controversy remain regarding the
safety of unsupervised long-term
and/or repeated application of dental
whitening agents.
The aim of the present study was
to evaluate the effects of two different
bleaching agents on the surface
roughness of dental enamel and resin
composites.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In the study six extracted human
teeth and six composite resin
specimens were used.
The teeth were selected according
to the following inclusion criteria:
maxillary central or lateral incisors
with intact enamel structure (no
existing restorations, carious or other
lesions), no bleaching treatment in the
past 12 months.
For the composite resin samples a
universal nanohybrid dental composite
(Herculite Ultra, Kerr, USA, with A3
shading) was used. Six disc-shaped
restorative material samples were

prepared in plastic ring molds with a 6
mm diameter and a 2 mm high (Figure
1). The molds were placed on a glass
slab then filled to up with resin. The
material surface was covered with a
polyester strip and a glass slide,
compressed with a device (500 g) for 10
seconds to compact the resin, to
extrude excess material and to obtain a
flat surface [7]. The composite discs
were photoactivated for 20 seconds.
After that all specimens were
smoothed with fine (20 μm) and extrafine (10 μm) polishing discs at 10000
rpm.
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Figure 1. Unpolished disc-shaped composite specimens

The teeth and composite discs
were randomly assigned to two groups
according to the type of bleaching
procedure, as described below:
- Group 1 (Opalescence Boost PF
40%
professional
bleaching):
consisted of 3 teeth and 3
composite specimens (each exposed
to 1, 2, 3 and 4 consecutive
bleaching cycles)
- Group 2 (Opalescence PF 20% athome bleaching): comprised of 3
teeth and 3 composite discs (each
exposed to 1, 2, 3 and 4 consecutive
bleaching cycles)
All
teeth
and
composite
specimens were kept in artificial saliva
for 24 hours before the first bleaching
and between the whitening cycles.
Storage of teeth and composite
specimens in artificial saliva between
bleaching treatments was done to
simulate the clinical situation [8].
The
appropriate
whitening
treatments were performed on the
buccal surfaces of teeth and on the
polished top surface of the composite
specimens. Bleaching agents were
applied
according
to
the
manufacturer‘s instructions, as follows:
the Opalescence Boost PF 40% gel was
applied in a 0.5-1 mm thick layer and
left on the dental and composite

surfaces for 20 minutes, while the
home-use Opalescence PF 20% was
applied in a 1 mm thick layer and left
on the specimens for 4 hours. The
whitening cycles were performed at 24hours intervals on 4 consecutive days.
Remnants of whitening gel were
removed with a soft toothbrush under
running tap water for 1 minute after
each whitening cycle.
Surface hardness (HV) of the
samples was measured with a CV-AAT
400 Vickers microhardness tester, using
a 100 g low-load and a 20s dwell time
at room temperature, never close to
any edge of the specimen. In the
Vickers hardness test a 136° pyramidshaped diamond is forced into the
material with an established load
application [9]. Five microhardness
measurements were obtained on each
dental and composite sample before
bleaching and after every cycle. All
specimens were positioned on the
stage of the tester and stabilized
perpendicular to the axis of the Vickers
square based diamond pyramid. Then
area to indent was selected by focusing
with a 10x objective lens. The indents
were visualized and measured using
the
optical
microscope
(40x
magnification) of the mentioned tester
device (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The image of a Vickers indentation left in the surface of a composite disc
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Based on the five microhardness
absolute values of each sample
registered before whitening and after
every single bleaching procedure,
arithmetic mean values and standard

deviations were calculated. Changes in
surface
microhardness
were
determined as percentage change in
HV from the baseline (%HV) and
compared before and after treatments.

RESULTS
The
average
Vickers
microhardness values of the enamel
surfaces ranged from 354.1 to 381.2 in
group 1 and between 345.9 and 371.6 in

group 2. During the two bleaching
treatments the microhardness of
enamel decreased as shown in Table I
and Table II.

Table I. Vickers microhardness values of enamel surfaces during the bleaching with
40% HP
Treatment phase
Before bleaching
After 1 bleaching cycle with 40% HP
After 2 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP
After 3 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP
After 4 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP

HV microhardness [kgf/mm2] ±SD and the
percentage change of HV
Tooth 1
Tooth 2
Tooth 3
381.2±12.1
354.1±9.6
361.0±7.9
271.0±7.3
258.3±7.9
259.6±8.1
(71.09%)
(72.84%)
(71.91)
202.3±8.9
191.8±4.2
187.6±3.4
(53.06%)
(54.16%)
(51.96%)
178.4±7.1
164.5±5.1
160.4±6.1
(46.79%)
(46.45%)
(44.43%)
169.8±6.7
148.0±3.4
155.8±5.5
(44.54%)
(41.79%)
(43.15%)

Table II. Vickers microhardness values of enamel surfaces during the bleaching with
20% CP
Treatment phase
Before bleaching
After 1 x bleaching cycle with 20% CP
After 2 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP
After 3 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP
After 4 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP

HV microhardness [kgf/mm2] ±SD and the
percentage change of HV
Tooth 4
Tooth 5
Tooth 6
358.1±11.2
371.6±14.2
345.9±13.2
319.6±10.1
331.0±12.7
327.8±15.0
(89.24%)
(89.08%)
(94.76%)
287.4±7.2
299.8±10.7
291.3±11.2
(80.25%)
(80.67%)
(84.21%)
264.7±4.4
276.4±6.8
277.4±7.8
(73.91%)
(74.38%)
(80.19%)
251.5±6.8
269.3±8.9
248.2±8.4
(70.23%)
(72.47%)
(71.75%)

Figure 3 shows the dramatic
decreasing of Vickers microhardness of
the enamel during the bleaching
treatment with the professional
whitening product (containing 40%
HP). The strongest microhardness
reductions of the enamel were noted
after the first bleaching (mean residual
microhardness of 71.94% and a mean
reduction of 28.06%) and the second
whitening cycle with the use of

concentrated agent (an average
residual microhardness of 53.06% and
a mean reduction of 46.94%). During
the last two professional bleaching
procedures the mechanical properties
of the enamel presented a milder
diminution. However, after completing
the four bleaching cycles the enamel
surfaces presented a mean Vickers
microhardness value of 157.86 (a
dramatic reduction of 56.8%).
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Figure 3. The evolution of enamel microhardness during the professional whitening treatment
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Figure 4. The evolution of enamel microhardness during the at-home whitening treatment

In the dental group treated with
20%
carbamide
peroxide
the
microhardness of enamel decreased
but in a more linear and continuous
perspective. After the first whitening
the microhardness of the enamel
remained at a mean percentage of
91.02% of the initial value. After the
second bleaching cycle the mean HV
value decresed to 81.71%. Compared to
the first group of teeth treated with the
concentrated HP gel, the reduction of
enamel surface hardness in the second
group was significantly lower. During
the third and the fourth bleaching
cycles with 20% CP the HV values

decreased nearly in the same manner
as in the first two cycles, to 76.16% and
71.47%, respectively.
The mean Vickers microhardness
values of the composite surfaces varied
between 46.4 and 49.7 in group 1 and
between 46.9 and 51.2 in group 2.
Throughout the sequential bleaching
treatments with the concentrated and
the milder whitening agent the surface
hardness decreased in all composite
samples. The mean HV values of the
composite specimens during the two
whitening regimens are presented in
Table III and Table IV.

Table III. Microhardness values of composite samples during the bleaching with 40%
HP
Treatment phase
Before bleaching
After 1 bleaching cycle with 40% HP
After 2 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP
After 3 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP
After 4 x bleaching cycles with 40% HP

HV microhardness [kgf/mm2] ±SD and the percentage
change of HV
Composite disc 1 Composite disc 2 Composite disc 3
48.5±1.1
49.7±1.8
46.4±1.9
35.2±0.8
40.1±1.9
38.1±1.4
(72.57%)
(80.68%)
(82.11%)
32.2±1.4
35.1±0.9
35.6±0.9
(66.39%)
(70.62%)
(76.72%)
31.7±0.8
33.7±0.8
33.8±1.2
(65.36%)
(67.80%)
(72.84)
31.0±0.5
32.3±1.1
31.1±1.4
(63.91%)
(64.98%)
(67.02%)
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Table IV. Microhardness values of composite samples during the whitening with
20% CP
Treatment phase
Before bleaching
After 1 x bleaching cycle with 20% CP
After 2 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP
After 3 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP
After 4 x bleaching cycles with 20% CP

HV microhardness [kgf/mm2] ±SD and the percentage
change of HV
Composite disc 4
Composite disc 5 Composite disc 6
47.3±1.9
46.9±1.2
51.2±2.2
43.8±1.2
42.6±0.6
45.8±1.9
(92.60%)
(90.83%)
(88.86%)
41.7±0.6
40.1±1.8
42.2±0.9
(88.16%)
(85.50%)
(82.42%)
40.1±1.8
38.4±0.6
40.5±0.7
(84.77%)
(81.87%)
(79.10%)
39.9±1.4
38.2±1.1
40.1±1.8
(84.35%)
(81.44%)
(78.32%)

Figure 5 depicts the great drop in
Vickers surface microhardness after the
first bleaching cycle performed in the
first group of composite discs with the
40% HP containing gel. The mean
reduction of HV values was of 21.55%
after the first treatment phase (mean
HV (kgf/mm2)

60

residual microhardness of 78.45%). The
subsequent whitening cycles prodused
less surface hardness reductions
compared to the first bleaching phase.
At the end of the entire bleaching
treatment the mean microhardness of
the composite discs remained 65.30%.

Bleaching composites with 40% HP

50
40

disc 1

30

disc 2

20

disc 3

10
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initial

1 cycle

2 cycles

3 cycles

4 cycles

Figure 5. The microhardness reduction of composite surfaces during bleaching with 40% HP

In the group of composites
samples whitened with the 20% CP gel
the surface microhardness showed a
less significant reduction throughout
the
whole
bleaching
therapy

HV (kgf/mm2)

60

(consisting of 4 cycles). After
completing the entire whitening
treatment the mean mcrohardness
value of the resin composite discs
remained 81.37%.

Bleaching composites with 20% CP
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Figure 6. Evolution of resin composite surface hardness during whitening with 20% CP
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DISCUSSIONS
Although the use of whitening
agents is widespread, the literature has
shown contradictory results for the
effect of bleaching treatments on the
microhardness of dental enamel [10, 11,
12] and on restorative materials,
including various types of composite
resins [13]. Some studies reported a
decrease [14, 15], an increase [16, 17] or
no change [18, 19, 20] in surface
microhardness of resin composites
after application of whitening agents.
Based on the findings of the
current study the average value of
Vickers enamel surface hardness was
361.98, which is in accordance with the
finding of other previous studies [11,
21, 22]. Enamel hardness depends on
different factors such as degree of
enamel mineralisation, presence or
absence of any structural defects in the
enamel, type of teeth, the orientation of
enamel prisms and the preparing
procedures to perform the hardness
test [23]. In the present study random
sampling was used, thus these factors
din not have any negative influence on
our findings.
Keeping the samples in artificial
saliva may promoted a partial

remineralisation after each bleaching
cycle, and a consequently increase of
microhardness of the sample surfaces.
It can be presumed that using distilled
water instead of artificial saliva would
generate much greater microhardness
reductions in each sample. However,
the use of artificial saliva creates a
closer approximation to the actual
clinical situation.
The strongest impact of bleaching
treatment was observed in the first two
professional bleaching cycles of enamel
surfaces and the first cycle of the resin
composite samples.
The milder but more constant
microhardness reduction observed in
the second group of dental and resin
samples may be explained by the
extended therapy duration of the
whitening performed with the 20%
carbamide peroxide gel. Therefore
patients may need longer treatment
periods when using at-home bleaching
systems to achieve similar shades to
that obtained by the professional
products, though the damage to
enamel and reduction of surface
microhardness will be expected.

CONCLUSIONS
Both
bleaching
procedures
decreased the microhardness of the
studied samples, but there was a
dramatic
reduction
in
surface
microhardness of teeth and composites
resins
undergoing
professional
whitening treatment. The in-office
bleaching (with 40% HP) reduced
enamel hardness to half its original
value and resin composite hardness to

two-thirds of its initial value after four
treatment cycles.
Despite the limitations of this in
vitro study the experimental results
suggest that the less concentrated
dentist-prescribed whitening agents
produce less microhardness reduction
on the surface of enamel and composite
resins, in comparison to the use of
professional bleaching products.
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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of the present study was to evaluate partial or complete dentures wearers` satisfaction in
correlation with behavioral psycho-somatic factors and pain sensitivity. Moreover, it outlines, even from the start of
the prosthetic therapy, sources of patient unsatisfaction, serving as a guideline for the practitioner. In a group of 150
patients, wearing complete or partial dentures, a questionnaire was used to determine the type of personality and
degree of satisfaction regarding the prosthetic. For objective evaluation, modified versions of the Type A Behavior
Pattern Test, Oral Health Impact Profile (OHIP-14) and Pain Sensitivity Index (PSI) as part of Symptom Check
List (SCL-90-R) were used in providing data for the statistical analysis. From the total of 150 interviewed subjects,
30.66% were type A personality, 25.33% type B personality and 44%, type AB. Dental pain was evaluated by
56,41% of the patients as the highest intensity pain. Subjects with an unsatisfying OHRQoL had their prosthetics
for a longer time and had their first prosthetic at a younger age. The number of dentures previously worn influences
patient satisfaction and is in correlation with the age that he received his first prosthetic. Pain sensitivity and
psycho-somatic factors can predict the lack of cortical integration of the future prosthetic. The study`s clinical
applicability resides in helping the practitioner understand patients` complaints and evaluating chances of
therapeutic success from the beginning.
Key words: oral health-related quality of life; oral health impact profile; type A behavior pattern test; type of
personality; patient satisfaction; questionnaires
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INTRODUCTION
Edentulism,
as
a
physiopathological
state
of
the
organism, has a deep impact on the
quality of life of denture wearers.
These influences upon quality of life
are of biological, physiological and
aesthetic nature, and have a direct
impact over the patient`s psychic.
Rehabilitation of oral health is a
difficult task which and is up to the
practitioner; he may obtain a
technically perfect prosthodontics, but
also has to face a series of psychosomatic factors which are fully
dependent on the patient. Another
factor that may influence the
prosthetic`s outcome is the fear of pain,
during or after the treatment is done.
Knowing these factors and their
relations, the practitioner can predict a
total therapeutic success.
Accepting and integrating the
future prosthetic is dependent on the
existence of a direct connection
between patient expectations and what
the dentist-dental technician team can
offer. Most frequently, it is compared
with natural teeth regarding stability,
aesthetics and mastication. Different
factors such as age, gender, education,
profession,
social
status
and
environment,
localization
of
edentulism and the type of personality
seem to have an important effect on the
patients` expectations. Alteration of the
body`s homeostasis has a negative
effect on the possibility of denture
mental integration and on patient
satisfaction regarding the prosthesis.
Data quantification and analysis
of their interconnections can lead to a
result in therapeutic activity, reducing
the risk of failure and alarming the
practitioner even from the beginning of
their possible appearance.

The most frequent personality
test – the Type A Behavior Pattern Test
– was introduced by two cardiologists,
Rosenman and Friedman, in 1974 [1].
Its main purpose was to correlate types
of personality and their susceptibility
to stress. Patients were divided in two
large categories: type A – very sensitive
to stress and type B – not sensitive to
stress. Because of the large gap and
variations between these two groups, a
middle category was introduced, type
AB. This idea was widely used in
research papers [2, 3, 4].
Slade and Spencer [5] first
introduced the Oral Health Impact
Profile (OHIP) as a standard and it
represented, even from the start, an
important instrument in evaluating the
effects of denture wearing. Recent
studies have used it in the
quantification
of
insatisfaction
regarding dentures from the patient`s
point of view, proveing that it is a
superior quality test regarding validity
and sensibility to change [6]. Using a
shortened modified version (OHIP-14)
is more indicated, because it reduces
the source for errors and emphasises
the test`s authenticity [7].
Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL90-R), introduced by Derogatis et al [8],
uses a scale to determine subjective
modifications in the model of onset for
physical or psychical symptoms. The
scale targets modificatations such as
somatization,
obsesive-compulsive
disorder, depression, hostility, fobias,
paranoia or psychoticism [4]. The
polymorphism of these modifications,
next to the evaluation of the impact of a
large group of factors by the present
study, advised us to use SCL-90-R as a
model, modifying the number and
some of the questions, adapting it to
the situation.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
On a group of 150 patients,
69.33% (104) women and 30.66% (46)
men, with ages ranging between 30
and 98, complete and removable
denture wearers, a questionnaire was
applied. The questions were aimed at
finding the type of personality, a short
medical history, pain perception and
the degree of satisfaction with the
prosthetic.
For the evaluation of the answers,
modified
versions
of
different
indicators were used:
 For type of personality, a modified
version of Type A Behavior Pattern
Test;
 For discomfort, disability and
malfunction In the oral health, a
modified version of the Oral Health
Impact Profile (OHIP) – the short
version OHIP-14;
 For self perception and pain
perception, the Pain Sensitivity
Index (PSI) and Somatization Scale,
a part of the Symptom Check List
(SCL-90-R).
The type of personality was
determined by direct evaluation of the
patient`s choices. The questions
regarding
pain
perception,
somatization
and
satisfaction
(regarding aesthetics, mastication,
speaking and swallowing) were
graded, a positive answer receiving the
value 1 and a negative one, the value 2.
For the different degrees of perception,
the evaluation was subjective, each
patient completing the scale with the
values taught to be optimal for the
given situation. Oral Health Related
Quality of Life (OHRQoL) for each
individual was evaluated. With this
data the previously mentioned factors
(OHIP, PSI, SCL-90-R) were evaluated,
empowering the relationship and the
impact of psycho-somatic factors on
patients`
satisfaction.
Statistical
analysis was done using Microsoft®
Excel Enterprise 2007 and GraphPad
Prism® 5. The analysis consisted of
contingency
tables,
non-Gaussien

distribution curves, linear regressions
and non-linear regressions (Lowess),
linear and non-linear associations,
using as variables the data compiled by
the questionnaires (age, type of
personality, the age when the first
denture was made, time of wearing of
the present denture, number of
dentures worn), thus obtaining data
sorted by the quality of the observed
effects.
Procedure
and
statistical
analysis
For
the
determination
of
OHRQoL, data regarding satisfaction
for the prosthetic, general health and
social status was used. This variable
was then compared with that
regarding patient`s personal dental
history (patient`s age when the first
denture was made, duration of
wearing the current denture, number
of dentures worn until this date). Using
associations between the exposed
variables and the results, linear and
non-linear associations (Lowess) were
developed, obtaining the tendency of
the resulting variable (OHRQoL), as a
function of the exposed variables
(patient history).
Pain Sensity Index (PSI) measures
the fear of pain manifested as negative
interpretation
or
catastrophic
expectations of the moment of pain
onset. Subjects were asked to grade, on
a scale from 1 to 10, in comparison, the
pain caused by muscle strain, headake,
pain caused by trauma and pain of
dental origin. Finally, the SCL-90-R
model was used to determine the
somatization relationships. The values
obtained by questionnaires were used
to determine 3 indicators for psychic
discomfort: Global Severity Index
(GSI), the number of discomfort
symptoms evaluated by the subject
(Positive Symptom Total – PST) and
the intensity of the symptoms (Positive
Symptom Distress Index – PSDI). To
obtain the GSI, the global variable GS
was divided by the number of
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questions (15): GSI = GS/15. GS equals
the value of the sum of all the values
on the scale. The same way, a value
speciffic for the scale can be calculated
G(n) = the sum of the values on a single
scale divided by the number of
elements (questions) on that scale S(n).
To determine PST, the discomfort
tendecy P(n) must be calculated for each
scale; it represents the sum of the

number of questions with a positive
answer (value>1). PST can be
calculated by adding all the discomfort
tendencies of all the scales: PST =
P1+P2+P3 or PST= ∑P1-P3.
The last step necessary to
calculate the value of the global index
PSDI is the division of GS by the value
of PST: PSDI= GS / PST (Table 1).

Table 1. SCL-90-R, the modified version
Total
values
1. Oral Health
6a
6b
6c

G

P

G1

P1

G2

P2

G3

P3

GSI;

PST

PST

PSDI

4=S1

6d

2. General Health
10a 10b 10c 10d

Nr. Of
Questions

10e

10f

10g

10h

10i

10=S2

10j

3. Social Status
12

1=S3

Global Variables
15
GS =

PST =

GSI = GS / 15

PSDI = GS / PST
GS

RESULTS
The distribution of patients by
type of personality can be seen in
Figure 1. From the total of 150
interviewed subjects, 46 (30.66%) were
type A personality, 38 (25.33%) type B
personality and 66 (44%), type AB.
Gender distribution determined a
group of 48 men and 102 women. Age
groups, in relation to the median age of
64, outlined a group of 58 persons
under 64 years and a group of 92
persons over 64 years.

As for PSI, the pain of dental
origin was evaluated by 72 (48%) of the
subjects with a lower intesity than the
others mentioned. Of those who
evaluated it as more powerfull, 34
(43.58%) chose nearby values on the
scale, 38 (56.41%) choosing the highest
value. Moreover, 70 (46.66%) atributed
lower than the median values (median
value = 5.53), whereas 80 (53.33%)
patients, values over the median.
(Figures 1-3).
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Figure 1. Relationship between dental pain and muscle pain values

Figure 2. Relationship between dental pain and headake values

Figure 3. Relationship between dental pain and pain caused by trauma values

Amongst the group of patients,
the median age was 64 years, varying
between 30 and 98. OHIP scores were
between 16 and 26 points, with a
median value of 19.38. The median age
at which the patients wore their first
denture was 54.18 years. They had
worn a number of 1.8 dentures prior.
The earliest denture was worn at age
20 and the latest, at age 82. 18.66% (28)
of the subjects had had their first
prosthetic at age 50, 60% (90) of the
interviewed patients having had their
prosthodontic treatment between 50
and 60 years. 64 (42.66%) of the
participants had worn 2 dentures until
completing the questionnaire. The
current prosthetic had been worn a
median of 49.32 months. 16% (24) had
been wearing it for 24 months, while
equal proportions (9.33%, 14 people)

had been using it for 12, 36, 48, 60 and
120 months. The most recent had been
made one month prior, the oldest, 240
months prior.
Table 2 represents the patients`
distribution by median OHIP values,
based on percentages, age and
variables that characterize prior
denture wearing (age of current
dentures, number of prior prosthetics
and age at which they got their first
prosthetic).
Subjects
with
an
unsatisfying OHRQoL (high OHIP)
had their prosthetics for a longer time
and had their first prosthetic at a
younger age. Also, they were
significantly less than the oposing
group. Diferences regarding patients`
age and number of prior prosthetics
were unsignificant.

Table 2. The percentage of subjects, age and variables that characterized denture
wearing, in 2 groups depending on the median OHIP points
Variable
Subjects (%)

Low OHRQoL values
(0-19.36 OHIP points)*
58.66
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High OHRQoL values
(19.36-26 OHIP points)*
41.33

Age (years)
Age of current dentures (months)
Number of dentures worn
Age of first prosthetic (years)

65
47
2
55

66
52
2
53

*Values represent the median of each group
To better detect the possible nonlinear associations between age,
anamnestic variables and OHRQoL,

the following graphics were made, but
lacking evidential links (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Non-linear (Lowess) and linear associations of the relation between age and OHRQoL

Statistically significant data were
gathered from the relation between the
number of prosthetics worn and
OHRQoL. On the other side, using t
test for the 3 anamnestic variables in
relation with OHRQoL and the
influence of age, all data were
statistically significant. Because of the

negative confidence intervals in 4 out
of 6 cases (table 3), these values may be
considered as being false positive,
keeping in mind only the influence of
the age of the first prosthetic and of the
duration of the current prosthetic on
OHIP results.

Table 3. Multivariable regression analysis between variables and OHIP results
Variables
Age of wearing
the first prosthetic
(years)
Time of wearing
current prosthetic
(months)
Number of
dentures worn

Regression analysis by exposing
the variables to OHIP results
P
95% CI
t
30.34 to 37.42
19
<0.0001

Regression analysis by exposing
the variables to influence of age
P
95% CI
t
-16.98 to 4.673
<0.0001
6.85

17.26 to 41.67

4.73

<0.0001

-28.74 to 3.92

2.58

0.0108

-19.0 to -15.52

18.96

<0.0001

-65.97 to 60.26

43.33

<0.0001

Finally, SCL-90-R was used to
calculate GSI, PST and PSDI. In this
case, Mann-Whitney U test was used,
using as variables OHRQoL and PSDI).
The test was used to compare the

median of 2 independent groups that
contained scores (in this case).
Statistical analysis (Fig. 5) showed a
statistically significant relation between
the two indexes.
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Figure 5. Analysis of the relation between OHRQoL and PSDI (P<.05, U = 15.00)

DISCUSSIONS
The
success
criteria
for
prosthodontic treatment are hard to
define. Self evaluations of the
prosthetics are influenced by psychosomatic factors and general health. The
literature confines well documented
cases of dentures that were easily
integrated by the patient, although not
being of high quality by the
practitioner`s point of view. From this
we can conclude that the clinical
oportunity for using a certain denture
does not always concur with the
patient`s satisfaction regarding it.
In similar studies, Carlsson et al
[9], found a mild corespondence
between the denture satisfaction and
overall evaluation of oral health. The
only notable correspondences have
appeared between patient satisfaction
and personality type, and also with
their social adaptation. Brunello and
Mandikos [10] have compared age,
gender and medical and psychological
status with the number and type of
complaints about the dentures, not
finding a significant relation between
these parameteres. Also, they have
stated the fact that age and disease
were not factors that would stop
patients to succesfully use their
prosthetics.
Taking in mind the median age of
64 years, two subject groups were
created; the values obtained from them
regarding
aesthetics,
speaking,
mastication and swallowing were then
related to the type of personality,
which concluded once more that type

A personality peaked at insatisfaction
values, with statistically significant
values regarding speaking over the age
of 64. Type B remained less satisfied by
mastication, for patients over 64 years
(table 1). These results confirm prior
statements, moreover stating that
higher age became a factor in
preventing prosthetic therapy failure.
OHIP, PSI and SCL-90-R are
interconnected indexes; their analysis
was done together. OHRQoL, by OHIP
values, was influenced by factors
regarding lenght of denture wearing,
psychological and psycho-somatic
factors regarding somatization and the
fear-triggered mechanisms.
Throughout literature, the link
between factors related to time of
denture wearing and OHRQoL could
not be determined, contradicting in a
way the hypothesis from which the
present study started. Some studies
have evoqued positive results in
keeping the degree of satisfaction after
prosthodontic therapy. For example,
Magnusson [11] enunciated that
patient satisfaction 5 years after a new
denture was still sufficient. In a study
by Toolson et al [12], regarding the
satisfaction of patients who maintained
a recall 5 to 10 years after
prosthodontic
therapy
by
overdentures, a great majority were
still
satisfied,
although
clinical
situations becoming poorer (loss of
periodontal support, loss of a number
of teeth). This statement may prove the
difference between clinical status
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(regarding a new denture or a prior
prosthetic) and patient expectations,
which has a deep impact over
satisfaction.
John et al [13] stated that subjects
who maintained a recall over a period
of 4 years did not present any influence
by factors regarding time of wearing
the denture upon the degree of
satisfaction. This study was used as a
model for a part of the present study,
though our results turned out
contradictory. Certain factors can be
enunciated, the most important being
the time that patient maintained
recalls. In the prior study, subjects
maintained a shorter recall period (4
years in comparison with a maximum
of 20 years). Another difference may be
considered the method of evaluating
patients, the instruments used to
determine OHRQoL. Moreover, we
considered, by means of shortening the
number of questions and implying a
larger number of indexes, to use as a
model the short version, OHIP-14.
For starters, the linear and nonlinear (Lowess) associations did not
show the existence of a tendency in this
function. The variables` statistic
analysis demonstrated the possibility
of a direct connection between the
number of dentures and the degree of
unsatisfaction, but also between the
age that the patient got their first
dentures, the time of wearing for the
current one and the degree of
satisfaction (Table 2). The data
obtained by the present study, in
conjunction with the literature review
tend to direct, though, the attention to
the more important psychic and
psycho-somatic influences.
Further
study
about
the
relationship between personality traits
and patient complaints about dentures
have yet to come to a conclusion. Most
criticism brought to the authors`
attention regarded global evaluation of
the discomfort [14] and the use of
unspecific tools for the investigation
[15]. Klages et al [16] pointed out
possible solutions for the criticism; the

first problem can be fixed by using
OHIP, a secure and comprehensive
mean that reaches out to a great variety
of oral health problems [5,6,17]. For the
second one, the solution came from
using the concept of somatization to
explain the lack of satisfaction
regarding one`s denture. Somatization
refers to the disposition to experiment
physical symptoms without organic
underlying [18,19]. According to the
cognitive behavioral theory, the false
interpretation
of
the
physical
symptoms or of pain and the
concentration
on
proprioceptive
signals
are
defining
for
the
development of amplified perception
of somatic dysfunction. Grading by
using PSI is one of the best
representations of this form of data
processing [20,21].
Klages et al [16] have developed a
hierarchical model, starting from the
sensitivity
regarding
pain
and
gradually adding proprioception as a
variable. Subsequently, the need to add
a somatization scale (SCL-90-R) came
up, considering that the two have
results regarding the experience of
multiple symptoms. In the light of
OHIP values, they summarized that
the functional limitations and physical
pain are affected in a higher percentage
(between 38% and 41.5%) by the
personality type, in comparison with
psychological discomfort (17.3%).
The results of their regression
model regarding pain are in agreement
of prior noted data. Pain sensitivity,
proprioception
and
somatization
predict the onset of psychic symptoms.
According to literature data, drawing
attention to the physical sensations
interferes with the data processing
mechanisms that lead to problem
solving; and so, denture wearers with
high
proprioceptive
levels
may
experience these problems, becoming
tense, irrational and less able to
perform every-day routine tasks. The
appearance of these hypotheses raises
question marks, leading to uncharted
territory for further research.
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The present study uses a median
between the prior noted information.
We joined the prior stated concepts
regarding the lack of specificity of the
psychological evaluation, but still
keeping them as a model, adapted to
the present cases. Moreover, it was
preferred
to
elude
certain
psychological information with the
purpose of using more simultaneous
evaluation instruments, completing the
idea that the conjunct result would be
more accurate and significant. The
results after PSI evaluation state that
52% of the subjects considered the
value attributed to dental pain superior
to any other pain. Exaggerated
expectations in this case were
confirmed by 56.41% of them, who
have given dental pain a far superior
value (on a scale from 1 to 10). In

general, 53.33% of the interviewed
patients have noted a value superior to
the median value of 5.53. These results
sustain a higher impact on the patient,
the fear of dental pain being superior
to those of organic or traumatic origin.
Similar results have been obtained by
evaluating SCL-90-R, where PSDI (an
indicator of the psychic symptom
intensity)
appeared
in
direct
correlation with OHRQoL (thru OHIP
values),
thus
confirming
the
importance of somatization in patient
satisfaction and, subsequently, in
therapeutic success.
In the light of these data, it was
considered that the present study
confirmed a part of the noted
hypotheses, leaving a path for further
study
regarding
different
considerations.

CONCLUSIONS
In conformity with the prior
statements, we have reached a set of
conclusions:
1. The number of prior worn dentures
may have an effect on patient
satisfaction, but the subject`s age
and the age that he got the first set
of
dentures
have
a
high
signification. Nevertheless, their
impact is inferior to those of
psychological and psycho-somatic
factors.
2. Psycho-somatic
factors
(pain
sensitivity, proprioception and
somatization) can predict the onset
of psychic and psychological
symptoms, drawing attention to
modifications in the degree of
satisfaction shown by the patient.
These data have a clinical
application:
knowing
the
interpretation process for the

symptoms and proprioception
helps
the
practitioner
in
understanding patient complaints
regarding
apparently
ideal
prosthetics.
3. Patient satisfaction is a subjective
concept, the type of personality, the
degree
of
pain
perception,
proprioception, somatization and
data regarding time of denture
wearing having a certain influence.
Taking these variables in mind, the
practitioner can evaluate, even
from the beginning of the therapy,
the chances for success.
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